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AB.~TAACT. 
FATHER~NG IN JOINT CUSTODY FAMILIES: 
'A STUDY OF' DIVORCED AND REMARRIED 'FATIiERS 
A Su.e Klavans Simring 
, . . 
This :t;esearch explored the fathering experience of 44 'd'ivorced 
and remarried fathers with 'legal joint cust'odY and' at least· one 'child 
under the "age of 16. The 'fathers filled' out a questioimaire and· were 
. ~., . . 
"inte'rviewed about the frequency of their partiCipation in various child , ' 
care a~tivities~ thefr:'satisfaction' during th~ir par~icipation'in these 
ac ~ivities, . and 'their perceived i~f1uenc~ ·o~ 'their ~itild' s growth and. 
development. Thr'ee fath~rin~ mea~,ure-s' were 'derived from the' question-
naire'" The father's. perception of the ~el.atio~ship with the mother 
. . 
(coparen'ting relationship) was"correlated with the fathering measures 
to determine if the amount of interaction between c'oparents and the 
amount of support or conflict in their ~elationship was associated 
with high or low scores on the fathering measures. 
Results indicate that the sample fathers have maintained an 
active an~F'involved relationship with their children which did· not 
diminish upon remarriage. They ar~ satisfied with the time spent 
with thei~. child, and feel influential in their child's growth and 
development. 
The quality of . the relationship be.tween coparents varied from 
. highly supportive relationships. i.ohighlY conflictual . and antagoni~tic 
ones. In genera!', ·the amount of' support or conflic·twithin the co-
.... 
·it o • parental relationship, and the frequency of the coparental inter-
action, was not a·ssociated with any of the indicators of a father's 
involvement with his child. Fathers were able to sustain an involve-
ment with their children without spport from their former wives:~nd 
within conflictual circumstances. 
Joint custody was considered to be the context within which 
fathers ,,'ere able to negotiate a positive relationship with their 
child. Most fathers were strongly in f~vor of using the legal supports 
th,it are part of a jo·int custody agreement as a means of insuring 
both parents' .attachme·nt to their child after divorce.· Joint custody 
appears to be. an· -appropriate- and desirable .child ~are alternative in 
more kinds of divorced families than.is currently accepted.or encouraged. 
However, far more support· from the legal _and .social systems is needed 
to help fathers ·continue to fulfill their responsibilities and 
" . 
obligations as parents after separation, "divorce and .remarriage • 
. , 
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Statement of Problem 
. , CHAPTER. I· ; . 
'" : ... INTRODUCTION 
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This study focuses on divorced and remarried fathers with legal joint 
./ 
.. . 
~ , . I • '~ • 
custo~y. . :The purpose of the study ~s to explore fathering in joint custody 
I '. ,.. • . ,,- .. .. '. ~ 
families ~n which there is at least one child under the age of sixteen. 
, O'Ot .. :, '" . ,; : i.' 
One out of every six children experiences the divorce of his or her 
. ; . " ", .. : .' . 
parents (Glick, 1979). Divorce and its concomitant decisions about child 
<"., .,. , . , .... • ;- I • ~ _, .. . . 
.' . 
custody are part of the future for an increasing number of families, and if 
:. I.::'" 
current, trends continue, by I 9?O one third of all chi1~re,! will spend som~ 
.- _".: t 
of their time in a "single parent" home. Previous research suggests that 
• I. '1 
it is the disruption of the child's relationship with a parent that is most 
-, ,.! •.. , 
~ .' - . ' .. 
. " . " 
for parents that is harmful to their postdivorce adaptation. In parti-
~ • I ••.. 
cular, the postdivorce father-child relationship has been singled out as 
.... ,-, 0' . 
• • • I,' .' • " ', .. 
needing special attention an~ support (W~lIerstein and Kelly, 1980). There 
. , . 
. ',' 
... :-' .. ~ ... 
are,several reasons for this: 
\: . - ". .' ; " .;:', I'" .- .. '- .-.. ': 
The father-child relationship is most at risk after a divorce. . I. 
,':., ,I :- -:i ',':. '. , , 
A 
recent su~vey by Furstenberg (1983) investigatin~ postdivorce father-child 
' .. ; .. 
. 
contact, fo~nd that marital dissolution involves "either a complete· cessa.., 
.... . :-,' : .' . 
~I' 
.. 
. ~ . 
.. , 
~ '," 
---_ ..... -_. 
,2 
.. 
tion of contact between. t~e father and child or a .relationship that is 
. •. ~ '. ," . !:-': ... : . t. • 
tantamount to a ritual form of parenthood." The primacy of the mother-
. "'0: . ,'1. " : . :. .' .0·. ..... 
child bond within this century has Pl:lt the father on the defensive. He 
• '.' : •• f : • "..; • • .' ;: • ~ : •• •• '" • • 
must redefine what creates his ties to his child other than biology., rime 
• • I • '.' :'" : ~ • \.! • .-.' . 
and space, which tend to re.main in the background of. intact family life, . 
. .... . -. . " , . . ..... . .. . ... : .. 
often become painfuJJy prominent to th~ div~rced father. There is a 
.. "I' • I' •. . ,', 
growing estrangement and gradual withdrawal of the father from the child, 
'. ',.... . .: , : '. ': ' . '. '. 
yet little is known about how to minimize such behavior. 
•• . J .• . ~ • • : '. '. .... . 0' , :- ; : • .' 
/ 
2. The predivorce father-child rela:tionship is not predictive of the 
• .. • • ... '.. T • .'. ;', • :-- ~ ".: ' : •• 
father's postdivorce relationship (WaJJerstein and Kelly, 1989). Restric-
. :, .;'"; ::. i. : :" •. 
ted access to a child can interfere with and attenuate a father-child bond 
. I " . 'I • • '. o· • , ",..,. ~ 
that was close and loving prior. to the divorce (Ahrons, 1980)~ On the 
,I •. •• ': i '., '. •. I': •• .,' :.~ • • . '. • • ; ... I 
other hand, the same does not appear to· qe true f9r the mot~er-chjJd 
• • ..... • ~. : .' :. . • : .. ': ,:. 1 •• ':. • : • I: '. . ' . . .' 
re~ation~hip. When a father obtains physical custody, the mother's connec-
tion t? her chi!~ is usualJy slJst,aine~ (Warshak, 198~). This is pr~dict-
able when one considers the stronger negative social. sanctions for, !:l0th.ers 
' .. '. ..' .... •• : I .".. :. I • .' ',' ~ .• : 
who ·do not maintain contact with their children. 
. . 
':. " I' 'r: ,,~ : .. I' ',' 4 •• :~ •• 
3. Fathers, and their contributions to the emotional life of the 
· ... ~,; I' .:. I :', I.··. .' .' .: ~ •. ' .. .'. • ; '. . '. • i.. ~ "': I .... '. : • 
f~mily, have been neglected in previous r~sea.rc~ of both inta~t an~. 
, ': . . • .'~: I.....,,". . :. ,I.. ;", .,! . . l :; , .' '. .... ~ I ,'. : ': !, .. ';', 
divorced families .(Herzog al"!~ Sudia, 1973). Past research reflects ~he .. 
: • • J ~. : • . • '.., . :. ~'; ~ i'. .' :. • .: • I. " - .. 1 '.. I ,'. .., ',..',.. • • 
bias against the importance of. the no~custodial f.ather-child r~lationship 
. " ..... • ••• ,I, : ', •. -, .~ i. "', •. '~,' ~ . :' ",:. . ~ ;', ": 
by stressing "father absence" as the saHent characteristic of divorced 
I •• : ~ ;" •• .... _ '. .' • . •• ~ • .' •• '.; 'I" ". .• :' •. ' • I . '. ... • • ...... • "":" . ':; 
famil'ies. In· fact, Safilios-Rothschild (1969) expressed concern, that 
• .' , ,.' . • • ';.' . . -' . . .. . .:. : :.' ' ... - :. . ! ",'). .~. 
family sociology might be better called "wives" family sociology since 
• .. ~. : • ~. i:' • • : .." .'. .••• • • '. t • • .' " I' .:. :'. • 
until recently .. ~ome.n p,r0vided much of the knowledge about marriage· and 
'" .1.. .., .~'~', ..... ~' ....... ~~ ..•• 
divorce. 




The sociological literature reflects a consistent bias in its assump- ' 
tions coricerning appropriate' parenti~g' behavior. N'urturance is defined as a 
femal~: quality (Polatnick, i973), v:,hich w\'len 'present in' m;ri' is consid~~ed 
deviant' (Beil' and Vogel," 19~9).: Psychologicaf theory has' limited the 'role 
•• 1' 
of the hither in child development to a sub~idiary' one compared to the 
overwhelming importance of th~ '~~ther. The suitability of men for child 
care is ofte'n' qu'estioned, and 'their attitude towa~ds'" the fathering role 
•• I' .' /.' • • i \ .• ' • ' 
have for the mo'st part 'rar~ly been repoded~ , 
In 90 percent of divorces the mother is given sole custody and the 
.... 
Consequently, 'most studies 
" 
of divorced f~~j1'ies hav~ bee~ of parents' ~nd children with traditi~nal 
'.':" . 
mother-custody arrangements. Research focusing directly on the divorced 
:' . , ,... . .' , '.:" '.' 
father with joint custody is limited, the heterogeneity of father 
• : . . _ _. : • : _ I .i ••. " :..... .• :. ~ .J... . 
"presence" has been neglected, and little thought given to" fathers' 
. , .. : . '. . . : .. '." . '.: __ . ..... ~. ,i' ,I ~ ." .' • 
that enables fathers, in general, to assume major child care functions tha~ 
. " : .- ....... .. . ~ . ~,' 
, , , 
were often unavailable to many divorced fathers with traditional visitation 
, .-:, ,; , ' ~, .. 1;, >--;.', ,,', , " , 
rights. Since about 1978, several studies have fOcuse~ on divorced fathers 
'.: .. '-:,' 
who have' joint custody arrangements (Greif, 1979; Luepnitz, 1981; A~rons, 
.... : ': . ,. . . . " . 
1980; Roman and Haddad, 1978; Rosenthal and Kesh~t, J981). However, the 
sa~plesl tlave' been ~~'~lf"- <Of Gr~if's ~o djvorc~~ "f~~h~r~, eight had joint 
',. . ... ' 
custody. Luepnitz:~s study of joint and sole-custody farriili~s contained ci.' 
• • . ' ~ • ~'. • • .; • ..., ' ,.' 1 '. • ' '. ". • ~ , ,~ 
joint custody' sample of eleven. families. Ahrons has studied' the largest 
.' , ~. ' •••• '. , .' , :', • , : • \. ' :. • • '. .. I , •• ~ • ,', • ' :' ~ • I •. i ,~ 
group of joint custody families: of her 4- I parents, 19' were fathers, none 
.'. ·:r. ':'.' -;. i',. t: . . ... .... ' :: ' .. : 
were remarried, and all were interviewed one year postdivorce., Data from 
these' studies' suggest that a joint custody arrangement protects 'and 
encourages ties. between fathers and their children, and as· a consequence 
t ',-
prevents overburdening mothers with too much responsi~ility. Yet, joint 
custo~y~. although achieving some acceptability in noncontested~ har":,onious 
divorces, is still controversial, especially when conditions are not 
,/ 
con.sidered ideal •. Rosner (1981) found in a survey of of 45 judges, 
attorneys,.: and ~ome.stic reJations. officers, that· rt:\ost. felt that; joint .;r 
..' 
custody should not be used or . onlX used rarely. '. Their .. <opposition·, was based" 
on the· belief that it. is an unrealistic and 'doOTTled c~ncept; because 
individuals who could not get. along weJl :enough to 'staY"'~arried .could not 
cooperate. enough. to coparent, and trat.a joint .CU!?to~y a~rangerylen~. w~uld 
. . .' . 
aggravate hostility betw~en· divorced .pa.r.ent~. . . " \ . . ~. . . .' ... ' 
'. . . Because joj~t:=c:ustody is a· relatively new phenomen~n~ th~,:e. a~e few 
descriptive data (on the diversity· of ,-joint. custody arrangements.: Ttlere ;is. 
also little .information· about the heterogeneity.of fathers'- involvement 
with their children' after divorce within ·different·types of fa~iJy ,'.' 
structures., · .. The .. present: stu.dy· focl!se~ o.r:'I ttle following .questions: H.o\Joi, .. do. 
divor:c~d. aflq : r~rn~rri~d fathers with joirn. ~ustody per~eiv~t~eir involve-.-. '.; 
. ,.. 
m~nt I wi~h their chi~<;I .. in terms ·of- their participation in child care .' 
I . • .' ~ _, ..... • I' . ',. . . . I '. • I • 
activities," satisfaction· .witt) t!'leir. pa~,ticipat~on, and infl.uence. on th.eir. 
"0. •• •• • ." • ... '.' •• ••••• • _ •• _,. 
child~s: growth an9. .. q~yel~pmel)t?"" What f~ct9r.s .. pO~,en~jally predi,ct '~~ria-:­
tions ,in a: father.~s:perceptjon. of !'lis·influenc~,:partic~pati(:m ,!-nd ..... ",' 
enjoyment of his child 'c:are .. activ'jties ,within th.is'populatio·n? ·'How. does .-:' 
. ' 
the :quaJity" of the' fathers ~':r'elationship with their.' former: wives'''reJate; to . 
their :jnvolvement with their child?'. How do 'joint cus~ody fathers interact 
with their 'Jormer ,wives' in· order to make decisions ;about" th~ir:'chi1d? 
are the' diffe,rent kin~s. of c;:oparenting styles within. joint. custody, .. 
What 
-.' ., 
arrangements? I ,. 5 
. The ~ollowing sections of the introduction describe. the origiri of the 
, (" 
research "idea, the' t~eoreti:cal assump.t1ons under lying this, researcn, and! 
the d~~inition, of the terms used in' this study.' , 
. I ~ . 




A clinical interest in divorce and parenting stimulated this study. 
: ... : '" . .' . ' .. ',' . -, 
. , 
While leading a series of workshops for divorced, men and women, the author 
: I" ,'. ..;'. " ~': :...: • ,'I'.. .' • • ,:1 '. .., .. : 
observed that, the effects of divorce on family reorganization were 
: • • :' ; •• ~ , • • •• '. ~ p' • I. : .' : 
profound. For the divorced parents ~n the group, a frequent concern was 
, ' 
.' ;',' ..... 
the changing nature of their relationship with their children. Questions 
- • I" ; '. i -':. ;.' . i ',. ;. .' 1 • • • • ••• : .':" '" ; -: '"": .. ' /. • 
often arose about the diffic~lty of parenting a child when the mother and 
:" .. ~. . .. ..... . . . . . . ..• \' . ;;.::: :-:-.' 
father were living in separate households. Furthermore, the custodial 
. .: ) :. . . . ' I '.' .. I:. . .... ,.:. ,- .., '; . " ! ..... '\' . -:. "~' .. " ... " 
mothers (often defined, as single parents) were usually overburdened with 
I .;. • • • • '. ~ : •• ' 
full-time child care and a full or part-time job. The noncustodial fathers 
,·r . ' .. ' . 
: (~ow defined as. visiting parents) wer:e, r~sponsible fO~ ~~ild support, ang,ry 
about alimony, and complained that they had infrequent and/or too ,concen-
.-,' '. :.'~ • .:: • •••• ,'..:.~ ••• :: .' ..... : ,'. .: ~:. •• _, I" ': .' 
trated a period of ~i~e with their children. They complained that they paid 
! , ", ' ,'. " . "i I, '. ' :, • : :," '':'' 
for the support of their children, but received littJe time with them in 
.;! .' : " ~ , ,~,,' , ..•. 
return. Disbelief at the deterioration of the father-child relationship 
, ': '.' . 
following the divorce, and a sense of bewilderment about how to be a father 
: . '~ , : ~ '.", I • ' , ' , " ,'II ,I, ',:,,' ,'!., .. 
~ithin a changed family structure were prevalent feelings. Anger and 
, .. : ,',: ,~. -: 
:, " 
,;; i,' .' 
frustration with custody and visitation were expressed by both mothers and 
: • : . ~ ',' . : ~ i ,'~ "~' • :" I' _ • _ I , .' _, ." 
fathers, and remained troublesome after remarriage when the addition of a 
, , 
. ~ , , ' ",',,' .. ' . , ,': 'I; . -: ~ ." .. " I ~ .., ,l, ' : 
new famUy member created an even more complex family structure. 
, , 
, : I :' '. ,~- '~'. . : ,!.. _" r,!", ~:. '~,:" • ~" ,,:. , 
,Recognition of the: fact that a family is reorganized' by divorce, and 
.,. . J. ': ~ , j' 
not "broken", would possibly have alleviated some of the distress. In most 
,~ r' • ' , : 







cases, a ,~'single-parent" family is not ~he result of divo~ce; in fact this 
. .... '.' 
.. 
description, does an injustice to ,the absent parent. Two households are 
formed, a~~~r djvorc~, p.(terna~ '. an~ .. maternal. If the family. ~~ con~eiv~d of 
as "sing!e-parent", it Jeads to the concept~al error of exc.l~ding the .. , 
. '-, 
absent parent (usually father) from the definition of a divorced family, . 
~ .' .:'." 
and the therapeutic error of not including the absent parent in the t~eat-
me~t of the "single-parent family." It was important for the participants 
. ~., ~ , ~ ... , . . ,: . 
to understand that divorce only dissolved the _.m~rriage, and that the father 
I • • • .~' ~ , I • !; ~ ., : ... ~ :- . ' ", ... , , 
-ch~ld relationship could,' in spite of}his dissolution, remain inta~t • 
. -. " :. ,.,, , , , 
... ~ .se~rch of, .t~~ ,~ivorce~it~~,~ture, ,in the mid 1970's revealed a ma~or ... 
shortcoming of the theories that ,descril?ed and explained family dynamics. 
, ' . t .' " " '. ~: .. .-
Most models of healthy families were based on nuclear family models. For 
, '. ' ':' ' •• : ". I. '. .,"".' • 
example, Mlr:iuchin (J974) used: th~ concept: of "boundary" to describe how 
, ::. ",",," .' o· 
families fun~:ti.one:d",._~ .rior~al, healih~, :~e!,I'-.~~.nc~,i~njrig· family had clear 
boundar ies around th~' spouse s·ub;..sy·stem, the '~ibHng su.b'-system, between 
the parent and child' sub-systems, 'and between the ,family 'and' the outside; 
, I 
world. -But what are the appr,opriate parent-ch~ld and coparental boundaries -. 
' •• I • , : ~. 1. : 
for a family which includes two "single-parent'~ hous~holds? 
. ' '." 
.. '.. 
Another dimension of healthy family functioning in the intact nuclear 
'. h ....• I - • I ,::.': .,' ~ ": , ...... ·.:f·,:~ . ,'.:.~! .:' ~ :" 
family is that power rests with the parents. How does the concept of power 
" ,. ; •• :' ~~ '. ~'\ 10. '.; ~'. • •••••• ,' :.1.,' '.' '.,:": 
apply to ~amjlies in which there are two parents and two stepparents, and 
.' ,_ _ '.. , .' -;, - _", .':. -, .: f ~. .'.'. 
children going back and forth between two households? How should family 
, '. ......' I . ~" I . ".. ;", \.' . . • 
role~ be negotiated' wneri';-a . powerfLiI parent-'chile c~a1ition predates a new 
~ • '" • . ": ' : I ;. • '. 
husband-wife' reJation'shi"p?' How are male and' fem'ale roles defined when 
.;. 
there are no longer two peopJe to divide the labor along traditional 
male/instnHnerital-femaJe/expressive axes? The 'primary questron 'becomes: -. 











derived from a nl-!c1ear family. mc:;>del ~e ~~apteq ~o inclu<:,e. people ~ho live 
in divorced and re.rna.rried families? : 
. ) 
As div.orced ~arents .gr~duaUy. become aware of.:t.heir _ new f~mily 
struc~l:Ir¢., i.they find.it I")~ce$sary. to .r)egotiate- a ne~relationship .with each 
other in. orde~ to .r~main active: pare~ts. Although ·the ex-husband. and wife 
. 
often deny ·the_ ,necessity: for an ongo~ng .reJa~ic:;>.nship the :need, to work out 
satisfactory _arrangement.s for their children compels them to stay involved 
with each other. Thus, the parental and spousal roles heretofore fused, 
.• ~. : ." t ,-
not orily'had to· be separated, but also had to be restructured. Mead (1971) 
I • • . : .' • • . '. . :. . ! I \', :. •• '" • • '. ~ • ).; .... ' .• ,; 
commented on the lack of recognition our society has for the indissoluble 
.: : ....... 1 :. " : . '. ' '. I I' ' .. ', ". ,..... .: ~. _:: ....: • ~ ~ 
bond between parents who _ have had children:' , 
;. 
,-
Anothe~' 'confusion .•.. ~o~es" from our' ret'usaf' .' , '; 
" :.~o. ,tr~C!~ the- con<;:~pti.on ;,and produ~tion of a 
child as an unbreakable tie between the parents, 
:r~gard}ess I?~ the state of' .the marriage con~ra<;:t •... : .:_ ,- .. , 
Our present divorce style" often denies the tie 
qetw~en the· child and 'one of- the parents, and- it- . 
permits the parents to deny that--through their 
common child--they. have an irreversible, .indissoluble 
rela tionship to each' other. 
~'" "'. ••••• ,', • • ..I -'. :.: • " ... ::- ; ••.• :. 
The already difficult job of coparenting is made even more difficult 
.' ".: . :',' .,;.... :"': be~a~s~ lacking ~orrris to guide the~, di ~o~ced' couples' ar-e confronted with 
. ,'" .. :.'.:' . ,.' "."~ .' ~-.. ~;\ .. -..... ,; ........... ;:.,;.: ...... , 
the task 'of trying to coparent while not appearing too friendly. Schwartz 
• • ~ ! ••• ' 
(1967) 'has ob~erv-ed 'th'at we tend to be suspicious of former 'spouses" who are 
I. ." .'.. • I. ::. .. I' . . i' , ". , ~. .- • • :. ':'. 
success·ful. 'in' ~o'rking cu't an amIcable' re·lationshlp. 
"We find- it' :~Hffi~~jt 'to' u~de'r-~t~nd' how \wo 
person.~ who ,?~ce shared _a ~e!<~QI r~lationship' 
can neutraIize, redefine and repattern that 
rela~i.ons.hip, _and yet- this :i5 precisely what 
is essential whether divorced spouses remarry 
or· .not., - . . ~ '. . 
:' .... I, .' 
t ,"'; " "., 
, .... 
... ~': .::. .,' : ... :; ... ~ " 
.' .. '.' 
Tr~ <?u.stody and visitation schedule agreed upon --t?Y.: th.e p.ar~l"!t~,·_ or. ~mposed 






the relationship of a father and mother to their child and to each other 
. /. . , . '. . . 
has to be renegotiated.\ Structura~ ma'nipula'tions, which include the.' 
custody form .and the chiJd care schedule, interact with individual-
psychological '. factors and influence ·postdivorc·e family relationships .. : . 
. . 
CliniCians, often overwhelmed' by complicated individual and family . 
probie'ms, have, by' 'and large, 'ignored these realities'· and over look'ed ' 
effective 'methods of intervention~ 
Theoretical Orientation 
G~egory Bateson {l97?>. advised scientists to examine their presl!Pposi-
... 
tions of what ideas and questions are wprth .pursuing, since the social 
'1" • ". • • 
. context of research conditions the results of the inquiry infinitely more 
'. • .'0 
than .the. m.et~odological .detail of the analysis. 
. . ~ 
The central assumption underlying this study of divorced fathers is 
that di.vo~ce and remarriage are life-cycle crises that cause struct,ural 
changes in the entire family system. Parent-child and ex-spousal relation-
ships must be redefined and clarified .within a changed family structure. 
Divorce does not obliterate ,either one of ~he parent-child relationships or 
the relationship between the parents.. Divorce p<?tentiaJly enlarges the 
experience of fatherhood for the father. He· ~an pe~form expressi~e 
functions that are usuaJJy not assumed by him in a nuclear family due to a 
• • r • • • • 
compl~x inter~ction of economic, social and personal factors. By studying 
, 
the breach of the traditional family structure, a clearer understanding of 
the phenomenon of. fathering is gained. 
. . :. r 
The functional theory .. of the family, as developed by T~lcott P~rsons 
defines the patriarchal nuclear famHy as the norm, and assumes a static 
. . . ' ", ." , . .,.,1 . .' 
social structure with clearly delineated functions for men and women. It 






,/ . . . 
is a theory much less\ concerned with conflict than wit~ harmony, and cannot 
explain instances of the family' and the individual being fundamentally at 
odds . 
.. 
The norms that developed from a Parsonjan definition of the family led 
to the' expectation th~t divorce was' ~y'nonymou's with an irrep~rabiy damaged 
.' ( : 
.' . . 
relationship between the husband and wife that was not compatible with any 
~. • • .'. I 
but the most' minimal amount of interaction. A common phrase in the 1950's 
was, "There "is no such thing as a 'friendly divorce." 
. . . 
The mother was the 
. . . 
.' I, • 
obvious choice as custodian for the children because of her traditional 
, . ': . , 
expressive functions within the nuclear family. The father, within this 
model, was limited to the instrumental functions of provider and authority 
that he perf~rmed. within the marriage. A "healthy" divorce was defined as 
one in 'which 'one. parent was frozeD out. of the ~ystem, .. in part· to. ,enable the 
former .s~o.us~s ,to ter~~~ate ,.their .rela~ionst)ip .~ith each .. oth~r. .. 
Within a systems, theory perspective, divorce is conceptualized as a 
family transi~jon cr.isis that causes structural- changes in the' family .' 
system.' Divorce. is precipitated by' an' intetnaLcrisis of relationship in 
which there·. is a .. deliberate dis~olution of· the primary sub~ystem of the 
fami~y ·.(A~rons,· .l980)~ A seri~s 'of .transitions tollow.s ,which ma,rks· tt:t~ 
family's change 'from: married, to .. divorced status. ''::It. is a pro~essth.at 
results in the,: family(s redefiniti.o{'l.of':i,ts boundaries, .to .. include .. two .J .. 
households. . The family :.sys~em will. cont,inue ~o functiQn,' J>4t. with· .:~ 
\ ' 
different rules governing its interrelationships •. ',: '.:' , :'. ;: '. "': .. :,~. 
" . , 
Ahrons (980) ·has coined the term "binuclear"· to : refer 'to' the ,two 
. '. . ;'. . 
nuclei whi,ch f9rm one. tam.i1y syst~m after. a divorce--a.', J>inucJear., family 
system.-: A .. l;linu~Jear family indicates 'a family system with two nuclear 
. :.~ 
10 
households that 'permit ~oth 'parents to, continue their child-rearing, 
obligat~ons and responsibilities after divorce. It accepts: an ongoing, 
relationship between' divorced ~ spouses as they'" struggle to" redefine their 
coparenting ,relationship. ~. ' . 
T~~_ ~jv~~ced faiTlily iSJa1continuing: family system; remarriage and ,the 
introduCtion, of-,stepparents -.into 'the postdivorce' families are par,~ of the 
ongoing' transition of,-family redefinitiom "A-conceptual redefinition of' " 
the divorced family that .includes interdependence' 'between former spouses 
and t~e, ,chi1~ren, as weU as i;i restructuring of, par~nta1. roles, is '-central ;,":, 
. .- .. 
to the ,c:::~rrent study Whic:::h e?<plors the divorce,d father's relatio_nship with 
his child. 
'. .. 
i:.·· ..... .. 
: .:. ': " 1 
.• '.o • 
Definitions of Terms 
The, ~e~ms that are ~se? to d~scribe the postdivorce relationship 
, . 
between parent"s; the legal'status of the parents vis a vis their children, 
. . - :'. . .' .... ' .. : 
and the physiCal 'living arrangements that are created when one famHy 
'. ., 
splits into two residences, are inadequate and frequently used, inaccur-
ately. T'o p~e~e~~ confusion, definit'ions of o1aJor t~rms ~~ they have' been 
: .. :. .t.· .!' .••. !', ••.• ; 
used throughout this study are given below. 
, "I \ :'" ,'.1 
'. ". • ,. . • . .:'. '. j : ••. ' ,-, ~'. :.' • : '::. \' -: ~ :' ':.: ' • -,' 
Custody. 'Custody' is a Jegal term 'referring to, the combination of 
" ' 
rights, privileges, and obligations accorded to a person, usuaUy a parent, 
: , ,:;1; : . '" '. ' 
for the care and well-being of another, such,' as a child (Weiss, 1979). 
• " I ~ '." : 
Custody of a minor embraces the sum of parental rights with respect to the 
t ." ':'~ ~. 
rearing of the minor and connotes a ~eeping or, gU':lrding of the chi1~,', ,,1\, 
.. ~ 
includes in it-s meanings every element of provision for-the physical, 
. " 
moral, and mental well-being of the minor, including immediate personal 
" 
';' ;.~ , '. :-' 
care and control. 
I 
I 
• '~ I 
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Sole custody. So{~ custody indicates that there has been a full 
vesting of custodial; powers in ,one' pa~ent, to the exclusion of the oth~~. 
The parent with the c~stodial po~e~s is the "sole custody" p~~ent;: the 
. ... ... 
parent without the custodial powers is the "non-custodial" parent. 
Joint custody. Joint custody is a legal arrangement that gives both 
,- " paren~s an ~qual ~oic'~ in: the child's -upbringi~g~" educ~tio~ and 'ge~~~~l, 
. ~'.' .; .. '. .: ~ ;. . ." ." . '. '" ~ . 
welfare. Parents are le~aUy bound to consult with each other regarding 
.' . .' i ~ . . . 
important decisions . Both ~~ve, custodial right,s (~oman and Haddad, 1978).' 
" . 
. • ' .. . - I . :. .~. ,;. '.. ~! . . .. .... . 
It is most 'important to, note, that" joint custody, is a lE:gal arrangement 
. ",', 
that does not imply anything abou't, ,the physical' Jiving arrangements of the 
, , , 
' .. '. :'. " . : :,":", . :' . , . 
chil~, or what proportion of time the child spends at each parent's house. 
Legal joint custody refers only to fact that both parents have equal 
,'\ " .. : " . " " 
custo~ial rights with regard to their child. 
" ,"-' ,. .. ' .. ' .. ". . .'. 
Physical joint custody. Physical joint custody refers to an . 
• '.' • • • I' .' '. ., • • • •• :-\ 
approximately equal 's'pllt ottJie'''chil'cr~ time bet~een ,th~ ~oth'~r's and 
father's homes., It.,does not ,have a 'precise legal meaning. "Equal" is 
commonly defin'e'd to' be; at its 'most :discrepant, a one-thirdltwo-thirds'" 
division of the tim'e.··· However,' there' 'are' no .precise·, standards :for ,physical 
joint custody. Consequently, physical joint custody often is considered to 
exist \v:he~ ,~he mothe,r'and:father :define .themselves as having,:~t~ ;,i;" .. 
. ,Most of the' confusion about, ·the.- meaning :of,jo,int .custody, i~. due· to the 
lack of definitional.· clarity ,between ,legal joint cu~tody and ·physical, joint 
custody. Joint· :custod,y is popul~r ~y' us~Cl, to" m~al1; tJ:la,t the, chile! speflds 
approximately half the time in each :home, and indeed; most, of t~e, paren~s 
who have" legal: joint 'custody also" have ,phYSicaL joii'lt Gustody. ,But:,the." 
concept ·of, legal joint 'custody has a more precise, broader meaning than is 





arrangements. A major purwse. of .rhi.s study,1s to; explore. the meaning. of 
legal jC?int. custody. apart from. physical c~ild· ~are arrangements •. Thus, in 
this study, joint· custody refers. only. to the Jegal c:ustody form and .not to 
the physical schedule ot ,the chHd, un~ess iridicated otherwise.· ".;, 
Visitation. Visitation is the legal right a non-custodial parent has 
to see his or her child. Visitation arrangements can be "reasonable" or 
"specified." A reasonable visitation order might read as follows: 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED, 
THAT the care, custody and control of the 
minor children born of this marriage should 
be awarded to the Petitioner, with the Respondent 
having' reasonable visitation with such children. 
Reasonable visitation is as the courts, lawyers, or parents decide. 
On the other hand, specified visitation consists of court ordered 
times that the non-custodial parent can see his or her child: 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED 
THA T the Respondent shall have possession of the 
child on the first and third weekend of each 
month from 6:00 P.M. Friday, January 27, 1978. 
Visitation is a concept that only applies to non-custodial parents. When 
the parents have joint custody, the concept of visitation is no longer 
applicable. 
Coparenting. Coparenting describes the process of child-care after 
separation or divorce. The "coparental relationship" is' the postdivorce 
relationship between both parents that permits them to continue their 
child-:rearing obligations and responsibilities (Bohannan, 1971). It can' be 
either active, with frequent communication and consuitation, or quie~cent, 
but aU divorced parents have a' coparental relationship, unless one parent 
has truly dropped out of sight. 
The language that describes the postdivorce relationship between the 
13 
parents has been limited to·· terms such as "ex" and "former," and lacks the 
capacity to indicate a present relationship. The term "coparental 
.:..~ 
relationship" is the only one that describes an ongoing process, with 
neither n~gative nor positive connotations, between divorced parents • 
: I . " . 
~. { ;. t, I ~ • '.'. 
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, CHAPTER II 
"REVIEW,OF"THE LITERATURE '.. ~'. 
\',' 
The review of the literature will begin with a description of the 
.... ', 
, , ":', -
.: .,':. 
changing definition of fatherhood from Freud's contribution in the early 
... ' :~ 
20th century' to the present. Following the discussion on fatherhood, is 
. \ -, 
: I. 
, . 
a brief history of divorce and the determination of child custody in the 
I' .: .. : •. '. 1.1 :: :. • ..... ~ .: ~ .1:, 
United States. The legal aspects of a custody, C!:ward are described, in"clu-
I.~ , • : • • : '" . " 
ding the disagreement between proponents of an award of s?le custody and 
• ; • 'j- .' I' ' •. 
',I·-
the proponents of an a~ard of joint custody after divorce. 
The research on postdivorce family reorganization and on divorced 
' .... " ',: 
. : ( . 
fathers is reviewed ~s background to the conception of this study. The 
'. 
, , ' 
literature on children and divorce is also discussed since it is relevant 
to the concerns and tasks of divorced fathers. 
. \ '. ~. 
."'.' " " ',. .,', : ••. ~ "" ! : • .' (. 
Fatherhood, .,': -,' ',' I' 
In psychoanalysis and, psychology, ':Freud's' contribution': (1924) provide'd . 
the foundati'on"for understanding' 'the:·father's' role"·in child 'development and 
for our, thinking :abou't ,:the family.: in' western cuitu're.: 'Since his theory 
originates from- a biological orientation,. he, minimize'd culture as a' factor' 
shaping parental responses .. ,Viewing the father, as:a patriarch;'.authori-< 
I ..... :.' '.: 
..... ','. ~. ',- . 
.~. I , 
, " 
,. ';' ••• '0 • ,.' .", .~'. 
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tarian, and somewhat removed from his children, he assumed that fathers 
were "not, i~portant duri~g early infancy and early child dev~lopm~n~~' and 
on~y became significant figur~s in 'th~ child's life as a' ":'ea~,s ,of resolving' 
•. " •••• t" 
the Oedipus' complex, which 'occurs about the age of' four'. 
;', •• ' '.' " • 0'· •• 
Other psychoiogical theorists that were biologi~al 'in" orientation' sud-i 
as : B~~I'by (1969) and Spitz (i965),' ~~veloped theor i~~ of' a:it'achment a~d 
bonding- which virtuaUy '~xc1ude~~ t~~ father. 'Ai~~~ort~:' (1964) 'ex~and~d.' ~n 
, B~'w'lby's 'work, 'and con~i~:u~d to exclude the possibility of the child's 
.... : \" ': 
attachment to his father. 
! h ... : . ,); ~ . . 1- '.. " ; ') ~'.. !. ... .',: .. • j ,t' I \ . '. ~ ~. I ',': ~ I i,. . . 
direct research on fathers, implies that the father was useful as a role 
"", '::'~': .. ' .. ,' :": ~. _; ..... ·'-:·:;t~I.'· t.',.," .. ~',' 
model, but not as a primary caretaker or love-object for his children. 
: Exagg~rated importance' 'was ~ttach~d':to the' ~~ther~Fhild bond; ~;'d"'~nly 
'per'i~her~j ~jgnific~n~e ~o'''th~'' fat~er f~r the child\ ~'moiional:'-de'~~I~J)-' 
.I • .', ... " .' . . l .... .' : : ":: I.; " 
ment, except during the Oedipal period. Not only was the father's role in 
~hi~~:: de..7elopment underemph~sized~ b~t 'interest in nurturing a new off-
, . 
: ••• ;' • • :" " ',,1 • . ' • • ; • • .: \':.., .' '.. :'. .' .: ~ "' ••• ' ... ' .. ",. :':; 
spring "seemed to be based on a pathOlogic· feminine identification and 
, . '.. I ..: ~. I • ." •• :" • " • 
. competitiveness with the mother" (Burlingham, 1973). 
• '. ;. • I" • ~ '. I . . ~ '. • .... ' . i. i I • •••• • .': •••• -:. •• : . ': 
In ~he 1950's the social science disciplines began to come i"'to 'their 
.. :.... . :..' '. :. . '.' . ...... I'; • ::!. : '. .:.~,.;. . . '.' •. ' ~.." 
own and to look at how cultural and social forces were shaping the role of 
,-
the father. 
based on a gender' division of behavior'. He ~~~~e'p'tu~1i'~e~ th~ i~mi'i;' as a 
• . • '}' ::'.' ":.... • ': " ',:. • :. t, • ~. • ' .... 
small group in which the mother performs the nurturant tasks such as 
fe~din~: ~n'd' ~respondi~g t~ emotiona:l need~ -in relation to :chi'rd-ie'ai,lng. . ..... ;. 
She is the express'i ve 'le~der ~f' the E?roup~ . 'The, father~' in contrast,' JS ' .' 
• ~.' .: .' '. ,". .' • • I • .' • .' ~.," I .~ . . '. : :! ;. 
character ize~ as the instrumental leader who facilitates the child's devel-
I :: .. .. : 
., .. . ; ~. ..... ;, .: .. : 
opment of morality, behavior and cognitive skiJ!s. He stresses doing 
I ' 
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t·, ""~ 1 " , 
" 
biological and depends more on the values and expectations of the given 
, I, 
cultur'e -than 'on' emotio~a" bondi~g be'iween child ~nd' paren-t' (Rosenthal ~;'d 
',- , , 
Furthermore, Parsons believed the moih~i-' corhbfne-d both Keshet, '1981). 
, 
• j . '. • • MI' '. • • • • , ~. '. • 1· • . . 
suggested that once the father became salient for the child, it was impor-
• 'I 
• .' I .. 
tant that the maternal and paternal roles be clearly defined, as an overlap 
might be confusing to a child • 
• ,;. 'I 
, ' 
Concurrently, also in the 1950's, family systems theorists such as 
, . 
, ' 
Acker'man provided a psychodynamic view of the individual within the context 
, 
.. ' 
of the family. He believed that parental behavior cannot be linked to only 
" 
, I ,. 
the individual personalities of the parents, but must be examined through 
• • • • ,- . : ! • L '. ~ .• 
the reciprocal interaction of the other family members. Family systems 
. .'~ ... ' ! " • 
. . - . . 
theory stresses the context within which certain behaviors occur and the 
'. . . 
importance of forces external to the' individual. 
Some researchers who studied the quality of father-child interaction 
• ,0, : '. 
(Park and O'Leary, 1976; Pederson, 'i97.5) asserted that the father is an 
" : ·t· .. ·• .. ~. . 
important attachment figure in the child's social world and that the father 
•...•.•• I' 
provid~s ~ simultaneous but signific~ntly different experience from the 
, -" -,' ',", I. ;, C, ' ','::,,,:, 
mother for the child. While the mother is described as the primary 
•• r' •• •• 1 ,', .' 
caregiver wh~' nurtures the child, th~ 'father';s rOI'e as' ~h~ play'i~l p~rent 
- . . '::. ': ... ~ . .... .... I' " ~ ..• ' '. '. . 
who readily engages in rough and tumble play and joyful diversions is empha-
, , " :',. .. ., '. ' .. 
sized. Herzog (1982) has portrayed, the\ father as a "kamekazi," someone who 
, .. 
"stir's 'up" the balance .of the mother-child bond. 
! " - '::!':"'::;" 
Herzog believes that this 
.. . . • I . I . :.~ ; • .". ; -:. ::. i ':. . '.: .;', ! 
function is essential in enriching the affective life ,of the child. 
, ' 
.' . ,.t,.' •. ... ' ... " '" ' ..... ' ....... II", • ' • 
. ',', 
.' .. ' . 
.. ' .. 
Thus, fathers are still viewed as intrinsiCcil1y different from mothers 
, • ': ~ •• '. • ,"; I • • 1 '., .. . • .: ".: ..... 
in the functions they perform within the household environment (Lewis, 
: .... ., " .... :.': " ., ...... 
\ 
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Feiring, Weintraub, 1981). Even when men increase their performance of 
household duties, women remain the primary caregivers of young children. 
When men hold their children, it is usuaJly in order to play, ~hich tends 
to be more arousing and physical in nature in contrast to that of mothers, 
which appears relatively more intellectual and didactic (Lamb, 1981). 
I ; , 
Current research on infants 'and childr~n suggests that' there are few 
" . 
significant differences ,in the way children attach to fathers and to 
~ .. . '. ~ . . . . 
mothers (Lamb, 1976; BiJjer, 1976;,Herzog, .1973; Lewis,,1976). For 
example, KoteJchuck (l?76) ;studied the reactions of 144, i~fants to a 
"separation-protest'~ situation and found that' the infants were. ,just as upset 
when their fathers left: the room as when their mothers left .. ' Park (1972) 
observed 'that fathers, on a 'maternity ward differed little' fr.om mothers in 
how much ,they. il)teracted with their children.· .The child's tie to his or 
her mother is crucial, but the tie 'appears to. be, neither exclusive nor 
unique. AbeHn, following'the work of.-Margaret Mahler, reported on the 
vital ,role the father p.lays, in helping the child, separate frorTI ,its earliest 
attachment ,to the mot~er. ,Abelin states that ,for, many children, ~'the father 
relationship, seems to develop side by side with the. mother ,r~lationship 
from earliest weeks on, and' to share many of its 'symbiotic' qualities." 
BiologiCal and social theorists have begun to investigate the male 
. !' . '. 
"nature." Biologists are looking at hormonal differences between men and 
• \ ... I ~.' • • 
women that potentially explain variations in gender behavior (Kanner, 1982; 
1 • • '.: .: ", I ,::\ .' ." • • i ':. ... • • . ... ::, 
Macooy and Jacklin, 1974). Several social scientists' using a biologically-
'. .... "'::1' t ... : .: ••••• 
based 'rationale 'have emphasized the different proclivities o'f men and women 
for parenting behaviors in relation to male aggressivity or testosterone, 
. . o;!.. ..... " " .. 
stressing that in contrast to women who undertake the mothering role, 
.~ ',' . 
. ..... 
cultural accommodations and practices play a much greater part in pre-





paring men for parenting (Rossi, 1977). 
: ,... ; ~ ~ .. 
',. i. .1"":'"" , .... ' .. 
As social sdentists have become more sensitiv,e to changing family 
• .., - .... , i. ,'. : •.•. I ...... I .'!.' ., .. ;. : ."':' . I '. • ":" I 
patterns and life sWles the father has, however, at least gained a central 
. . .. ~...: ... 
place in the world of the child .. Biller (1976) states: 
'., .:.' .. :. .' .; ." '. " , ~ '. I' ~ '. I .,... .,,' t' • : ~ 
• ~ j • 
The presence and avaiJabilty. of father~ to kids 
is ·critical to'·' their knowledge of social reality,'" 
their abHity to relate. to male figur.es, to their 
seH-concepts; their acceptance of 'their own . 
sexuality, their feelings of security. Fathers. 
are important throughout a child's' development • 
i', :". 
I.t. 
. Tnat "fathering" is 'now an accep'tabJe' topi~ 'of ~ese"arch' is'::obvjo~s 
froni the rapidly proliferating research' docume'n'ting fatheri~ .... in~r'eased 
influe'n'ce'" iri' intact "fa~i1ies·~· b"y : the' increasi"';g number of' fathe'rs wh'o" are 
given 'sole and joint custody of their children after divorce, and by the 
media ~that' espouses "the' 'joys: of' fatherhood· (Dull~ai'· 198i, Pogrebin', :-1982). 
, . Until" the"; last two decades;"" psYthOlo~istS,. sod~Jogists,; :arid psycho-
/ 
.' . '. ~ I •• ; l ' .• " 
analysts consistently and dogm'aticatty' reinforced cultural myths tha"t :' ~ • .i •• , 
assu'med that' 'men w'ere limited' in' ·the'ir n'~rturant"and i)ar~nii~:g '~~pabiJi-
•• I' • ... '. ' • .:.. I.,. '. ;:.... ." '. . •.• ~.. . 
ties. The folJo\ving brief history of div6rc~ 'and' child custody law in this 
... !; .'. .... ; •.•••••• , ' ~ 7 I 
History of Divorce 
"p '.:., 
~. i. ! 
., .'. 
, . 
: ", ..... 
- '" . , 
:' ...... i'. l' 
The need for laws 9~~!ing ~i:h children of divorce became ne~essary 
.• t p ••• ~' •••• • :'.' • ....,. '.: '. "; , • : 
only -when divorce became possible. Although divorce in one form or another 
. • ~: ..' . ....i· . _ • '.. . !', . ~. \. . . ." . ' I. • '.. • : : 
has been around since the institution of. marriage, it was not an option for 
the' average_ person until the latter part of the J9th century (Scanzoni, 
1979)." -'" " . .' , p .:'" ~. '. ~ .",,:-. . , ..... , ..... . 
.... Prior to'the si"x:teenth centur'y R~fo~mation, 'marriag~:'and divorc;~"jn 





was seen as sacred and holy and was handled .entirely, by the church. Roman 
Catholic court~ granted divorce for three reasons: adultery, cruelty, or 
,J 
., 
heresy, and remarriage was not permitted. After the Refor~ation in Europe, 
marriage was re,defined a~ nonsacramental, at least by some of the 
. . ., 
'" 
Protestant churches, and fell under the control of civil courts. Adultery 
c. ,: 0' i ,.: ", . ," . ,: 
and desertion became grounds for secu.lar legal divorce, and remarriage was 
" ' 
permitted' bl!t only for tlinnocent" or "wronged" parties. Even though 
" ~ '.
" I I '. , r . . • " ~ ", . "", :';' : .'. :.... ! :. ~ 
divorce began to be an option for the wealthy, it was so expensive and time 
'. . . :', .". ~ ~ • . • '. :: .' • . . ~ : . • = :.". .... ~. . .'" -.:': ;. . '.' 
consuming that few, people made use of it (Woolley, 1979). In England, 
. ." . . . '. . .' {'" '., :. . . . ~ .. ' 
however, rl"!arriage remained in the hands o~ the church. The Anglica~ church 
stiU refused to consider desertion as grounds for divorce and prohibited 
'._ . ~~ I· 
remarriage. 
The contrasting social norm~ of Continental and English Protestantism 
. . i . . . . . • ~ . Ii.,. ." I' . l . 
carried over into early American divorce patt~rns (Cott, 1976). In 
'J JI' :', 
, . 
America, marriage was a civil contract which could be dissolved by secular 
.' , . 
. ' . ", . ,- " . ' .. '. 
authorities for reasons of adultery, desertion or cruelty • However, in 
. ~ I: 
" ' 
opposition to the Crown, the idea that neither ecclesiastical nor civil law 
, , ,", .,1.· .. ',<!' . 
ul • I,' 
should hinder the individual's well being in matters of divorce ahd 
", ~ "': '., \: " .. :. 't·· .. .: .. .' " ' 
remarriage began to find some acceptanc~ in A~e,rica h1 the 18th century. 
r'O • ':. : •• ' I .:.' ." I .. I'· : 
By the later 1700's, perhaps for the first time since the days' of liberal 
. :. , '. . ,. • . : ~ ~.' ':: r: : ' : I.: ,.,. .' ...... .. ..... .. ': .. : 
divorce laws il! ancient Rome, ordinary citizens began to consider it 
.. . .', . , : •. ':: . '. i' . :. . !....~ : I ~ 
legitimate to exit from marriages which 'were unfavorable • 
• • !:.. •. . ........ ,. 
, ' 
, , 
Incioence of' Divorce' '. " ...... " ' .' . :.', ~, ~., ," : 4': : ~ .' j 
,Current figures' 'suggest that divorce has evidently become an accep,table 
alternative to an unhappy marriage. During the perio.d from 1970 to 1982, 
the number of divorced persons in the 25-to-39-year age bracket more than 
,! 
\ 
. . ~ :. '. 
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tripled" from" about 1.3 milion to 4.8 million (Glick, 1982). Based on the 
" " 
Census Bureau's Cur:rent ~opul~tion Survey for "1980, the likely divorce 
experiences of" young adults during" their Jifetimes is that 49 "percent of 
the ever-married men and women 2.5-34-years-old in 1980 will eventual1y end 
their first marriage. This level is almost twice as high as the corres-
• • ••• : ('. '. I .. ·" .• • I' ,- " '. .... .. ,_ 
ponding level for those in their early fifties in 1980 (25 percent), and 
nearl/)f~u~ times th~t for persons in" thei; early seventi~s (13 percent). 
. . ." . .: '" . . ,. '~'.' 
Children living with one parent numbered 13.7 million in 1982, two-thirds 
: ~! t'" i 1. I:, . I 
-, .... :.' 
more than in 1970. This increa~e in the number of children living with one 
. "', .. 
" .. 
• I ~ • ' • 
parent ~s aU the more striking in view of the 10 percent decJine in the 
.: '-, I ; 
total number of aU children under 18 that occurred during the 1970-82 
.. ". ~. : 
period. Glick predicted that on the basis of current rates of marital 
. .. . . . '. - ... 
.' ~.:': I : " : • -, 
. ::! ~ -. :... 
disruption at least one third of white children and nearly three-fifths of 
.. ;- .: : ..... ::." ..... ~ .. ;~.:~~ .. _. . 
black children would experience family disruption by age 16. 
• . . . . ...." t ; . '. '. I • r " • ~ . : 
Furstenberg et al. who conducted a national survey of 1,137 families, 
" " 
projec~": ~UCh""high~r", 'st'ating 'th~"t more than a third of aJl ~hi"ldr~n, 
• : • ';' '. ••• .' ~ " ••• - .: :' • • • • • • I. .' • , •• ! . ';' 
possible over half of all children, will have exper ienced family disruption 
. " . 
'.: . 
by their ear ly teens. Furthermore, they predict that within five years of 
. . ~ ~ : " "" \: . ... I' .,' . 
the divorce, four out of seven white children will have entered step-
~ :.' .. " . • I ••••• ! . ~ . " . \ 
families compared to one out of eight black children. Remarkably, two-
fifths· of the children in their sample, whose parents married after 1966, 
: '1.-
had already experienced two or more fa,mily transitions, excluding deaths. 
,- ,,~,: 
Clearly, children of rece'1t marriages are destined to experience highly 
•• ',I I" 
. \ "~ ! .' ~ 
complex family careers. 
..... , ,',. 
-', . 
~ ... 
', .. . :' : . ~: .. ,' 
History of the Determination of Child Custody 
. If there were archives on the history 
of child custody they would contain a' .... 
fulsome supply of memorabilia on dis-
. carded presuppositions, presumptions, 
an~ prejudices (Freed, 1979). 
21 
' .. 
The issu~ of child custody. is frequently the only issue in a divorce 
that needs to be fully litigated. Sin~e the custody _determination is the 
! • ~ 
context within which the post-divorce father-child relationship will be. 
, .. . 
.. 
maintained, a brief history of the development of child custody laws can 
help in understanding the current dil~mmas. 
I. • •••••. 
Presumptions in favor of either parent have changed according to 
. '1·., 
shifting definitIons of marriage, divorce, parenthood and childhood. For 
.' . 
. . 
many centuries in England, and until the early part of the 19th century in 
. . 
Americ.a, the feudal. s~stem set the standards for determining child custody 
.: .', .,'. ..... '" . .' "',', . : . . 
(Weiss, 1979). As with aJJ property, English common law awarded fathers. 
.. . .. ~~: .. ,~ . .. . '" 
the custody of the children. Al~hough American judges never fully ~dopted 
, ; 
the English doctrine that fathers' had absolute right to children's 
, . 
custody, most American judges agreed that the best interest of the child 
I . 
': '. 
would be served .by awarding custody to the father. The father, if fit, 
~ . : .. 
ordinarily had custody of his children even if he had 'to hire a wetnurse to 
'-
care for theine ,Women,~ in those ~ days, were' also considered to nee.d the 
:. 
I . 
protection of men', ;. ',' :.';' " . I .'. 
.,., :. 
During the '19th century, and coincidentai with the changes in the 
. . \ . 
divor,ce laws; meh' were dra\v'r1" out of their families ·toward 'income producing 
work. Industry required :that ·laborers work long~ fixed· ·tiours . at' locations 
that were :often· far' removed from: the' 'workers' ~hom·es. 'And. initially, . it" was 
the brawn and endurance .of men that' industry sought:· The consequences of 
the wrenching' ':apart of: work and home-Hfe cami,ot I>e: overestimated •. For' the 
22 
father,. the central activity of. fatherhood, -father as provider, was -sited.· 
outsi~.e ·one's immediate ,household .•. _ Of course, fathers had always been 
'., . 
involved in the provision' of goods ·and ser:v~ces to their· families;, b,:,t .', 
before the nin,eteenth, century. such -activity was embedded in a, larger matrix 
of domestic sharing (Demos,: 1982). : Now, ,being a father. meam being s~pa-
. rated. from .0ne's·chiJdren for. a considerable ,part qf ~ach -working :,day. ,: 
Industrialization ;'also brought with it stricter division of lal;>or ,.and .. 
roles ,within ·the family than had previously: existed. Furthermore, children 
were, excluded from the production,;,.side of the' economy for economic. and 
humanitarian reasons. . As fathers becarT)e unavailable .to their. children, and 
could no longer train young children to help .in the. way. they had· helped in 
. . 
agricultural communities, mothers assumed in~rease<;l' responsibility for 
domestic choresj· childrearing ar:td socialization< . ; " 
" rh~ 'law of child custody trac.e~ the sam~, shift in par~ntal roles and 
influence~. ,,·By the"end, of the' 19th century, divorce .law- emphasize.d the 
child's' .. rig!1ts instead of the parent's rights. The presumption of "child's 
best interest~'. is reflected in Chief· Justice Brewer.'s' legal opinion' written· . 
in 1889 • .r Almost ,al1 of, today:s, custody. statutes. are .based·,' on his opinion:·:. 
:, 'The parent(s) .. right· to, the custody' of 
the child will depend mainly upon the 
'. "': . question of whether such· custody will· 
promote the welfare and interest of such 
child .•• Above aU things" ,(this ..is) the, ., ;.' , 
paramount consideration (Wooley, 1979) • 
. . " ~ 
" : '. ',J ~ •.. 
: :.' 
• • ' I' ; I • ~ •• •• '. '. • .. • • '. ~ • • .:- ~ :.. ~.' ;,. .', i': " ~ ~ ,,' ': : . 
Although there was a theoretical commitment to awarding custody of the 
. .' 
;. • . . .' , . . ~'. ~. i .....:. : . ~':. ; I. "',," ',. 
maternal presumption was the rule unless the mother ~ould be' proven unfit. 
From th~' Civil W~r th~ough ~h~' 1960's the mother wa~ co";sidered ·.~~'C~nd' to 
; . . .......... '. !: .- ,!.: ... . . . ..~:..' . 
none, especiaUy for children of "tender years" (preschooJ). At first the' 
23 
"tender years doctrine" appUed only until children reached the age of four 
but gradually the age increased and in practice the mother was preferred 
unless, there was an overriding reason why she shouldn't obtai'r; custody. 
, , 
The father usually obtained reasonable or specified visitation rights. 
... " '. ! . • •. I ~. • ~ • • • • •• ' 
During the 1970's enough force was gathered to repeal some of 'the 
, "- , , 
statutes that preferred the mother. As mothers demanded equality in the 
, .~. • • • .; :" • ,'. • •• • ..... • r~ 
job market, fathers demanded ~q~~'lity' at home. 
, ' 
A presumption in favor of 
. ',,' =., .... 
. "', ., . 
the mother was judged unfair discrimination on' account of sex. Gender was 
no longer an acceptable basis for deciding with which parent the chHd 
would reside. In ~ddition, judges were, by law, expected to treat as 
I " • . . ','. 
irrelevant, the issue of which parent was in the right, but in practice, 
, : ! •.• '. 
•• - • '0 :;:1". • 
marital fault was not unrelated to custody adjudication. 
\: . . . . -. ~ 
Joint custody used to be viewed with caution and as an exception to the 
: ,'or 0,1 .:.' :- ~": . .' • .' ~ ~ J 
traditional sole custody awards. Now the trend seeks to legislatively 
" . 
mandate joint custody as the "normal, if not preferred, ar:rangement" 
(Schulman; 1982). 
, , -
There are several factors related to the gentl~ mov.ement away from 
, , 
sole custody to the mother which' c~ntin'ue~ to b'~ t'he' pr~valent disposition 
, ' , ,t ' 
in about 90 percent of custody cases. The first factor is the recognition 
.' '" 
, that children of divorce, and "single-pa,rent" families, are a h.igh-risk 
group. For example, half of the 7.2 million female-headed families are 
• - I" .' . ,_ -.' I.. • . 
poor according to the U.S. government ~tandards (Ross an~ S~whill, 1975). 
;. ~ . 
. '.' . 
Child support payments by visiting fathers are notoriously absent or unre-
. . . ': 
• I • :', • r 
liable; a report from the House Select;' Committee on Children, Youth and 
. . .' 
" 
Famiies (1983) found that 65 percent of fathers who Jive apart from their 




in J978;' ~9 percent of .aJ1.' rn<>thers of minor children with 'absent' fathers 
were. awarded child support paymentS~ . However, only 3.5 percent of these 
mothers actuaUy received' any money. (Marriage and Divo'rce Todayf 6/27/83). 
'In. addition, traditional male/female, husband/wi~e, mother/father: 
roles are being redefined as more women work outside the home (.50 percent 
of all wom'en work. outside the home and 72 percent of divorced and separated 
~ • I • 
mothers work . full' or part-time; Michigan Study Of Income Dynamics, 1974). 
Fathers' and mothers~ ~oJes have become m'ore flexible, often resulting in a 
..... 
team effort to manage' 'chi1dcare~ 'and: work responsibilities. The breakdown 
'" . 
of a marriage' may. not. result in·as severe,a role' adjustment for parents as 
it did in the past because the more roles and responsibilities a parent is 
. . .. . . . I,' . 
. . . 
familiar with in an intact family structure, the Jess difficulty he or she 
• • ""I' •• ," • ,", • 
:. " • 1 •••• 
will have as a single parent (Gasser and Taylor, 1~79). Moreover, whenever 
.. 
. ' 
a mother goes to work outside the home, pressure is usually put on the 
father to be a more active participant in the care of the child. Thus, an 
award.·.of·:joi~t .. custo.dy .b~c.omes a means of continuing a division of labor 
that ·often . had begun~when ·the parents 'were married."·. .',,' . 
. .": . By:·an award, of ·custody, the courts have intended to give to 'just one 
parent 'the: rights' and responsibilities "for:: a'· child's care" and c:ontrol~ that'· 
had previously .. been possessed .by· two ·parents~: D'i vorce meant that!"one parent 
(noncustodial) relinquished ·authority;,'·an9 one 'parent :(custodial) gained 
full control of ~he child.' .·The legaJ..presumption in favor :of ;.the· mother .... 
\ 
dictated that she was' .the custo'dian' of choice. after divorce ... unless: she': . :.' 
could.,·be prov:en unfit. Without.~ :pre'sLiinption :in favor: 01 "either>parent' 
after :divorce, it is a· formidable. :task, indeed, < to decide'· with '. which pare'nt 
the best .. interests :of the'. child ··lie. Judges are exhorted'· to award ~'cusiody" 





are to be used to make the decision. Many lawyers feel it is an exercise 
in futility to ·try and determine which parent is more fit since there are 
.. 
almost no absolutely positive or negative criteria for ma~ing .s!Jch a 
judgment. During testimony to the N.Y. State Bar Association, Paul I. 
Birzon stated: 
The polestar by which the judges are expected 
to ·gain the 'soJomonic wisdom by which to' guide· 
themselves through the thickets of a custodial 
contest is the ~ aU-encompassing and. definition-
less shiboleth of 'best interest of the child' 
· .... lacking definitional content~ the use of this .. 
amorphous jeUy-like standard ... infects the 
. judiCial decision-making· process with highly ,. 
individualized prejudices, preconceptions and 
predilections. .. .. ,. 
. . ' .. 
A presumption of joint custody is considered one method of resolving 
the "definitionles·s"· concept· of "best ·"interest of the child" by assuming 
that both parents, as legal custodians, ~.re in the best interest of the 
child,· unless proven'· otherwise. 
Postdivorce Family· Reorganization 
In about 90 per cent of divorces involving Children, the mother obtains 
, .. 
sole custody and the children physicaJJy reside with her (Weiss, 1979). 
. . 
.' 
There are no reliable statistics on how many families have joint custody, 
I .. ..• \. 
in part because the~e is ~o category for it on the census form and in part 
because of a lack of definitional clarity of the term. 
Furstenberg et al. (1983) conducted a national1y representative. survey 
! I •.. : ., l .' : • I.: -. 
of 1,337 children living in 1,049 households to· study the amount of contact 
divorced children between the ages of 11 and 16 from 1,350 families had 
with their "outside" parent. Fathers represented 89 percent of the outside 
parents (which is consistent with the estimates of 90% of women receiving 
~ .. 
custody of their children). Astonishingly, fathers were more likely not to 
26 
have had any contact at all than to have seen their children even once in 
.. t ": . ., ." 
the past 12 months. Only one third of the children averaged one monthly 
. ' .. ' . 
contact or more with th.eir fathers, and just one in six (16 per cent) had 
• ...... ., I • • :. • '. • • .' 
maintained an average of weekly contac~. M~thers had a slightl~ higher 
j • 
F.r.0m·their nati<.>nal survey, Furste~berg et al. co~c1~de that a divorce 
not only severs the marital bon<;!s, but often permanently ,ruptures the 
•• • I ' 
parent-child relationship, especially if the child is living apart from the 
: ~ ..' . .: . 
father. The decision of the father to curtail contact miiY not be entirely 
volunt~ry •. 'CI:lstodial mothers .may actively bar fathers from seeing their 
childr"en,' e'speciaJJy if: they are diss'atisfied w jth the: level of· material 
support provided 'by their ·former' husbands. '. 
·Father-child' con'tact "in their ·.sample· was heavjJy' linked with three 
factors: level' of child .support~ race -(white' children saw their·"non-· 
custodial .-parents more often .than did ·black. children) and education of the 
father (contact is more regular among. college educated parents) •.. The age of 
the'. chHd and the sex- iof .the child did· not .. seem to be related' to fath~r-
child contact~ .. Residential propinquity was' 'a' .pow~r~ul· .pr~dj~~or of" 
paterna! contact; 'but it was not a guarante·e. '. When ". ren'lar.riage : o.c:curred on 
the pa:!"t 'of .~he fatl:ier,: 'the contact·:with .the child· dropped substantiaUY. 
Furstenberg' (1981) proposed ·that sociological p'arenthood -the'';· takes 'prece-
dence ove'r biological" parenthood,' and . t~e . father's: ties to :his biological.·. 
offspdng' are weakened. . "::: • .... .' . -' . 
. . '. Furstenberg et .al. (l983)··found lltire' evidence of' an . increase"in· :the 
number Of couples who' ~lre' 'co-parenting, even though: joint custody':;awards 
have become more. frequent within the past ·five years; only three :'percent of 
27 
their. respondents had a joint custody arrangement. However, they s.uggest 
that· this may be due to the fact that their data do not extend far enough 
into the. p~esent, and that it a new pattern is emerging;' it has appeared 
only. very r~cently. In th.e absense ~f .. dat~ ~o the contrary, the authors 
concluded ·that marit~1 dissolution typically involves either a complete 
cessation of contact bet.ween t~e father and :child or a relationship' that is 
tantamount to a ritual form of parenthood. Ongo~ng analyses of the data 
are attempting. to discover. what characterizes those cases where' father-
child contact. is more often and more .. regular than the norm. 
Visitation rights in sole custody 
. . 
Visitation is the legal right given to the noncustodial parent to see 
.. 
his child. It is one of the most overlooked portions of a divorce decree 
. . 
(Johnson, 1979). Rarely acknowledged by the courts is the fact that an 
award of visitation to the noncustodial parent is a limitation of the 
custodial parent's authority--an internal contradiction felt by the 
parents. A viSiting parent is the custodial parent for the interval of the 
visit, and the custodial parent must relinquish control during this tin:'e. 
Goldstein et al. in their well-known book, Beyond the Best Interests 
of" the Child, (1973), and in their more recent book, Before the Best 
. . 
Interests of the Child, (I980) advocate giving th~ custodial parent total 
• • • I 
control' of the child and placing visitation at the option of the custodial 
. . . . 
parent. They contend that no parent has. sole custody so long as he or she 
-
is subject to rules of visitation.. If the noncustodial parent has no 
legally enforceable rights to visit his child, the contradictions inherent 
in the custodial mother/visiting father model are resolved. The radical 






. __ , __ L 
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courts cannot help a child maintain a positive tie to two people "who are 
. . . . 
at cross-purposes with each other', and that "by forcing visits, courts are 
more likely to' pre~ent the child ,from developing a reliable ti~" to either 
parent." Further, it is felt by them that children need one person in 
. ... ~ -
authority, and will not trust a parent whose authority can be undermined by 
court-ordered, vis'its with the noncustodial parent. Such court-ordered 
, , 
" 
visits shift the power to decide when to visit from the custodial to the 
( , : ' " " ' , 
noncustodial parent. Courts are as power less to forge affection by 
visitati~~ a~ they a're "by" decreeing any form of' "joint", ';divided" or 
"split'" cUs1:'odY." Although the m'~intenance of the relation~hip 'between the 
I. • . ~ ••••• ' ... 
child and his noncustodial parent is favored under appropr iate circum:-
.' • • i ;' l' ... ~ .• ' ,,' :.' .: • , .' . , • • • 
stances, the noncustodial parent cannot play the same significant role in 
!. ..' .' - . ' I 
the child's life as before the divorce and "visits under favorable circum-
; '.: '-~.'. . ~ .. : 
stances are, at best, a poor substitute for a parent in the family" 
L 
I ••• ' •• • • 
_" I. 
(Goldstein, Freud, Solnit, 1973). 
I '.' . • " 
Goldstein, Freud, and Solni! developed the concept' of "psychoJogical 
parent;' 'io" d~fine 'th~ in~i v tduaI(s) who is able to provide th~ '~'ecessar"y 
. ! . ! '.' . r ", .• ' ". 
This is usually the parent who is in day-to-day 
I I"·· \ : ~. • ~:. i'" 
interaction with the child. 
~ .... 
If' b'oth par~nts qualify as the' ps'ych~logical 
. ... ~ . 
paren't~' then a drawing of' 'lots" '1s the ~~ggested '~olution~ . ,~, ' The loser of the 
, , 
lottery "has little chance to serve' as a true object of love, trust, and 
. ". ',- . '.: . : ..... . 
identification, since this role is based on his being available on an 
:': I 
unint~rrupted day-to-day basis." 
.! i\ '''similar view is expressed by Dr'. Edward Beal (1980), .I' : 
a psychiatrist: 
", 
. \ ,;- . ~ , . ' 
, 
'The Caiiforni~ law which makes joint 'cust~dy 
a, favored option is a mistake. It's an 
attempt by the Jaw to engineer sociaJ poJicy; 
, .• , '''1 i:" a'., ,',C'. 
~---"'--------- ._,- _._ ... 
it's, unlikely that it' will work. Some peopJe 
stiU see chiJdren as property. They show a 
a wiUingness to trade off 'children for other 
property. :As, a child analyst, I favor women 
having the children after divorce. Fathers 
are not as appr?priate in that role. ' 
-.. : 
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In opposition to the ~iews expr~ssed by Goldstein et al~ and Beal, 
" 
Carol Bruch (1978) ~sserted that most peopl~ prefer to do as the law 
states. Many parents, if left to their own devices, would avoid visitation 
were there nota' sanction "'to' assist in enforcing the court's decision. In 
support :of her" po'sition, 'Bruch~' who i~ herself a' lawyer, cited a' 's'tudy 
conducted inEl'Ig'land '~nd 'Wales in '1977. This study reveale~' tha't ,fewer 
than 50 p"er'cent' of noncus'todiai' parent's w~re vis"itrig 'their"children;' 'even 
though'oniy i7 out Of the"290'cases"of"nonvisitation were s'ituations"in 
which the 'cus'todi~l ;pa're~t' refus'eci' access. Bruch' felt 'that"the legal';" " 
structure' can faCilitate' the relationship between parents' an'd chHdren 'and 
stated that'she would Jik'e ,to see dual 'paren'ting orders, in' wh'ich both :,', .. 
parents' are cirdered' fo visit" the child at scheduled times, regardless' of 
custody ,:determih'ation~ The effect of or'de'ring' a parent.' to i 'visit a child 
when that' parent' does not' want' to visit was likened by Br~c:h : 'to or:d~rlng 
parents Who live with"their children"to' be w'lth their' th'iJdrei'l' when' the'y' do 
not want to. The alternative to dual "paren'ting, can' be 'a harried, over-
burdened' custodial parent or a' babysitter)' "Children 'are joint,' and 'no: 
logic 'requires than" an 'inevitable' consequence of ,divorce is' the' replacement 
of two parents by oneil li, _,'1 : 
Richa:rd and Elissa, Benedek (l977(ha~e taken, Hie position' that the 
non-custodia!" parent s'hould be awarded \iisitation rights 'which' 'c'annot"· be , . ' .. ' . 
modified'" by 'the custodial parent. The typical' format whereby' o~e 'p~re~t is 
sole custodian "tends to' mitigate the maximal involvem~rit of "boiti' parehts. 
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The Benedeks argue strongly that non-eustodial parent 'visitation is the " 
right of the 'child, and awarding visitation might" be the' push 'a: father. ' : '.' 
needs to visit his children in circums'tances in which he might, otherwise' 
not, as well as, the sanction he 'needs, if the m,other ~s obst~uctionistk. 
They feel that the non-custodial parent,~s absense is potentially more,' 
damaging to the child than' his' presence, even in tense s1t,uations .. 
,.-: 
Legal aspects of joint custody 
• .' I"" .' ~ ,,' 
'" . 
In contrast to sole custody, joint custody awards both parents an equal 
voice in the child's welfare ,with fuU custodial rights. In 1979, only six 
i 
.' "I' : I • • 
states ·h~l<j c·ustody statutes with express joint custody provisions. By' 
March 1982, twenty-thr~e, states had'joint ,custody statutes. Since 1980, 
, ' i , 
.: .1 
joint custody legislation' has been introduced in almost' ,every jurisdiction, 
, , 
and in ten states amend~~~ts have been' 'introduced ,to' strength,en existing 
statutes. Most states recognize' joint custody, as' an alternative but do not 
• " ... 1 
regard it as' the 'norm, and ,'award it' only under: optimal conditions. A 
! :.,' . 
judicial presumption for joint custody, is' a' legal inference that takes for 
" ' 
granted that both, parents; receive legal custody ,of.: their child instead of 
, " .:. I \" " 
, , 
one parent receiving custody.:;, A' joiht,',custody presumption statute mandates 
that joint custody' be given first "consideration ,by' the, courh. Sole ' ~'; ,: 
custody, "th!!refore, ca~', be ordered ,:only when the "presumption" is rebutted 
by evidence' proving '~haf' joint custody ,is detrimental to those interests. 
. . :: ~ , ' :; ! • .-
The only two ~tates, 'wit~ "pu~e'" pre~umpti~ns--applying to ~11 cases, 
. . ".' .. ( ~"': .. . . 
from 'defaults to ,con'tested' cases;.-are Florida and ,Idaho. California, 
Michigan, Nevada,' and' New Hampshire have "preference" statutes which apply 
only when the parents' have, ~Iready, agreed to joint cust~dy. Although the 
degree":',of weight accorded' joint custody differs' under '''I?~~~~mption'' and 
\ 
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"preference" statutes, the effect of these statutes is basicaUy the same: 
joint cu~t<>.dy ~ecomes the nor:m and is assumed to be ~ppropri~te fClr all or 
most cas~s •. ·Sol~ custody is relega~e~ to an ~xceptjon that is. appropriate, 
and considered only after the court decides against: joint· custody. New. 
York State defeated a judicial presumption for joint custody in 1982 • 
. ; . 
Case law can be used to argue· in favor. of joint custody or against it. 
For example~ in New York, ,Levy ~ v.· Levy (1976) awarde9 joint custody because 
"by granting.~~e parents an, equ,!!:l v<?ice in, th~ 'raising of their child much 
of the acrimony 'and ill will gere'rated,bY the div~rce will be ameliorated." 
In Perotti v. Perotti (1974),. 'Justic:e, Fine 'said: 
,. . 
~ .' .. . , . 
C~mmon sense and experience, suggests· that the 
traumatic upheavals brought, about by,' broken 
homes' are difficult enough. for young chidlren, 
or even older ones, to understand and accept • 
. . By contrast ,the ~oncept of 'joint custody'· can 
, serve to give that measure of psychological 
,":.,< s~pport and uplift to eac~ parent which w~uld . 
, communicate itself to the children in measures 
of ,mutual love, mutual attention, and mutual 
. tnilining. ' The string 'of security and stability 
that would flow from mother to child to father, 
with joint custody serving as the emotional 
fulcrum,:' would but ~trengthen the pare~t:-child, 
unit in what otherwise could be a completely 
,destroyed marital home (New York State Supreme 
Court; No. 355; April, 1974). 
,', " .... 
; 
" ',. 
On the ,oth~ri hand" the. judge' in ',an Oregon' case (1977), Matter of the 
.. 
, . 
Marriage of, Pergament, 'argued that:. -. . ,,-, '.' :,' 
" 
Wben a·-famify; ,is :split by! dissolution of the 
marriage the child of necessity can be in 
:5:ustody of only one parent and the custodial 
parent is given the primary r'esponsibiHty for 
rearing .the"c~i1d •. Equity, doe? not ,re,quir:e, .,' , 
that the .c~stody of the child be· equally: 
di videdj, the welfare of the child mitigates 
aga!nst:. suct'l '~ppro~ch (Or:egon Court.· of Appeals; . 
Nc:> •. 459; ·Febr~ary" 1977.). ' 
,'" , " ,. ' 
Two recent . weB-known New York cases--Braiman v. Braiman 
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and Dodd v. Dodd reversed pre.v!ous. jo.~~~ custody awards. In 
Braiman v. Brai"man, it· was Iield that 'joint custody was' "insupportable" 
-' !; '., '. . 
where' the parents were so· "severely antagonistic and enibitte~ed that such 
" '. ~ ~ .. : .~ . . 
an award would only enhance' familychaos~1I Chief Judge Breitel stated: 
I .'~ 
Children need a home base •. Particularly:.where 
alternating physical custody ·is directed, such 
joint custody could, ·and would generaHy, further 
the' insecudty ·and resultant pain frequently . 
experienced .by the young victims of shattered 
families ••• lt is understandable, there~ore, that 
jOint 'custody is encouraged primarily' as ·a 
voluntary ,.~Iternative for reiatively stable, 
. amicable· parents behaving' in' a more mature 
civilized fashion .•• As a court-ordered 
.. arrangement. imposed· upon already embattled 
and embittered parents, accusing one another 
of serious vices and wrongs,-. it can. only. 
enhance family chaos. (N.Y. State Court of 
Appeals; No· 296; June, 1978). .' : ... 
.1 . ~ .. " .. 
. .. ' 
Chief Judge BreiteJ concluded that 'although joint custody may approximate 
the former ~fa:mily.:relationships more closely' th~n· 'other arrange'merits, it 
isn't to ,be substituted indiscriminately for 'an awar·d. of sole custody to' .' 
one parent. .: \ . 
, In" the Dodd' 'case, 'custody. was·, changed.·from joint' to· sole' custody for 
the mother· because:: ., . ~. I ... . I " . ~ 
The· parties' herein have' made· child ·rearing··a· .. .:·. 
battJeground ... During a 14 month trial period 
they have' shared in all decisions' and for most· 
of the time they have divided physical custody 
: (equally •. :' In all areas in matters both: major 
and minor there has been conflict. 
( ~ : I •• • 
.. 
The court said: 
.... _" '.': Joint 'cus~ody, under the proper circumstances, 
may be the closest it is possible to come to 
'the shattered ·ideaJ~ The courts in ·dealing!·" 
with the difficult issues raised by child cus-
tody' litigation, should conSIder joint cu,stody . 
. as an option, particular Jy in performing 
their· little noted but frequently exercised; 
role as mediator before trial. 
. -', . 
I: ; , . 
. : ",: 
", ~': 
:- ...... ,' 
" 
'., .. 
However, when one parent resists joint custody 
: " ,and refuses ;to be persuaded that it is workable" '. 
what w i11 be the r:esult for the children when it ... 
..... " is ordere.d by. :the court? 'Ther~ appear to be· n.o 
social science studies that' will answer this 
. I'" question. . The most ardent professional proponents' 
. of joint custody assume cooperation between 
. ",; '. parents and ~greement. about child rearing prac- , .. 
tices as basic requirements for joint custody. 
It·· is hardly surprising that :·joint custody "is ' . .." .' 
arrived at by consent (New York Supreme Court; 




What is· not' known. iii the' Dodd case is" whether an' alternate living 
arrangement':for the . children, or·more .. definitive· legal" guidelines':' .' ',,/ .. 
established at .the hearing would .have .en·abled "joint' 'custody to. work. 
During' .:the "trial and 'error ll period, there. were no' means of dealing with 
the errors, and' no method of ascertaining 'Wh~ther' awarding- sole.-:. '.' 
custody.:·to. ·one o·f. the. parents would .have. r~duted the conflict. " . 
The ;desirability.. of. various 'custody alternatives for the child. have 
been· vigorously debated by .the mental' health' and legal profession·s.·· Expert 
authoritie's ."in . both' fields argue. for·:a .presumption of sole custody to one 
parent with no enforceable visitation rights to the other (Goldstein, 
Freud;" S'olnit, 1973; '1980),. for sole .custody_ to: one ,parent with sPecified 
visitation' rights to' the other" (Bruch, 1978); or, for' a . presumpt'ion : of . joint 
custody .. ,t~ both: parents (Roman, and Haddad, 1978).: ' .. UndoubtedlYi .. the 
potential, ,positive '.~nd ',negative consequences of joint custody 'arrangements 
under a; variety.' of· circumstances 'need further · .. explor.ation.·. . .•. I',.. 
. ,-: . I';":: . : . . ~ ., :1 • .'. I • • ~ •• 
" 
Fathers and Divorce 
." : 
,'.;' , " . " '., . . 
between- a divorced father and his children, based ~n data obtained directly' 
.-, .. : ,': ". .: ~ 
.. i:.J 
from· the fa'ther, because there' is very Jittle of it. The earliest studies 
.... 
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of divorce were on single-parent famHies as deviants from the "normal" two 
par'ent home. Research emphasized the effects of divorce on the child or on 
the ,mother-child unit, and the ~ather's adjust,ment went almos'~'l unnoticed. 
The emphasis was usually on dysfunctional outcomes, and strengt~s ~nd 
coping capacities were generally not part of the outcome measures. 
. . ~. .. 
During the early to mid '70's, researchers began to study divorced 
'. ". • I • 
families, and divorced fathers directly, asserting that the parents' 
• ~ I. '..... . 
adjustment could have profound effects on the subsequent adjustment of 
I I. • ~. • 
their children. The most prevalent concern of divorced fathers was the 
loss of their children (Rosenthal and Keshet, 1981; Dominic and 
. ,. . . , , ~ 
Schlesinger, 1980); a finding substantiating the iml?ortance of the chiJ~ to 
'I' ! 
the father. Messinger et. al. (J979~ sensitively described the transi~jon 
that took place for the father after divorce, when he became aware both of 
:1 
the loss of casual, informal interaction with family members within a 
-- .' .' .. 
protected boundary, and of how much the nature of his relationship with his 
\'... ,,' 
children' depended upon the availability of this physical time-space 
setting. 
" 
WaJJerstein and Kelly (1980) in their five year foJ1ow- up study of 
'. : ...... . 
divorced fa~Hies discovered that the f~equency of the father's' visits was 
. ' ' , , 
not related to his feelings about his children. At the 18 month post-
. .. . 
, . 
separation follow-up, half of the father-child relationships were signifi-
~ . . , . "':.':" . 
cantly changed from their dominant 'cast during the marriage: 25 percent 
" 
. . . . , 
were ~loser and 25 percent had unexpectedly and strikingly deteriorated. 
, , 
:.. ~ .. ' . 
These findings led them to the conclusion ,that there ar~ serious limita-
. 
tions to using the pre divorce father-chUd relationship as a reliable 
" 
.... '.. :.. '. ~ .:" .I " 
predictor of the postdivorce relationship. Often depression prevented 
, " 
,. r:: . \.' 
caring and loving fathers from' establishing a continuing' relationship with 
their children. The practical problems for visiting fathers, constraints, 
...... 
'0' • I \.. • • • ,It. 
of time and space, a bewildering sense of what to do ~nd where to go with 
childr'e'n;' of diff~r~nt ages, and the iack of boundaries about the exte~t of 
. . . .. .. ~ . . .. ;. 
his authority, proved unsurmountable. Children who were visited infre-
"I ' . :. i..' . '. ;. ~', '. . 
quently were likely to suffer most, yet tragically fathers often did not 
" .... : 
understand how their lack of contact affected their children. The children 
.. 
could not appreciate that visits could evoke painful memories of the 
marri~ge ,and its disruption for :the father, and interpreted a father~s 
inconsistent' visits as" evidence, of his ,lack of loye: or interest. 
Wallersteir;t and "Kelly ,(1980)" advise that ,the father-child relationship 
should, become a, target forpreventiv.e .interventiC?n by, mental health profes-
sionals because :o~ the evidence' that children who' were visited 'infrequently 
were likely to suffer' severely ,diminished self-esteem; 'a~d:were often 
unable to assimilate: the loss and intense hurt of' the 'rejection . during the 
'five, y'ear.' 'foUow''':up'period, and be'ca'use fathers 'need"to learn the complex 
maneuvers ,that wiU facilitate the"creation and: maintainance' of close and 
affectionate bon'ds·'with their :children.' 
Friedman .(l980), 'a 'psychiatrist, discusses the potentiaUy,positive 
effects ·oLdivorce on ,the 'father-:child: r:elationship, and' the oppor,tunity 
divor:ce, provides for: :increas~d' nurturing"exp~riences for the. fathe~.'· :He:. 
suggests that' although' fathers now: 'share" more:' child care' functions than 
they did'in :the '19.50~s ,and 1960's~"there)s often rio' necessity fC?,rthem -to 
'exerCise their fuW,potential in the . .intact 'fami1y~' The chaUenge ,for:,. 
divorced: 'fathers revolves' ar.ound an! is'slie or sexual, role ideritity .... · .. When.· 
there·)s .. ,a: flexible sexual ,identity,' a',divorced father may 'discover' th~~ ',' 
his ':lurturing capacities are greater. tni;ln he 'had anticipated,;:and that ,his 
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sense of loss' and' alienation have' been lessened~ . Even when the mother' is 
hostile :'to" the father, his involvement with the child prevents him from 
becomin'g" a . shadowy 'figure.·- .'He' ."fs able' to~ adii~ve a kind OJ ... ~nde5tructl~', 
bili-ty"as ·an object, which can only' be 'beneficial for the child. In order 
for . fatHers' t~ recognize and :feel ·comfortable with· their s'o':'caUed 'maternal 
or feminine side,i!" is essential 'that ·there be periods of' time· adequate 
for, the, cnild and the· father to a'chieve a' true :attachment· to: 'each 'other. 
fathers and Custody Arrangements 
" . l' :' 
" .. " 
, " 




. Rar~.ly is there concern expressed in ~he psychiatric literature on 
." ' .. ' . . .;........ .' .,' 
divorce about what custody and visitation arrangements are beneficial for 
.. '.' . i .. ;- " .... ,,; I ••••• : i,: . .' 
the father, nor is the father's well-being generally linked with the 
,,: .'. : • • ~ • _. .,~ • :'. .:" .: • .: I. • '; • 
ultimate well-being of his children, or former wife for that matter. Since 
. • ~:: '. • • • ~. ~ •• ~ •• . .! : • : • 
the life. of ~he. divorcing father so often invo!ves ~ struggle to maintain 
, . ~ . " 
contact with his child, it is important to be aware of how various child 
.';' 
custody arrangements, visitation awards, and agreements can ~ffect a 
• ~ .• :::i . ". . I.'. 
father's ability to maintain a viable relationship with his child. 
· . . 
.~ I. ~ I " • 
The legal custody arrangement and visitation schedule have emerged from 
.. r ',." .~ 'to .:;, 
some recent studies as structural variables that can significantly 
". ":', .~:..' '. " ; :. . : "'!': - .: '. . . '::, :. ~. I •• ~ • I • • . 
influence. the task of family reorganization aJter divorce and remarriage. 
. .' j' '.' . . . ..' • • ~. •..... .' .'. . i.' 
Accor~ing to many experts, joint custody, more t~an any o~her. disposition is 
• '. 1: ~ J • ~ I • ..' I. ::, • • ~. '. • ',:' ':. I " • ..', • • .' 
likely, to prevent the profound sense of. loss suffered by chil~r~n whose 
• . ., • I,'!" " ... 
parents divorce (Benedek, 1979; Abarbanel, 1979; Nehls and Morgenbesser, 
• • • J~. i ..', . . l • .' t • . . : • • • • _. ~ '. \ . • .' •..• . ; : • . ". • 
1980); as weB as the sense of Joss experienced by fathers who divorce 
. ~.. !: . . " .. , .:," .. ' .. ,-" 
(Greif, 1979; Rosenthal and Keshet, 1981). The Benedeks (1979) advise that-
.,' 
the· typical format whereby one parent' is sole custodian tends to m'itigate 
. . ... - ~"..' . . .'.. . ~. i.': . .,' .. , . 
the maximal involvement of both par.ents, although there. is the risk that 
: . ~ . '. . !. . .- .. 
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shared decision making may do nothing but expose the child to unnecessary 
confusion and trauma. 
Nehls and Morgembesser (1980) conclude from their resear,ch that with 
joint custody, 'children are more likely "to receive th~ ~essage that both 
parents love them," and neither has abandoned them, but Foster and Freed 
(1979), experts in family law, state that "agitation for joint custody 
. ~. ~ l .;. . -:' . 
really involves one upmanship since meaningful association with both 
parents is common 'und~r 'the traditional sole custody subject to visitation" 
formula~';" Bruch' (1978) ad~ocates dual parent'ing orders that enforce ~he 
noncust~dial parent's responsibility rather than joint custody. 
, " 
Two studies of fathers with different custody forms provide additionaJ 
. " . . .~ 
data. Greif (1979) was interested in the father's perception of the amount 
of influence he had on his child after divorce (in ten areas ~f fathedng). 
She exa'rriined "child absence" and its' impact on a father's capacity' to 
parent. E{ghty percent of her sampJe of 40 fathers did n'ot have c~stody 
and the other twenty percent had joint custody. Greif found that the ' . 
. i ..• 
father's perception of his degree of influence is most dependent on the 
nature of the postdivorce child-care arrangement. Noncustodial fathers 
" , 
experienced the most child absence and felt the most estranged from their 
, , 
children, while fathers with joint custody did not feel as isolated from 
, . I,' '! 
their children, and in fact often described more closeness than before the 
divorce. In ,a self-reinforcing fashion, the greater 'the father's ijwolve-
. . ~ 
ment with his child, the greater was his satisfaction as a father. 
Similarly', the' more "child absence," the greater the danger of the father's 
. . i , . ..... . . -. ~ 
withdrawal from the child, leading to "role 10ss.11 AU of the joint 
. . _. .:: .' ... • •• f . 
custody fathers in Greif's study had high s~tisfaction scores. In addi-
0', : 
tion, be~au5e of the equal po'wer distribution i'n joint custody, the 
", " 
children tended to be used Jess of~en for bargaining purposes than in sole 
custody arrangements •. Grei.f concluded that joint custody is crucial to the 




Rosenthal and Keshet (1981) alsQ studied divorced fathers. Their 
sample of 127 Boston faHlers' were di~ided into 10Gi- igroups:' 1) full-custody 
0" 0" • 
, :"" ~ .. 
or full-time fatners' (49); 2) half~time 'or joint custodial fathers (29); 
" .. - ~ , ... , , " : 
3) quarter-time noncustodial fathers' who spent between 7-17 days a month 
with tneir' children (21); 4) non.custodial fathers who' saw ·their· childfen· .. · .. , : 
once a· week at the most· (28). . The happiest· ·group . consisted of joint' custodial 
half-time fa.'thers. :'. These' fathers als'o .tended to have .low levels' of con:" 
flict with theirl'ex":wives, which· pl-oeably preceded their' joint custody . 
arrange·ment.'· Significantly, 'although hour for hour"the "half-time joint 
custody father" 'may spend no 'more time with his child than the '''lion-custo-
dial quarte'r-time father," he:was more' 'secure in his role because' his 
child care arrangements were"legal and not informal. Actually, the name 
IIquarter""time .father" is a misnomer because many of the fathers in that 
category spent 'as much time', w'ith' their· .child as, the "half-time. father·," and 
the category :actua'lly ·refer.red more. to.-their legal status::than. to' the 
amount, 'of time· spent·· w'ith their child.' '.Nevertheless, '''haU-ti'me fathers" 
had m'ore relaxed ,relatio'nships ·with' their 'children, 'without the: problems'. .. 
caused' by' frenetiC' trips to' the zoo: and· ... drtus, and: tended·' to lspeak of . 
parental 'rights,' not" privileges .. , ." =' ~ \ 1 • ' , •• " ' : • t 
Ahrons (1980)' studIed ·41 divor'ced par'ents who: have' court cawarded" joint 
custody'~ . ; She' distinguiShed. betwee'n .. ~he· :Iegal custody .arra~gement of 'the.'.' .. 
children and· 'their' physical living arrangement; ·The· ;-joint custody parents 
were divided into the foHowing three groups: 
1. Alternating physic'al custody (eight' par~nts): 
,~ach parent had specified physical custody, 
for specified periods of tjme~ " , 
'2." Split or divided custody' '(two parents): 
3. 
'" 
two or more children were spUt between 
the parents. ' .' - '-" 
Sole 'physical custody (31 pa'rents): either 
the mother or the father J:lad p~ysical custody. 
The parent with physical custody is referred 
to as the residential parent (n=l4) and the 
parent without physical custody is referred 
to as the nonresidential parent (n= 17). 
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Joint custody h~d b~en chosen by the ~~jority of the responde~ts, and" 
in ,none of the cases were the courts invotved in resolution of custody 
disputes. E,ighty-four percent of the, parents in, her study reported ,to be 
satisfied, with their arrangement because they fe~t that it was better for 
the child, a~d that each parent had more flexibility. About a third of the 
, ' ' 
nonresidential; joint custody p,aren,ts f~lt they were "visitors" in the Jives 
of their children an'd, ;ove'r haJf 'of the non,r~si~~ntial parents reported 
dissatisfaction with their degree of involvemen~;, they wanted more time 
with their children. 
Abarbanel (1979)' studied four families using an in-depth case study 
appr~~ch, and i'n ali of the" fa~j)jes ;he studied 'th~ Children' lIved 'half- ' 
time i~ ea~h ho~e, and n~ither' p~~~nt was c:onsid~red a visitor. None of 
I .' , .\ : ,..' • .• .•••• I •. 
the' children experienced the seve're loss of one parent' common to children 
in so'le -'c'ustody arrangements, and the parents were 'able to pr~vide the~ 
'ne~e'ssary supp~rt and' ~tabi1ity 'despite discr~pant ijfe-s~yles in t~'~,' of 
'the homes. 'Abarbanel's four families fulfilled almost ideal conditions for 
joint' custody: both parents were committ~d to the arrangement, there was a 
flexible sharing of responsibility, geographic proximity, and support for 
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each other as parents. 
, Roman and', H~ddad (1978) write about custody from the father's vjew and 
assert' Iri th~j'r ;b~ok, 'The' Di'sp~sable 'Paie~t, that joi'nt: cl:'~todY should be a 
presumption 'in 'all divorces'. They found' that' many' of the problem's that"": 
result from ~,' di~orce ~re' !due to' the fact 'that children and their' fathers 
become~ :;in effe'ct, divorced from ~ach' other • .' Their c~se his~ories demon-
strate '~~at~' de'sp'it"e preconc"ept'i~ns to 'the contrary, the '~xi~ten~e of "two 
separa"h/hom~~' for' the' ch'i'ld doe~' not ~pp~a'r' to be 'ti"nsettli'ng. : PhysiCal 
inconvenience is secondary to the errioti~nal stability th~t is'created", for a 
child wh'o' know~ that 'both parents care' about him ~nd want 'hi~~' th~ ~~co'nd 
, • • - • '.' .- '.' ,~ • I • • • : • • r" • ,\" 
class stat'us of a 'visiting parent suggests' that he' is indeed' disposable." 
'.J,. • 
Atkin and Rubin (1976) unwittingly confirm' the' fath'er's :dlsposabihiY' 
,when, ii-{' their advice to divorced fath'ers,' th'ey state: 
Children ~eed a base'that is h~me~ 'Some fathers 
wa;nt their. children who li,v~" with their mother ,to 
feel that Dad's house is also the child's home, " 
i.e. that they should have two homes. This 
insisi'ence that 'the 'chHdren should believe 
... '. ~~::. 
th~y ,have tyto homes only emp~asize~ that they, 
live in a divided world. Your home c'an' be ' 
a place where they feel comfortat?le, acceptec;f, 
" loved--in short, where they feel at' home. 
'! ' 
But t~eir home,,is at ~~eir mothers,. ,. . 
• I.,'" • • I ." '. ~ 
Thust.~he r~sea~ch ~n.'divorce,d ~athers. with joint custody. arrangements 
\ _. . " .'. '. .. 
is limited, by and large, to sr,nall, ~an:-pl~s of. fath~rs .who, usually hav,e 
, .t , " , .: ,'. ' . , , . ,;, , . ,. , , 
their child half time and, who have congenial relationships wit~ the: ... 
• .. .' .'O • ,'L " I .• ' , ," ...• ..1. ' : '. 
former wives. There is .no research 'on how joint cust9dy works for, fathers 
• I",. • '., • .' • • '. : • .' •• ~ 
under: conditio,ns: of. varying,.'par~r:t~al,e,nthusias~, a':ld under.,,~ variety ot 
arr angemel1ts. 
.,' ,;' , . " 
\' 
, '. ~ , 
\ ~ .. 
: .'. ~ i.· , I 
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. '. 
Children and Divorce 
. ' . 
A major focus of the divorce research has been on the children of 
divorce. The first "benchmark" studies are those of Kelly and 'WaUerstein 
(197.5, 1976, 1977) and Wal1~rstein and KeUy (J 97f1., 197.5, J976, 1977) • 
. '
They have been conducting a longitudinal study since the early 1970's of 
• ',f" 
. ' .. 
131 children of divorce from 60 families in Marin County, California which 
is a white, affluent community with a high divorce rate. The children 
studied were "normal" with no previous psychiatric history and in all but 
one family the mothers had .custody. The primary method of data collection 
was by in-depth interviews. From five years' worth of data, they have 
found that children who do best in adjusting to the postdivorce situation 
are those who have continued access to both parents, and that "the father-
child relationship can be' a 'determining' aspect of the child's eventual 
capacity to cope with the parent's divorce" (1980). Many of the children 
in their study expressed an intense wish for greater contact with their 
,', ., 
... 
fathers and, interestingly, both children who were visited infrequently and 
those who were visited frequently complained regarding the insufficiency of 
the visits. Grieving for the father and a preoccupation with reconciIia-
.- : 
tion fantasies were related to a denial of the divorce. In most cases, the 
visitation pattern was fixed by 18 months after the divorce. Each child in 
. " 
the group who was wel1-adjusted and content with life had two loving, 
" . 
caring parents who re~ain~d' very' invoived in their child's life. Central 
. I • 
to the' unhappine~s of the children who were not as well-adjusted was often 
the fact that one' parent, usually the father, had dropped out of their 
Jives. 
. . 













the chiJd after divorce suggest that th.e single most difficult task imp,osed 
by the di~()rce ~s tha~ ,of absorbj~g ,loss, pa~tic:u~arJy t~~ .. partial or total" 
" 
loss of one parent. The resolution of this task is greatly facilitated by 
:. -". : .".: . . .' '... 
the establishment of a reliable visiting pattern which IIcan ~mable father 
. . ". . . :.. . :. . :. . ;' 
and child to restore a sense of psychic wholeness and rightness in their 
: ' .. I. . ';. • ••• 
respec~ive new roles of part-time parent and part-tim~ child.1I 
I" _ . ' -: '''1' .:. ~ • 
She ~tates further: 
. .' I • . 
It is reasonable that only if the Joss of rhe 
,':' full-time presence of the> departed' parenf is .. 
accepted by both parent and child does the 
visiting' relationship ;'and ''its 'potential become 
fully realizable ••• 
.' • • I: .. ' . . • : .... : : ~ .• 
. .... ~ ..... 
This task is" of course" most easily aC,complished 
.. :' 'when':the 10s's of 'the' reJationship' with the father '. 
(or the mother) is partial, and the outside parent 
,~''''':ahd :cnHd are able to establishl'and maintain\a" " 
loving relationship within an ongoing, reliable 
':" ~ - ",(isiting pattern or' under' conditions of a 'good' , ' 
joint-custody plan. 
:~ ': ';" . 
( .. 
" I 
Another group of studies on children and divorce are those by 
Heatheringtor), Cox, and CO)( (1976; 1978; 1979). ,In contrast t? Kelly and 
," ,;" . : :. . . 
Wallerstein's ,clinical approach, Heathedngton et al. employed a quasi-
'.' . . ~ ",,' . . . . 
~xperimenta~ design. Their sample consisted of 48 middle-class divorced 
. ..... !' . '.' . '. ',," , , 
families with a preschool child, and a matched sample of 48 intact fCl:milies 
" " - .1" " ., ' ... 
. . ~ 
with' a pr~school child. In all of the divorced families the mother had 
, " - .. " \.' ,. 
custo,dy. Of particular relevance 'to this study is the finding that the 
. ,~ ..' .. .' '. '; " : , .. , 
fathers felt shut out of their children's Jives. FuUy one-third of 
, , '.. _. • ,I" • , ."...' '. , ' • ,: l. • ' • : "l - ' .. I. ~, :'. '.; 
fathers .who had orjgin~lly been ,highly involved parent$, coped with the 
': . '" ,'"." . '. '! . ": I ' ',' • ,' .. 
pain of seeing their children' in~ermittently by seeing them less frequently 
, ".~ . ~. I: "I • !.. '. - . . ' . . 
during the two-year study. Despite, or because of, their sense of loss,' , 
: : " • .. ' .' ..'. : • • l ~ I..'. ~ '. ,.;.":": ~ .'.,. . . '" .~. . . : . 
they became increasingly less available to t~eir c~jJdren. Over the course 
• ~. -.' .' .. :', .I , '. _ 
, , 
of the two year period, 19 of the divorced fathers were seeing their 
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chiJdren once a week or more, 14 fath~rs' saw them every two weeks, seven 
every three ~eekst and' eight once' a month or less. Fathers who saw their 
children "infrequently we~e less nurturant, more detached~ and"less affec-
tion~te 'th'an fathers who saw their children more often~ Except where there 
was conflict and iU-will between the ~arents, or a psychological 
. .,. . . 
disturbance in the father, the frequency of the father's contact was asso-
ciated witt. better functioning by' the r child and by the' mother.' When 
. . 
support and' agreement occurred, disruption in family functioning was less 
extreme; :and restabilization occurred' earJier •.. 
" . 
Hess and Camara (979) compared the behavior' of' children i'n":(1ivorce~ 
and 'intact fam iJies, noting that the psychological structure of the family 
, .. 
after divorce has' not been 'examined apart from the event of the divorce a 
. . ," 
the .absence of one parent. Their hypothesis was' that the marital status of 
the parents and' the quality of the' relationship between them' is less 
significant' to the child' th~n the 'relationship between the child and each 
parent.' Child behavior in' intact and "'divorced families was comp~red by' an. 
analysis of the' association" between family process variables' and child 
outcome variables •. The family process variables they 'examined were: the 
affective' 'relatio~ships"betwe~n th~" i~ther :~nd the mother; the aff~c'tive 
rela.tionship between the child a~d ~ach' parent"separat~ly; and for divorced 
families, ·the I amount' of contact between the child and his or her non-
custodi~J parent O:e:', ~lie' fatHer) •. , The outcome variables included the 
child's school functioning; social relationships," ~nd' aggression. 
. . 
Contrary to their' expectation~ the level of parental harmony was 'not 
the most p'owedul' factor in predicting the effects of divorce on ch·lldren. 
For both divorced and intact 'groups alike', the'· 'relationship 'between the 
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child and each parent was a more important influence on child behavior than 
was marital status. The impact ~f the divorce on ~he children was mediated 
" 
by the psychological structure of the family after divorce. TJ:le affective 
relationships that were maintained after divorce between the child a!1d his 
or her, parents we~~ m,?~e important for t~e ~~~ld's adjus~ment than was 
parental ha~mony.' The critical faCtor seemed to be the ql,lality of the 
.' ':' .. ,i': '.' 
rela tionship between the child and each of his or her parents, not .. ,t~e 
. ,.... ",' . 
quality of, the relationship between the parents • 
.... :1 :", I 
Hess and Camara then tested to discover if a child with a dose 
rel~~i~I!.s~.~p··,wjth ,only ·.one parent would do as well as the child with a 
close: relationship with two· parents~ .' The childre'n from the' divorced 
families in their. study were, divided into three groups: those 'with positive 
relationships' with' both" par~nts; those with neg~tive relationships with 
both: parents, and those ,with one positive and. one negative relationship." 
The children who ·maintained positive relationships with both parents ·had 
lower s'cor'es. on measures of stress and aggression than those with positive 
relatiorJships 'with 'only' one parent. As part of this' research the quaUty 
of father-child interaction was evaluated. Since the mothers had sale 
custody;~in,' this ,sample, the frequency of the .child's contact· with the' 
mother was not evaluated. . Interestingly; ,the, frequency of contact with the 
father, was 'not, as highly related to. a positive, outcome for the child as the 
duration of his'visits with the child/ :. :'. : " 
" 
,"A unique approach, to the study, 0.£ children of divorce was an 
investigation by. Luepnitz . (1982) comparing child adjustment in matern'al, 
paternal, and joint custody famllies. However, not only did she measure" 
cl"iild' ··a,djustment, . but she assesses the" home" 'atmosphere and the"parents' 
adjustment to the divorce; and ,the level ·of . ex-spouse dmflict. She found', 
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that the children's .psychologica.l"' adjustment 'did not: differ· according· 
to custody typ~. " That 'is--the 'self-concepts of 'children in maternal~" \ 
paternal; and joint 'custody, fami"lies, were not' signifiCantly different. from" 
each other. However, children's seU-.conc·ept scores were· significantly· 
lower _'in' families that had sustained high conflict after divorce--
regardless' of custody' type. But, there were no 'differences in the levels 
of ex-spouse conflict by "c':!stody type-")okit custody parents did not report 
more con'fiict' than the' single-eus'todY parent's.': 
. ". . .. 
Conclusions and 'Study 'Questions' .•.• ! 
. The divorCing' father~ is the _ famHy member 'least considered' 'iii the' 
psych'ia"lr ic and soCial sCience literature dn' 'divorce, paralleling' to' some'· .. 
J 
extent:"the generally 'short'-shrift give'n':t"o fathe"r's -in 'the child development 
1iterature~' For many fathers, marital separation creates a chird-cen'tered 
crisis ;in which the threaf of 'losing or curtailing the' relationship with 
their : children' :is the source (;t'severe anxiety and depressio·n.' Yet, the 
, I . 
interdependeryt and reCiprocal nat'ure of the' needs of fathers and their' 
children' during the task, of family re'o'rganization' 'after divorce' has 
genera'j'ly 'not been' recogniied :by' mental ~ealth professionals;: The diffi-' 
culties inherent in·master"ing the exqu'isit~ly, comp'lex maneuvers ·Of· 'post-
divorce' fathering have' been insufficiently. appreciated; and, the 'legal 
syste~ :tias often further encumbere'cl a' 'relationship th'at Ulider 'the best 'of 
circLlmstanc~s" needs encouragement ... ·. . ~ ... . 
C'6mp~nsation for past negle'ct ~f fathers'.in the research'li"terature has 
begun." Studies -of families after' div'orce have found that for' the majority 
of divorced fathers, the father's contact with the child diminishes after. 
he moves out of the home. Among the factors associat.ed with his continued 
.',46, 
presence are a supportive relationship with his former wife, and legal 
joint custody of his child. Yet a gap remains in the literature about the 
experiences of joint custody fathers with both voluntary and invoJuntary 




We do not know. nearly enough about the implica-
tions for children and their parents of different " 
approaches to the management of custody and 
visitation ••• it would be most useful if custody 
:' '; '~decisions could be informed by empirical findings 
. ",',' 'on' the consequences of various arrangements. 
d I' 
The major questions guiding the design of this study are based on the 
" 
findings from earlier studies. The first question this study addresses is 
.. i :'" ~ .' . ~. : " . " . 
how fathers with joint custody perceive their' involvement with their chlJd, 
~. . . ",.: '., . .' ~'.;. • I. . • ~ • ~: I . 
during child care, and perceived infJuence on the child's development. The 
, ,: . \: ',' " '", ' " " ~" .. ,,' 'J;: :" , 
second question is whether the quality of the coparenting relationship is 
assoc:i~~'~d with' fath~r~" partic'i~~ti'~n: 'satisfacti~~, and influen~e. Does 
, "-:;,1; -: • .-..~':' .-: " , " 
a highly confJictual, non-supportive relationship with the mother interfere 
': . , .. 
with a' fath'er's ability to rem~jn' an activ'e part of hi~ child's life? Does 
. ,.' 
a h~st'il;;' co~'arental' relationship ~~tenu.ate a father's involvemen~ ~ith 'his 
, ' 
.' ~ : . ; , ,: ~:. .! ~. \ • '.: 
child as Ahrons found in her research? What are the strengths and limita-
• .' • ~." :' \:" • , I,' ;:: I '" '. • • • • '0 , •• ', 
tions of joint custody within various kin"ds of childcare and living 
arrangements? 
r .' • ,'.. ." . ... : : .' ~ . • ".:, '.. , 
Th'ese questions we're develop"ed to generate empirical data 
: . ." ;' ,-: " ~ . ~ . ~ ... ' .. ' ; ] . : ~.: ',"'" ,.' . ;, '.:'! : !::., .~ .-~! ','~ \'; -
that would help clarify the normative pr"ocesses of fathering after divorce 
, ' 
and~"p~=Ov:ide" guideli~~s:'for alternati~~ '~pp;o~~hes :~o' 'j~'in~ c~"s~~~;" :',"", 
.. :- •• "i l ," - • ,. 








CHAPTER' 'III " . 
STUDY DESIGN AND METHOD 
• ~':', •• • ;., t. • 
I, 
Design of the Study 
This exploratory study, about thif multiple dimensions of fathering 
after divorce and remarriage, was desigiied to elicit descriptive data 
. . . -", 
which would be' 'used to', explore' 'the major questions of this research and 
generate hypoiheses' ,for further siudy,~ ',The state: of 'knowledge is such 
, . . . .. ~. . 
that we are still working to identify· and define the important variables 
:~. . 
~hat need to be 'considered before a more 'sophisticated study can' be 
undertaken, for, example a study that would compare fathering behavior 
within different 'cu~tody forms, . 
. Two approach~s--a written .questionnaire and 
! ~ :":.. ..... ',f·~..· .'. \ •. .' ;,' .• 
an i~-depth semi-
" 
structured it:'lterview--were selected to study this 
: ••.. ,.:.1 ' r·. ..... . :. . . ... ' . ; . .': .' 
topic, because, each 
. . ~'. .. 
technique .of gathering data has its limitations. The primary method was 
I ,,';:, "'; .... ,. ,I '.~"": ',' :.'!' " ~"'~':" •. ' ... "". I t. ~.~. 
an ~xtensive self-report questionnaire given to the fathers that was 
. '." .. . '.: . ... ." . . 
designed to measure the frequency of mul!iple parent-chUd activiti~s 
":" .!' .:- '. ' ,l '.' 0" "I ,. " , ' 
concurrently with the father's affectual, experience in relation to under-
" , . . :. !.. .. .' : ' '. \. : . ~ . . . . . ." .... ' . . I .:. : _:. . .... r" •• 
.tak~n:g these .activities. A, b~oad spe<;:tru,:" of" factors with potenti~l 
. . • • '. .• !':.: .... : 
relevance was included, 
:. I· I ••••• + '. , 
. . '. ~ ., 
. 't . 
. '. ~ .:' ',' ~ • I .~. • . , , 





Questionnaire. The questionnaire (see Appendix A) was organized into 
.. 
the foJJowing sections: 
,;' 
. i 1 • • " ~ '.. • 
A. Demographic data on the father. and mother 
I "'. '. . ,r"~ '. I: ....... . 
B. History of the custody decision--the evolution 
., of the joint custody. decision, whether' it was ,,'.; ': 
contested, and the father's current custody 
.. . . preference .. 
. ,.:" 
C. Visitation schedule and living arr.angements--.· 
detailed descriptive information about the 
":visitation schedule of the children, and the 
father's satisfaction with the schedule 
D. Fathering--fathering was operationaJized 
·.:to "include. the 'foHowing· behavioral and .. !. ," i' 
affective components: frequency of parti-
cipation in chi1d care activities, sati.s- .. : .. : .'. ~. 
faction during participation, and perceived 
influence on the chiJd~s .. development.. . 
.. ' 
"-:', .... E.,. Coparental: relationship-.,.the relationship ,betw~ef1 .. 
the chfld's mother and father was operationalized 
. '; ,;, .. to include the frequency' 'and content: of· the .. inter-
actions; the amount of support, conflict, and trust 
within the relationship; 'and the father's atti'tude!., 
towards his ex-wife • 
. 'j . 
F. Remarriage relationships (for remarried fathers 
. \: . only}";- the changes in th~ father's relationship 
with his child and ex-wife after remarriage. 
" . 
,', 
The' i~tent of the questionnaire 'was to measure various aspects of 
. ',' 
fathering that could be used 't~ examine' the heter~geneity of po~tdi~orce 
t"'. • • • • • .... • ... • ..... i' f. ", ~ ~ 
father involvement according to salient aspects of the coparental rela-
.' "~ ~ . ....... ...... .' . • i . . . I • '. . " 
tionship as well as other demographic characteristics of the father. 
" 
Interview. 
: !. ' . ,I ;. • 
... . .i', ,,"_ ; .. r": . . .. ', . ':_ 
The secondary method of data"coJlection was' an in-depth 
......... 
. , ... 
personal .interview of the father, which was audiotaped (See Appendix .. B) • 
. . '
.. " c',' 
The purpose of this interview was to obtain a deeper understanding of the 
i . I '. ..:. ~ • • I • : ", •• 
father's per-cep-iion' of his experience as reported' in the questionnaire. 
, . 
, • •• • I .' '. - -:" • " .; " 
The questions were organized to be. paralJel to those in. the question..;: 
: 'I . i .: ~: .. • ,. I .: :." . ........ . 
.... ', . 
naire, except that befor'e beginning each interview a genogram of each 
/ 
i 
father's current family was obtained to assist in the discussion. The 
interview had items very' similar to the questionnaire to allow the 
" . :.. . ~ • t··'·,· . . . 
fathers to amplify and clarify their responses on the questionnaire. 
. . . . 
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Although the interview was not necessary to obtain the data about 
fathering behavior, and the process of, contacting and visiting each 
father added, ~dditional tr~e to tt)e data coJlection period, it was felt 
that an interview would ~nrjch the study in two ways,. first, it added 
validity to the father's questionnaire responses by substantiating the 
resuJtsof the questionnaire through the researcher's o'pportuni ty to 
question responses that were contradictory, or unClear. Second, by pro-
bing ~n more detail and depth the same areas covered in the question-
naire, the personal. experiences of each father could inform and enrich 
the quantitative analysis and help clarify the relationships that 
emerged. For, the remarried f~thers ,especially, there 'was more opportunity 
in the interview to descdbe, in all its comple?C,ity, ,their new 'family 
structure. For the four fathers who had new chiJdren from the 
remarriage,' ,the interview' was the only, time information, was elicited 
, . 
about ,this topic; . Thus, the purpose of the interview. was to gain an ; , 
increased understanding of the father's perception of ,his experience and 
to evaluate the validity of the quantitative responses. These two 
methods 'of data collect-ion reflect the, philosophy of this study, in which 
fathering ~s measured from several different' angles, each view contribu-
, \ 
ting to a, more complete picture <;>f the phenornenon~,' , 
, ,Pilot 1:est~. In o~der' t9 refine the, questionnaire and interview, 
five pilot interviews were 'conducted. ' During each interview a question-
naire about joint custody and parenting: was give'n, to ,a father to fiU' out r 
c:._ ••.• ,\ 
I' 
' .... --\. 
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and his reactions to the questions· were obtained both written and orally. 
An open-ended discussion· that cove·red a broad ·ra·nge· of subjects reJating 
to divorce a'nd remarriage ·w~s part of each pilot "interview an~. provided 
additional· ·information about issues reJevant· to divorced fathers. 
· . . " ~ 
I .0 •• 
,.,-',: ~ 
i·" '0_ 
Measurement of the Dependent Variable: Fathering 
."Fathering" .i.S. a compl~x experi~nce that, fOT conceptual purposes 
wa~ defined as consisting of behavioral, affective, and influentia.1 
"0 • • • • :. • ~ .' • ; ." • • .0. • _. '.. • 







Frequency "f pa~ticipation in child care 
activities· . 
..: 2 •. ·Satisfaction -and enjoy'ment during partiCi-
pation in child care 
.•. '!' : ; 1 •• : • • ~;. '0 " 
3. Influence on ·child's development. 
. . 
. .. ~.' , 
• '0 ..... .,. 
· Participation. The be!1avioral dimension refers to the frequency of 
'. , "'0 •• 
the father:'s part.icipation in child care activi.ties tha.t are part of a 
,- ~ . ~ . i. ,0 , " .' • : • '. _' :: •• '. .. •••• '.' •• • 
parent's role; it is concerned with hoy.' often an activity is performed. 
. .....~. '. ~ . . .' ~." . . :. : . . 
No attempt was made to assess actual time spent in each activity; it 
. ~.' '" .' ~ . :. ". . i' . _'. . ~ : . ') ::. .... ,I:. 
would be meaningless given the diverse child care schedules this group 
" : • ~. :.. ! .. I: ., ~. '. . . ' . .' . '. : . i:'" : ~ .,,' ,. " 
of fathers has. This behaviora'l dimension is referred to as 
-0_. '0' '" 
"particip.a tion". 
i i \ " ,~ :, I ~ '., ,:'.' '. ':,: ': I" • ~ 
.. F~the.~s' f~~quency of participa~ion was measured by a 23 item scale 
. ~',' • -. I ~ • ' " .' :.. : 
rep~~.sen~ing a r~nge ~f parental responsibilities from daily responsi-
.. " '" • ' I I • ., ;. ':. • .. ~ •• ' i' ' 
biJit~es to less .frequent responsibi~iti~s. Fath~rs were asked "Thinking 
.' "" • • I ••• ", :., I..... i,',;' .' "'., .. , • 
about the pa.st six mon~hs, when ·your child is with you, how frequently do . 
· ... .. '. . .... .; - ,.: .'. '. . .. I'· _. .'. .'. . 
you participate in the child care activitjes listed below?" The fathers 
., i. . ,.' ". , " , ' I' 
selected their responses to each item from a five-point continuum ranging 
• I' " i • ,J : i' . ....."~ ~ - , = ". ,,', 
from very often (five) to never (one) • 
. . '. . . . .. 
Satisfaction. The affective dimension of fathering relates to the 
.' .' 
amount 'of 'satisfactlon/dissatisfacti'on that IS experienced ,~uring parti-
", .' 1.:1 
cipation in each child care activity. This variable is referr'ed to 'as 
, "satis'faction." It was~~,felt that the' st~dy of the fath~ri~g experience 
.: • 'M II ,_ ~ .. ' '. .. . '" " . . _ . . 
would be enriched by exploring the father's feelings when they are 
actually doing child care tasks. Behavioral and affective components of 
.. . .... 
father involvement app~ared, on the basis of the pre-test interviews, to 
" 
• J ., • •• ." 
exist independently of one another. It is possible to do something 
; . '. - .... : 
fairly frequently and be dissatisfied with the experience (e.g. disci-
, .. 
pline) or to do something infrequentiy but be pleas'ed with the perfor-
. 
man~~' '(e.g. attend school conier~~ces): >, ' ........ 
: .;: • i",', . '. . • 
Fathers' satisfaction and enjoyment during child care was measured 
~ . . '.' . 
by the same 23 items in' the frequency scale. Respondents were asked, 
"Thinking about the past six months, how much do you enjoy (take sati5-
, , 
faction in) the child care activities listed below?" Fathers selected 
'01 • 
their responses to each item from a five-point continuum ranging from 
" I' . 
very dissatisfied (one) to very satisfied (five). In both the satisfac-
• : ••• :-, I, . :,. . ~., : ' 
tion and participation scales, a response of "not applkablell was also 
possible. 
Infl~ence. . .' • I •• ' • 1 .: • ~. ~ • ~ • t': .:. ~ . .. :.. : ...,In addition, a measure of perceived direct and indirect 
effect of the father's influence on the child was included since quantity 
. .: " • l,. ' . '" 
of direct contact does not necessarily address the potential authority of 
. ,~ . . 
the father. This variable is called "influence." The 'amount of time 
. . . ' . . 
fathers spend with children is not necessarily linearly related to the 
~ • • • '. Co. j • •• r·.. • ,. 
amount of influence they have~ , Even though fathers may spend relatively 
.. " : 




the child's d~velopment (Lamb, 1975) •. Important influences do not have 
to be dir~ct (Lewis, Feiring, Weintraub, 1983). Even when a, father 
interacts rarely with his child and has little direct influence on' him o~ 
. ". . . . .. ' . 
her, he:: may stit!. exert a significant influence indirectly. 
Influence on chHd development was measured by a ten-item scale 
representing' significant . areas c:>f child development. Fathers were asked, 
IIThinking about: 'the past· six months; how' much lriflLje~ce have you had" in 
the following 'areas of· your child's life?" The ten "areas' were:' routine 
daiiy 'care, intellectual devejopmeh1~ physical development, recreational 
aC1ivities~<' emotional development, teaching you'r- child 'h~w to behave>' 
religious' "deve"iopment, '5~dal development~ mor'al development; and'· giving" . 
your, child a feeling of" being pa'rt of a family. Responses we're selected 
from a five-point continuuin ranging from very low (on~) to very high' 
(f ive). .' :,' 
.. thus~ the concept of influence takes into account the potential for 
direct, as; weII' as: indir'ect controi" over' a' child's growth and development, 
which is particularly important with this population.' Six months was the 
time fra'me used for all of the fathering'rTleasures to' 'aJJow' for 'a "response 
. . . • •. .:." . .1' . 
based upon 'an average 'amount of partic'jpation, 'satisfaction, or 
influence, dependin'g 'on the father's chiidcare····sdiedule and' other 'int'er:'" 
vening ·factors. .' ." 
l' ,_, 
.' For.·'aH of the items that pertained to' the father's involvement· 
\ 
with liis' ,child, he' was asked to resp'ond only for' his youngest child. 
Since 'about half of the fathers had more than' one' child in joint custody,' 
a~'d jnvolvem'~nt differs 'from' orie 'child to ariother, it 'was" felt "that' the 

















































youngest chiJd was selected since the yo.unger the child, the more in-
- ..... . ... '" 
volved ;the father is likely, to be in his or her care, Also; the child 
• • . I.· '. '. 
care arrangements are poten.tiaUy more problematic since the younger the 
~ child, 'the less .he or she is able to go. back and forth between homes 
'! I ... ', 
indep~ndel)t1y ': .-' 
1." . 
De~'elopment of 'Fathering Measures .'. 
The participation and satisfaction scales were adapted from a ten 
item' father-involvement scale used by' Constar:-ace R,' Ahrons '(1979) in' her, 
research on divorced cou·ples. A'lthough her scale wa~ u~ed as' a basi~' for 
the' dev~lopment of the scales "us~d i~ this study, several inodjfication~ 
• . . . I . . . .' ; .' . !. • -.' . ~. . 
were made after the pilot interviews which suggested that by dividing the 
.' . 
. • '-,\' I . • .' • '. • . ' •. " 
concept of "fath'er involvement" into ·two components--a ·behavioral and 
affectJ~e one--~ more refined 'm~~~~re of fathering CQuid be 'obt~ine(i; . : 
After redefining the conc~pt of ijlV~lvement" items were added to the 
scale based upon the suggestions of fathers during the 'pretest inter-
views. During th~' pHotO test: fathers "were asked, liAre there any other 
',-,- ....... 
activities' that you perform?" From their respOn~es, additional items 
were added to' the scale. Because' there 'is'a wide ~ani~'of ~tii1dren's 
) 
ages, not all items are applicable to aU fathers . 
. Th~ inf,Iuence sca.le .. ~as developed by Judith Greif for her research 
on ~ivc;>rced fath~r:s (1979). Her scale ..yas in~lu~ed in this study ,fo~ _ t~o 
reasons •. First, in,fluence :appe~red to· tap .a: diff~r~nt dimension of ·the ,. '. " 
. , . . 
fathering·,~xperience fr,om participation and. satisfaction. '. 1I1f~uenc.e. :'.' 
woul9 ~e. p~ssible fro",,! a. distan.ce;. i,~~, ~ven ~hen .fathers. ~~.re not. :with 
~heir. child, they could infJuel1ce thei~ .development, Second, th~. s.c~l~ 
ha.d been successfully used in Greif's study to measure' fathers' percep-
,,' -.'...: " 
" 
<.r .... 
tion of their influence after divorce. The alpha coeffiden't on lhe'· : .. 
·influen·ce scale was .91 In her study,'· indicating high internal . 
consistency • 
. 'R'e'liability analysis for participation, satisfaction and influence 
measures. The internal consistency of the scales used to measure 
54 
fathering :was obtained using Cronbach!s alpha.~ This computes the -: 
average. intercorrelations arriong a set· of items. . The computation was' 
based: on . a "pair-wise matrix" which' means that each case contributed all 
available data to' the' correlation matrix. This method' of 'computation, 
compared to. the Jist-wise matrix used for' the independent variables,' was 
chosen as'a means of..dealing 'with the missing data in the participation' 
and' satfsfac'tion scales;'The 'missing data are due to the fact that there 
was provision-}or .a' "not applicable" response since some of the items in 
the scale were irrelevant to children 'of certain ages. Because there are 
. 23' items "in the participation and· satisfaction scales, it was felt that 
the· reliabilitY" would· not. be compromised. 'by this method. The ·reliabil.~,ty 
co'efficients for the participation and satisfaction scales were· each .85,' .r-, 
and for the' influence scale .89. Thus, all of the scales had good 
internal' cons·istency. 
: .... 
Measurement of Independent Variables 
.. ~. i" 
Seven independent variables were included in the questionnaire to 
, 
.. ' .... 
measure the coparental relationship between the mother and father. Two 
\ 
of the variables, "parent~ng" an~ "nonparenting", measure.~. the frequency 
of interactions between the mother and father according to the purpose 
and content of the interaction • Thr~e variable~, "conflictll , IIsupport", 
. '. . .' :1, 
and "trust" tapped the father's perception of the quality of the rela-
.', . 
55 
tionship between him and his former wife, and two variables, "attitude 
~ .. 
towards former wife" ~nd .. "attitude towards former wife as a mother", 
measured the father's attitude towards his former wife as. a person and as 
a mother. The time frame for aU the independent variables was the past 
: , 
six months. 
The parenting dimension of the coparental relationship consisted of 
.. :. 
ten items that described interactions between the parents that focused 
. ~. . . . - . 
directly. on, ~hjJd-rearing .obligations and .. re"sponsjbi1:it.~es, such as di.s~ ,. 
cussing school problems and talking about your child's accomplishments. 
• "j.' .' . • • . l ' .:"; 
Fathers were ask'ed, "How often have the foHowing parenting responsi-
. . . . .'. '., ." ~. 
blJities be.en sh~red. between you and your former wife within the past six 
. • '; • '. .•. ., '. j.... ' .• 
months?" They selected a respons~ to each item from a five point con-
. ,'. . 
• •. • I· .' ~ 
tinuum. ranging f~om never (one) to very often (five~. 
The' nonparenting component of the coparenti~g--relatjonship was 
.:. " \.j ........ , . 
measured by a 15 ite~, s~ale constructed to as.se~~. the frequency of inter-
action in areas. not concerned with child,.rearing, such as talking about 
. '.;. . .i,_ ..•. : . . 
old friends and .talkj~~ ~.bou.t. y~ur work. Fathers were asked how often 
I' • I . 
they have. related to their former -.yife in ways that do not involve 
. . _: • .J; ." '., . . : : " .' I I . • ~ .. '. • ;:; 
p~renting withirl the past ~ix mOf)ths. 
• ' •.• .' ~ • • - I '. • , . ..'._ • 
Respondents selected the frequency category which described their 
" -,. .,'... 
" . 
interactions ~n a continuum ranging from never (one) to very often 
: ..;. . ~ . .. .' .': 
" 
(five). If the purpose of t~e .contact was to discuss child-related 
: •• ' , •. 1' • -; '. ; 
issues, then it was considered a component of the parenting scale; if the 
: '. • I" •• I. ~. ',.. : '. • :" : •• 
purpose was other thaf\ child-related, it was part of the non-parenting 
. . ..: '" . '!. .: ~ .'. '. . " ~. ," . ~ .... !' • 
scale. By distinguishing between chqd-related and non-child-related , 
: .,.. . :: .' ..' . . .... :'} 
contact, a more precise picture of what these divorced parents talked 














The conflict scale consisted of six items that measured the inten..: 
sity of interparental conflict. For example, "When you and your former 
.. ~-= . ../ 
wife ~iscuss: parenting issues, how often does an argument 'result,?" 
. If,'. 
Fathers responded on a' five point, continuum from never (one) to very 
, I " t • . . .0:.: .. -, 
often (five). A low score equals low conflict (for' the data analysis the 
.' ••. 0-', 0'. I:;', '" 
scoring was reversed and a low score ~q~als high conflict). 
'" :'" 
The 'support scale was composed of eight items that assess mutual , I 
•• • '.:.: I.~ . I • :: .. :. : .' • ., ~ : . 
parental 'support. ' For example, "If your' for'mer wife needs to make a 
\.. I ~ '. . '.. .' I' :"', .' • . I • • : .. 
change in visiting arrangements, do you go out of your way to accommo-
date?" F~thers' respond~d on a fiv~.' point' 'scale ranging: from never (one) 
..... , " 
.... ,,-. 
to very often (five). A high score indicates high support. i I 
The -trus~ 'scale' contained' ~ight st~te~efii~\..~ryich expressed a ra~g~ 




of feelings about a father's former wife; for example, "I feel that my 
former wife does not show me enough consideration," and "I feel that my 
. ~: ... " ...; ... , , . 
former wife can be counted on to help me." Fathers were asked to agree 
• • •• ', •. r • • • ','.' • • 0' • •••• \.. ~ • .: 
or disagree with the statements on a scale from strongly agree (one) to 
I:" 
strongly disagree (seven). since some o'i the items 'were phrased posi-
tl ~ely ~nd" ~o'~~ negati v~,. five of the 'it'ems" were recoded so that: ~ hi~h 
• • I • .... ., • r.: ':.. ,. .... . . • I.:,' : , 
score (seven) consistently equals high trust. 
, '. .; "\~:' . '.' ." . ':.. ... .. -Tw~ scales measured th~ fat'her's attitude towards his former wife. 
The ',first attit~~~' s~~le contained 'tw~ it~~s which inquired ~b~ut the ", , 
:~ :. 
. " •• ~ •. ' I' • • 1 
father's ~eelings towards his former wife in general. The second scale, 
. - ,~ .. '\;' ". ! .' ~ :: I .~:: ' 
which measured a father's attitude towards his former wife as a moth~r, 
, I 
, ". " - . ..' . 
had three items. Each item in both scales was rated on a continuum of 
" . 
very' negativ~ (one) to very positive" (fi~e). 
"': . " .', .1 .' ,'!; 
-, ... ! 
", 
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Development of Coparent,ing Measures 
..•. 
The parental and nonparental scales, were adapted from the research 
by Ahron~ 'on 51+ divorced couples (1979). On the basis of "her pilot 
studies, 'she divided coparental interaction into parental and nonparental 
components., ,This categorization was determined by ~he purpose attr~~uted 
,r ' 
to the interaction by the interviewed parent. The parental scale con-
i ~ 
taiils questions ,such as IIHow often have you and your former wife talked 
~. . . 
about your child's accompl,i~hments and progress?" The nonparental scale 
contains questions t~at do not involve parenting, such as "Hqw often do 
- -. , -- . 
yo,u and your former wife talk about friends in common?" or "How often do 
. L • ~., •• \.j,-.... ." 
you and 'your former wife have physical contact?" 
: . . . - .i . . ~.' , ~ . 
The alph~ coefficients' 
, " 
for her parental scales were .93 for women and .92 for men. The non-
• • : :.: • I • • :'. (. • r...... 
parental component was measured by thirteen items with alpha coefficients 
. :, , J 
,of .85 for women and .86 for men. 
The conflict and support scales were also adapted from Ahrons' 
, " ... 
. . : 
research on divorced couples. The cO!1flict sC,ale in her research c;:on-
:.: ," .. ' . . ,'. . .. ' -:':. . 
t~,ined ~~ur items inquiring about t~e frequency of arguments and 
, , 
hpstiJjty in the conversations, ~nd had alpha coefficients of .88 for men 
,'. . .... . . ;:. . 
and .89 for women. The support scale contained six items and asked for 
. . . . .' . '. " . . . ~ ... ~, . 
example, "How ,often ~id you feel that your former wife understood .and was 
" '. -. - ~ . . .. , :" 
supportive, of your needs as a father?". The aJpha, coefficients for her 
~. • : . ..r 
: ,.1 
support scale were' .75 for men and .71+ for women. 
" _' , .:Tl:'le:>trustscale was developed by Robert Larzelere (1979) and has 
been used: extensively with ~lvorced and married couples. It consists, of., 
~ip;ht 'statements that indicate toe' extent to' which one parent' can depend, 
upon' and trust "the other 'parent to' be 'u'nde'rstanding ,'and 'give assistance. 
In the' current study: it 'was used to tap 'another dimension, ot' the rehi'::, 














































tiqnship between the· mother and the father because it· expresses a' ~ariety 
of attitudes in a .format di~ferent. from· the, other· scales measuring the 
coparent~l" r~lat.ionship.· 
Ahrons' . four-item scale that measured.a parent's. attitude· toward. ·the , 
paren~ing abiHti~s C?f the former spouse· was. als.o . us~d in :this research •. 
Iter:ns incl~d~d: questions such as "How: often do· your accept: the parenting 
approach of .your former. wife.?" The alpha coefficient for her attitude index 
was .89 for mothers· and .• 85--for fathers •. ' 
. .... l-r' ... :-
. Reliability analysis for coparenting scales.· The measure o~ inter-
nal consistency for.. ~he independent. var iabl~: .scales .w~s computed using 
Cronbach.',s .alpha and were based on a -list-wise matrix; that is, aU 44 
cases w ith complet~. ·data contributed. to ·tt'!e .correlation. matr ix •. 
.. . . '. . .. .~ ~ . . . 
The reHability .coefficient. for the ten. item p~renting scal~' .-
w.~s, .89. ~ Tne nonparenting, scale had three items that .had zero_ .variance, 
~o th~y. were eliminat~d from the scale~. The reliability for the 
remainir:Jg l~. items was .80 •.. The conflict sc~le :~ith. s~x items had an 
alpha coefficient. of .. 90; the' support scale with seven items· had an alpha 
~ • ". • • I. " • 
of ..• 82;.land :the .. trust scale .. with eight .i~ems: h.ad _a':l.aJp~8: ~oef!ici.ent "" , 
6f, .• 91. :·.Then~ were two it~.ms ~h~t measu.r~d the fat.her's.attitu~~':to,wards 
his· ex-wi,fe,· w"ith ;~n a.1pha: .o.~ .!Q, :and. a .. three .item .sca)~. that measured 
the f~t~.er '5. attitude. toward '. his ;~x-wife. a;;. a. mot~er. :Witt:l ·an alpha <?.f- :7.2 . 
S~~ple 'S'~l~~tio~ . (,. .!~ .. I ~ :. :,,~ .. 
The 'fathers ~~i-e interviewed' f'i~~ M~rch,' 1982 through M~rch, 1983. 
The sampie fathers were obtained 'thr~ugh pers~~aJ ~nd 'i:;rofession~i 
acquaintances afjd gradually through referrals from the sample fathers 

























year, and the remarried fathers married for at least six months after a 
separation of at least one year. The minimum time criteria for length since 
-"- ,. 
separation and remarriage were to ensure some stability in the chHdcare 
arran~ements .. The remarried sample was included to obtain data on fathers 
who had joint custody for a longer period of time than those who were not 
remarried, and who had been through another family transition. 
The joint custody child had to be under 16 years old, since the 
c./-\ . 
purpose of this research woul«~ot be se~ved by studying children who 
were becoming independent of their parents. Since joint custody is 
pr~dominantly a middle class phenomenon, the sample selection did not 
include other .income groups • 
• •• '. r 
The physical child care arran~ements, or the proportion of time 
. " .. " 
spent at each parent's home, were not a consideration for sample selec-
tion since one purpose of the study was to describe joint custody within 
a broad spectrum of livin~ arran~ements. 
.' 
The sample was selected to obtain cases that would be theoretically 
. relevant to the research problem. Representativeness was not an issue 
since the intent was primarily descriptive. Furthermore, a random sample 
would have been difficult to obtain in this area because the court re-
." 
cords are sealed in -New York State, and. access to custody disposition 
would not·~have been possible. There are, however, advantages to a "snow-
ball sample... . There' was, considerable cooperation. and enthusiasm from the 
I 
subjects· who volunteered, and a genuine interest· in providin~ accurate. 
information. This' may have increased the validity of the responses. 
I' t 
. I 







Procedure,· for; Data Collection 60 
Initial contact ~as made'. with the: father. by telephone to inquire if . 
he would agree to participate 'in a study about· divorced ·fathers· with :,." 
joint custoc;ly.·. Usually· a' ten to twenty minute telephone conversation 
ensued for '.me· to. determine if the father qualified for participation and 
to obtain a. de.cision, as to ~hether or· not he wanted to be involved. In 
~ ' ... ", ' . :: .' . .... ..... 
all but two c~s~s' (who ,were not interviewed), the fathers were interested 
\. 
'in helping oth~r people gain .an understanding of their situation. and . ".: 
wiJ1ingly. volunteered. If the father Jived nearby, the researcher per-
sonally deliVered. the questionnaire to ,him; ; if that':was not practical it 
was mailed, .. to 'him 'one or' two weeks 'prior' to' the' scheduled interview. In 
most instances the; questionnaire' was picked up at the time of the inter-
view, but in a ·few cases the questionnaire was mailed back before the 
; J.: .: 
interview. 
.The interviews usuaIJy -took place: in the .father's home in the 
evening,. although occasionally in 'his office •. · Each' interview: .lasted fro~ 
one and. one-half to two an.d. one-half 'hours. If 'other .family members were 
in. the home, they were often ·inciudecl·jn a discussipn· after· th~ . interview 
~.as . .c~r:r!pl~t~d. After the interview;. ~he . questionnair.e w~s re~iewed for 
miss.ing data or for ~ny other questions about the items. 
" ...... .. ,.':.' .. " . 
Pla!i" of" Ari'alysis 
. . .. ...' . 
The next two chapters (Chapter IV and Chapter V) present the 
\, ... ',_ ..... ;. . . ~:. .. ,,', 
findings from this study. Chapter IV describes the sample fathers, their 
J _ ',. 
" ..... 
former wives, and various aspe~ts .. of .. t.heir current life sit~ati0r:'s. 
Chapter V reports the analysis of .gua~tit,atjve data derived fr~m the. 
.. "" 
,'. 






















1. Summary Statistics The mean, standard deviation, and range are 
provided to illustrate the trends and patterns of fathering- and .copa~~nting 
! .... I 
• • • • 0' • • • 
. . ~!'. 
in this sample. The mean scale scores are given for the measures of the 
.' . '.!. 
dependent variables: 
, , 
1. frequency of participation in chiJd care 
2. Satisfaction/enjoyment during participation 
3.(Ihfluence on child's development 
. :. . ",,' " /. 
The mean scale scores are also given for the measures of the independent 
variables: 
........ 
1. Coparental interaction about child rearing 
. '. '.- (Parenting scaJe) 
2. Coparenting interaction not about the child 
,- (Nonparenting scale) ~ , . 
3. Conflict between coparents 
. , -- 4~ Support from former wife -- .. 
5. Trust of former wife 
-,' 
6. Fatherrs attitude towards former wife in general 
7. Father's attitude towards former wife as a mother 
I " 
~ . . 
2. Correlation Coefficients. The three measures of fathering were 
correlated with the seven measures of the coparentin~ relationship, as 
well as with other demographic variables, to discover the strengths of 
the associations between a father's perception of his participation, 
satisfaction, and influence on his child, and his relationship with his 
former wife. 
3. Multiple Regression. A step-wise multiple regression was per-
formed on the dependent variable~ to determine the best predictors among 
the demographic and independent variables)' of father participation, 
satisfaction and influence. As part of the regression analysis, a test _ 
for interaction was done on two of the independent variables which ap-
peared to be strong predictors of· the fatherin~ dimensions of. frequency. 

















Father behavior and affect, like any social-psychological phenomena, 
are determined or shaped by multiple factors. Therefore, it was essen-
tial to utilize a technique such as mUltiple regression that a~knowledge~ 
the complexity of this behavior, and attempted to disentangl~ the inter-
relationships of particular determinants impinRin~ on .the fathering 
dimensions. (, 
1") 
Qualitat(ve Data~. V,iRnettes and .quo~ations -from the taped interviews 
are used· to describe, ·Hlustrate and elaborate the variables used in the 
quantitative analysis and to enrich the discussion. Th~ presentation of 
the findings reflects this shift in' per~pective from the individual level 
' .. .I' 
• • ,,: '. • • • ." • I • r' • ~ • " 'I. ~ 
to Rroup "summary scores", as if alternately wide-angle and' close-up 
..~ I • • ;'. .'" ,I. .~.'. . 
lenses were used, but as a result, a multi-dimensional picture that is 
" .. r . 
quite graphic ~raduaJly emerges. 
' ..•. 1, " , ':., ., 
:.' . . ~ . :, T" , ..... 
",. ',I 
. i ; 
. :: ;', . , , 
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·FINDINGS: QUALITATIVE DATA 
63 
The sample of 44 white, middle-class fathers with joint custody live 
primar"ily in the New York-New Jersey area; thirty fathers are from New 
York and New Jersey; eight are from Pennsylvania; three from Massachu-
::. I 
setts, two. from Connecticut a~d one from Washington, D.C. Twenty-three 
-'" . 
fathers Jive in an urban area; sixteen in a suburban area, and five in a 
rural area. 
" ...... ,,'. 
Twenty fathers are. legaJly remarried, and have been remarried an 
;. 
average of two years, with a ranRe of between one and five years. Four 
of the remarried fathers have new children from their current marriage, 
all of whom are under three years old. Eight of the remarried fathers 
.' 
have wives who had, b~en married before, and five of the wives have 
children frorr their prior marriage, some living with. ~hem. Altogether 
there are thirteen stepchildren ranging {n age from nine to twenty-two 
years. 
. : . :' .. 
Fifteen non-remarried· fathers are legaJly divorced and have been 
divorced between 'oJie ·and nine years; the average ·time since the divorce 
is three years and 'six months. Nine fathers are separated and have been 
on 
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separated between two and seven years. Four of. the 44 fathers had been 
married before, and three of these fathers have grown children from their 
previous marriage. 
Th~ ages of the 'men range from j I. to 53 years. The mean age is 40 
''-, 
years. (Religious preference is varied. Twenty-seven of the fathers are 
I. 
'" 
Jewish, 'four are Catholic, ~ne is Protestant, and twelve indicate that 
'i·" .. 
they have no reJigion. Nine fathers. are very or somewhat reJigious, 
seven are' moderately reJigious, and 28 consider themselves a little or 
not at aU' religious. 
. The educational level of this sample is relatively. high. Twenty-
four fathers have either a. medical degree, law degree or a' Ph.D.; eleven 
have a master's degree; four have a bachelor's degree; and five' have 
completed high school. Occupations include doctors, lawyers, professors, 
~riters; photographers, administrators, a' glazier, a court reporter and 
businessmen. 
"Thir~y-seven !.athers (84 perc,ent) had to modify their work schedules 
to accomm.odate their' child care arrangements after the separation. Many. 
of the: fathers described the .alterations that had to take place .in their. 
work. . Some had ·.to change:. jobs: ' 
I .left my corporate job for teaching 
because I couldn't have adequate time 
with my child in a corporate position • 
. I've chosen jobs that can accommodate my 
parenting ·priority. I've· eliminated 
weekend job duties. 
. . ," . 
I plan my schedule all with· my child's 
schedule in. mind. 
1 work Jess. 







t. ,. , 
• .J" ~ 
,'" • i 
1 come home early despite· work to do. 
:1 ·.take jobs which permit .me to pick him· 0 up 
and take him to school. 
. ':: .. 
I gave· up an assignment that required travel 
because I did not" like being separated from him. 
No weekend or· late night work.· _,I • 
I know I ;would have been further. along in my , ';. 
career if I hadn't adopted this lifestye. I don't 
. see that as a disadvantage, only a result.· ., 
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. ., 
Three fathers. worked at their jobs for less than 20 hours a week; eleven 
fathers worked between 20 and 39 hours a week; twenty fathers worked be-
~ween 40 and 49 hours ·'a week;. seven: fathers worked between· 50 and 59 
. hours a. weekf ·and three fathers work over 60. hours a week. Income of :the 
fathers ·ranges from under $10,000 to over $60,000; the mean income: is about 
$40,000. ',',. 
. Tw.enty-one fathers. feel· their financial situation is· better. now than 
before the separation;. fifteen feel !their situation is worse now; and 
eight feel there has· been no ·change •. Twenty-five fathers feel they have 
"en·ough": money for their needs all or·;most of the time, eight have: enough 
money· some of the time, and eleven feel they have·e·nough money· little or 
. none of:"the time. 'Thus, nineteen of. the fathers feel a financial strain, 




Althoug~. ~ot directly interviewed, data regarding" the mothers were 
. ~. . . ~ 
.i • 
obtained from ~1J of the .fathers except one who felt it was. a violation 
... - .' 
. " -. 
of his forn;Jer wife's wishes to answer for her. Twenty-one mothers are 
living alone, ten are )iving w.ith a man, nine are remarried, and three 
". 
~.' .. 
















ship). The women's ages range from 28 to 47 with an average <lge of 36. 
Therefore, as a group, they are ,slightly younger than the men. 
" 
Twenty of the mothers are Jewish, three are Protestant, 'two are 
Catholic" eleven have no religion, and in six cases the father did not 
,,~,' , ' , , .. 
know a~~more what his former wife's religion was. Six mothers are 'very 
, .. ') , ,,' , ' 
or somewhat religious, four are moderately religious, and thirty-three 
are a' little, or, not 'at all religious. Thus, the women are similar to the 
men in' their' religious preference, and how, religious they are.' : ' ' 
The women are less educated than the men, but are still' relatively 
well-educated~ 'Three women 'have either' a Ph.D., M.D. or' J.D .. , (as com-
pared to' twenty-four of the men); sixteen women have masters degrees, 19 
have B.,A. degrees" and five. have 'a high school' degree or' less; Nineteen 
of the women are in social work" teaching, or nursinp;; one woman is' a 
lawyer;' one' is ,a doctor; five, are in clerical positions; eleven are in 
business :or admin.istrative pOSitions; three 'are in the arts; and three' 
are not .employed. Sixteen of the motllers spend :between 20 and 29' hc;>urs a 
week' and eleven spend between 30 and 39 :hours a week in occupationally-
related, work. 'In. eleven cases, the, fathers, did not' know how much time 
their' former wives spent in occupationally-related work. 
The mothers earn less money, than the fathers, but' they ,are also ,: 
working ','fewer hours. 'According to the fathers;: three 'mothers earn under 
$10,000 a' ye'ar, 14 earn',betwe'en $20,000 and $29,000 a 'year,' 'nine between 
\ ' 
, '/ 
$30,000 :'and' $39,000, two between $40,000 and': $60,000, and in eleven,' 
situations,' ,the:' 'fathers did not know how much' money :their former wives 
earn.. "\:. •• ' .' I , " '. I I ~ . . 
,.In"general, the mothers' cu'rreht"'financial situ'ation appears to be 
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not as good as the fathers'. Twenty-seven of the fathers f~el that their 
financial situation is better or much better than their former wife's 
. . '.
financial situation, five, fathers. feel their situatjon is· the' ~me, and 
twelve feel their ·situation ~s worse or much worse than their former 
wife's cur~~~t financial situation •. Thus, the sample fathers and their 
,~ 
{ 
former wi\i~S are weJJ-educated and, for most of them, financially secure. 
! ... 
Decision to Separate 
The initiation of the. marital breakup was more" frequently due to. the 
wife t'han the husband. In 57 percent (n=25) of cases· fathers stated that 
the separation. was primarily. d.ue to the wife's initiation; in. only seven: 
cases was the separation l)ase"d on the father.'s decision; and in twelve 
situations. the decision was mutual. 'A common' statement from the men 
whose wives lef~ them was that I"they knew· th~re ,were problems in the 
marriage, but, at" .the .ti rfle they did not think the problems were severe 
enough to justify a marital break. Now, however, most of the fathers who 
. . 
wer"e left by their ex-wives, felt they personally beriefited in ways they 
; . 
could not have anticipated and were thankful that their wives took the 
initiative. A few, though, remain convinced that divorce was not 
justified. 
The awkwardness of the terminology used to describe a f9rmer marital 
.. 
r~l~tionShip, but a current parenting one~ was immediately apparent after 
.the separation. There was confusion and ambivalence about how to refer 
0' .~: ,'. . . • • t ••• 




their' child, and how to refer to the woman that the father was no longer 
living with, but with whom he had produced a child. The most common 



















Fifty-two percent (n=23) used the phrase "my child's mother" and 27 
percent (n= 12) of the fathers used the phrase tlmy former wife.1t None of 
the fa~hers, despite its comm~:m usage· in the professional literature, 









Joint Custody' ChjJdren 
. Twenty-three fathers have' one child in joint custody, twelve .fathers 
have' two children, eight have three children, and one has five children 
in jOint custody •. , The ages' of aU. the children range .. from three years to 
seve'nteen "years~' For the' purpose of, this survey, the father was asked to 
report on' his youngest child in joint custody:' These, chHdren·· ra~ge ·in 
age from- three. to fifteen years. The: mean, median and modal age for the 
youngest ~hild is ei~ht years. Twenty-seven of the children are boys, 
and seventeen are girls. 
, . 
Financial Arrangements ' .', 
Eight fathers pay alimony to .their former wives.· Only one father 
claims to have missed any payments and this is because he became ,·disa,bled 
after the award was ·made~ 'Of the eight fathers who pay alimony, two are 
~atisfied· with the amourit, two have mixed feelings, and four are dissat-
isfied with the amount of money they' give their former wives, feeling it 
is too much. 
Nineteen men give money for child 'support to their former wives. 
Most of "the men, whether or not they are giving alimony and c,~iJd sup-
.' 
port, are also responsible for other major child care expenses in some 
. 
proportion to their income. Nine are dissatisfied with the amount, five 
have mixed feelings, a~d five are satisfied. 
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Alimony does not seem to be a major i~sue, but child'support and 
.. , ' 
property settlement remain a source of conflict. Nine fathers stiJJ have 
" 
high disag~eement with their former wif~, about chi,ld, support, and eleven 
'" 
about the property' settlement, which is quite remarkable considering the , " ," , 
.-J. 
length of time since the separation for the couples in this sample. 
" ~ . . .." . 
Twenty-eight fa~hers feel their financial settlement was fair at the 
time of their sep~ration, and sixteen felt the s~ttlement was not fair. 
Thirty-three fathers feel there is little or no conflict now about fjnan-
cial arrangements. Where there were, and still are conflicts, most 
couples were able to resolve the financial conflicts 'themselves, but in 
six cases court action was needed, and in two other cases a lawyer or 
• ....'. ~ • • I '. 
mediator was used to settle financial disputes. 
Geographical 'Distance between Coparents' 
Fifteen fatners' Jive within a mi"Je of their former wives. Fourteen 
coparents live 'between two and 'six mires of each other. "Thus, twenty-
nine mothers and' fathers (66 percen't) 'Jive within six", miles of each 
other. Eight coparents Jive between 10 and 15' miles,' and five' co'parents 
live between 30 and 60 miles of"each other. ' orie 'father' lives 150 'miles 
and orie father' lives 1800 miles away' from his for'mer wife.· .. Thus, there 
is a lot of ;variability in the geographical distance b'etween the mother 
and father ...... 
Joint tu'stody Decision 
At' tfte':time of the separation, thirty-one' fathers wanted joint " 
custody, nilie' fathers wanted sole custody, two' fathers wanted their wives 
'. 
to have sole' custody, and two fathers wanted no formal arrangement. 
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.. 
Twenty-six of th~ mothe'rs had wanted joint custody, eleven mothers wanted 
sale custody; three mothers wanted. no ·formal arrangement, two mothers did 
not. know which' custody ararngement they wanted, one other wanted to be a 
non-custodial parent, and one wanted split custody (one child. in each 
,--' 
p~rent' 5 hOIT!~~.' Thus, there .were more. fathers thein mothers who wante~ 
jOint custody. <31 fathers, cO.mpared to 26 mothers),. and ,eleven mothers .and 
( nine fat~ers who wanted sole cu.stody. , ':-' . .' ; . 
, ' There were t,wenty-six couples for whom there was no disagreement at 
any, time iilbout joint',custody. .Thus,. over half of the couples in' this . ' 
sample' for, practical or' philosophical reasons agreed on this form of "' ... 
custody for!,.. themselves. For eighteen couple~ there was some amount of 
disagreem~r)t, ir.om a little to complete, about the custody form, and 'f<?r 
nine of th~se couples the court .was involved in, their custody dispute. 
Cur~e~t~y,. th~rtr-seven fathers' prefer join~ custody for themselves, and· 
feel it:. is al~o best for ,their ~hjJd, .but there are seven fathers who are 
dissatisfied. with·. joint custody,,' and would prefer/'sole custody of their 
child. Four of these fathers who wanted sole custody have hi~hly con-
flictual relationships with their former wives. They feel that if they 
. . . . 
had sole custody ,the conflict. would ,be diminished because they would have 
:. ~ 
more control Over what happened :t.o, the ·child. The other three fathers 
would like to have ,the greater con:trol ,of ,sote custody, but acknowledge 
thai joint custody" is' be'st for ',.th~ir chHd. "' ." 
..... ' ...... 
Child Care Schedule ;'. . '. ~ .. 
• • ~ • . :: .• ':""'" = .' . • , • l . 
The child care schedule that must be negotiated aiter' th~ parents 
separate represe,nts ,.tl1e 'hea(t,.'of: ,the', joint cus~o.dyarrangemen.t.;,: Most of 
. I (. ..' ~ . '. I . 9 •• 



























custody, meaning that they wanted to have equal legal rights and, as 
nearly as possible, equal physical possession of the child. Fathers 
.. 
maintained tt;~t without regular cpntact. with their child i~ was almost 
imppssible t6 f~~l iike an 'integral part of the child's life. However, 
11 
to a grea.ter or lesser extent, the schedule' is in part determined by how 
far apart the mother and father live from each other •. 
.... 
Child care schedules"have two components. The first is the actual 
amount of· time 'that is spent with e~ch parent, and the .se.cond is the way 
• • - • ,j, 
that the time is divided between the mother's and father's horTu;s •..... 
Twenty-five of the· fathers in this sample spend' between lfO and .50 -percent 
. .,. ... ... \ 
of each month with their child (12-15 days per month); nine fathers spend 
between 2.5 percent and 40 percent of. each" mon~h. with their child· (6-11 
. " .. 
. . 
days); four fathers spend: less than. 25. percent of the month, and'. six' 
.' 
spend over 50 percent of. each month with their child.': .' 
."" . ,,' . ~ ',. : : I· :' '" • .' I ~ • ',: 
The amount of time, however, belies the complexity of how the time 
. . 
is to be arranged.; The; schedules reported . include: 




..... " . 
• • • I. ' 
Altern~ting weeks b~tween mother'~ and father's 
homes. . . . 
Weekends .with the· father. except, the last 
weekend of each month with the mother • 
',' .:' . 
. ·Weekdays with the. mother. Father· sees the 
child once during the week. 
, . .1 •• '. f 
.. 
Monday and Tuesday with father; 
·Wednesday·.and Thursday with mother; 
Friday, Saturday, Sunday alternates each week 




; .- ~ 
'. 
. '. 
. ' ." ';"<-'.' ,-~-. Three week cycle; .. father' has . children .the first week, ,;. '. 
mother and father split the second week, and mother 'has 
. '.: '.;', ;-.:r\: .' the third week.. '.. .1.:,.' . . . .. " 
........ '-:-- Child' lives with mother in Florida (father lives ·in New' 
Jersey). On al1 hoHdays of 4 days or more child lives 
"., '. i . with father. During the.· summer ,. child sp~nds 










Six days with father and ei~ht with mother during eac~ 
14 day period~· . . . . 
Five'days with· father and nine with mother 
during each 14 day period. 
Three and one-half days each week with each parent •. 
'. 
Child is with father every Wednesday and Thursday. 
On alternate weeks chHd· spends weekends with father·,· 
(j.e. three days one week with father, four days 
;'. the next .week). .. , .... 
. ::...,-- ;. Children:' spend Monday, Wednesday, and· Thursday from 
from 5 pm- 8pm, and Sunday from 9 am- 7:30 pm with 
father. The ··remainder· of the .time is with the mother. 
. '--'- . 
·Every. week 'father has cHrmer with child. Every other \ ' 
weekend, child spends from Friday afternoon to Monday 
.morning with father. . .. : ,. , 
During the· school :year the child .spends· Sunday eve·ning.'·,·,·! 
throu~h Wednesday morning with the father, and from 
.. Wednesday afternoon through ·Saturday morniri~ with the· 
mother. Weekends are alternated between mother and. 
father.: For the entire summer the child spends· two 
weeks with the mother and two weeks with the father. 
,'oj': • 
The school year is split in half. Fall term the 
; children are with· father on weekends ·and with 
their mother during the week. Sprin~ term is reversed 
,.:'-.::.; ·and they are with the mother on weekends, and .. ' .. ' 
the father durin~ the week. 
The above variety of schedules has been given to illustrate the 
.·1 .. r;· .. 
diversity of child care arrangements that exist. General ~uide1ines can 
. 
. ; 
be. developed, but each fa~i1y's needs are so unique that, the. child care 
.... ': ; I ,~ 
schedule has to be customized for each family. The complexities are 
" .. : 
increased not only by the holidays and summers, but by the changing '".leeds 
of the· parents as one parent or the other finds a new partner, remarries, 
• • • ' •. : ': .• ~ .' : I. : :. • • . :. ~ •. . • ." '. ;. 
moves, or changes jobs, and as the children grow up and express thetr own 
, • ~. • I • • • ::"' •• 
preferences. 
. . f I 
Thirteen of the fathers and kids have had only one schedule since 




their separation. Twenty-two fathers have had either two or three sche-
l • ~ 
dules and nine fathers have 'had five or, more schedules. One, father has 
c.. 
had between 20 and. 30 schedules. 
i 
' ... At the time of separation, thirty fathers reported little or no 
, , ' 
conflict and l~ fathers reported moderate to severe conflict with the 
mother about the ,child care schedule. Thirty-six fathers claim that there 
is little or no conflict now about the chHd-care schedule, but eight 
fathers say· there is currently moderate to ,severe conflict about the 
schedule. 'However, the fathers who 'are having'difficulty now,. may not 
have experienced any problems when they first separated from their wives, 
and it is only after one or the other. parent has found a new partner or 
. , 
made a physical move, that difficulties emerge. For example, one couple 
split the week in half, for two years, until the father started dating his 
current wife. ,After he remarried, he moved and had to ~ive up Saturday 
. , 
hights with his child. Since he was the one who moved, he had to compro-
mise on the time with his child. Four men went to court about the child 
care schedule and' at the time of the interview three were planning to go 
to court to obtain more time ,with .their 'child. , 
Currently, twenty-nine fathers are primarily satisfied with their·. 
current child-cate schedule, nine :have mixed feelings, .and six fathers 
are dissatisfied. So, even ,though there may not be conflict about the. 
schedule, there' may be dissatisfaction. , Even' among the fathers who .are 
primarily satisfied with the schedule,' twenty-five fathers want more ,time. 
with their child; nineteen like it the way it is; and nine fathers want 
the same amount of time but with a different schedule. Significantly; 
none of the fathers want less time with their child. The 'following COrl)-












- '-'1 would prefer a more equal split of the weekend and work 
(week, but the distance between our residences makes 
't.his impossible. 
I feel her mother should have visitation only. 
Because of my current unemployment, I cannot yet have my 
kids with me.· 
I would prefer two weeks/two weeks, but the one week 
schedule was the children's decision. 
. . . 
) would prefer that my son be with his mother on the 
. ·nights that I have to teach late. 
Thirty fathers (68 percent) feel that the schedule the child has no\,/ 
is the best one for the' child. Representative comments were: 
The children get the best of both households; the parents 
have the advantage of co-parenting • 
.. l . 
His friends like to be with him at either home and he gets 
the best of both parents. 
It .by now seems very natural and the relationships with 
both parents are good. 
It comes closest to best 'satisfy ing '"the needs and 
conveniences of all. 
Thirteen 'fathers (32 percent) do not feeJ the current child care 
schedule is best for their child (even if the fathers are satisfied), but 
'were unable to change it either ,due to the mother's objections or because 
,. ..! 
of the distance between the mother's and father's homes. 
A consequence of di vorce when the parents share physical care of the 
• ; J. '!.·o . 
child, is that the child lives in two households. Thirteen fathers claim 
there are. no problems with their child having two residences.· T~enty-one 
men felt that· moving back and forth presented only minor' logistical prob-
lems such. as ".Who: has' the:'raincoat?!' ·or. "School books' and clothes are 
missing~n In five cases, the father felt that· 'I)on- cooperation by .the: 




















fath'er:'s home is over ten miles: 
/ , 
''''''',My former, wife is reluctant to assume equal responsibility -, 
about driving time. 
f:ier mother doesn't take her on the days she is supposed to. 
, -
His mother won't aUow him to bring a particular toy and it 
is hard and. embarassing to haul _the stuff on the school bus. 
His mother is 'reluctant to let him have his things at my 
house and I do most of the driving. 
Most couples are able to deal with the inconveniences routinely: 
We get together and redivide the clothes. 
We talk about the inconveniences and make do as best as 
possible, whiCh often means the children will retrieve 
their favor ite items. 
f _ make emergency trips and duplicate some items.-
But _ other -fathers state that they still have. not dealt with the log1sti-
cal problems, or that they continue to, negotiate and argue: 
The bette'r clothing. tends to 'drift- and -stay at my 
ex-wife's home and the children are rehictant to 
to retrieve them. :The standard excuse is that 
they are in the hamper. 
We yell, scream, cry. 
Two fathers felt that Jiving in two households was detrimental to the 
child, even if the schedule could be changed: 
She is not in a good environment when with her mother. 
The child should have one environment he can calJ his own. 
:- He shouldn't -be jerked around. 
,In the quantitative analyses that follow, the' child care schedule is 
referred to only by whether the father has the child less than half time, 
about half time, or more than half time. This method of grouping the 
data was chosen for the purposes of the analysis, but the variations have. 
been presented above to elaborate on' this concept. 
l As a final point, the confusion about where the child lives is 
, (' 
reflected''i_n the census form, which in 1980, stilJ did not have a cate-
~ory f.or jOint custody. When asked. which parent claimed the child as 
resident o~ their household, eighteen fathers reported they claimed the 
child, eight ~athers reported that the mothers c!a~med the child and 
_.1 ••• ! 
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eleven fathers do not know who claimed the child. But, in seven cases 
both parents . claimed that the child lived in their household. Some 
children are definitely being counted twice. ,/ 
." 
Father's Attitude "about Himself as a Parent 
Fathers' high perceiitions of themselves are reflected" in the almost 
unanimous (91 percent)· rating of themselves as excellent or. very good 
fathers. Increased competence and higher quality involvement· since the 
separation' was expressed: by twenty-efgnt" (64 'percent) of fathers. AU 
'but :one father .felt· he' was responsive to the needs. of his child and 
importa'nt 'to, the child's well being. '. Thirty-nine fathers felt they. took 
considerable responsibility for their child's, growth and ,development. 
Forty"':two fathers were satisfied with ,their relationship 'with 'their 
chiJd •. ·,Only eight: fathers ever, felt at any time. like, a., visitor in their 
child's Hfe,' and those tended to' be the' fathers ,wh'o lived further· ·away. 
from their' .child's mother and have Jess of an idea what, their· chHd· .was 
doin'g when at the-mother's home.; Thus,- in general, fathers in this study 
felt. very·,positively about· themselves as parents. . :", ~ 
......... 
Interaction between Coparents 
The amount of telephone contact between coparents appears moderate. 
" . 

































the phone'.-~t least once or twice a week. Fifteen fathers spoke only a /. 
few times"',a< month, and for two fathers phone contact was less frequent 
than a few times a month. 
Person-to-person contact, as expected, was less frequent than phone 
contact. Twenty fathers saw their former wives about once or twice a 
week, ten couples saw each other once or twice a month, and fourteen 
fathers saw their former wives less than two times a month. Thus, four-" 
. . 
teen fathers (32 percent of the sample) have very minimal person-to 
• '". II 
., 
person contact with their former wives (less than a few times a month). 
Even with minimal contact, seventeen fathers would like to see their 
former wives even Jess often than .they do now, but most recognize that 
the eXiJ!;endes of their 'custody form do not ·allow· for 'less 'frequent .. 
contact. ~ Twenty-four fathers, though,· are satisfied with the' amount· of 
contact.;· :·However, ·if there were' no children involved, twenty-three 
'fathers said they would never want :to see their former' wives' again; and 
fifteen fathers' said they would want· to see· her only rarely. 
In 'all' but two of the 'famBies, conflicts about child-rearing 
inevitably: ·occurred. Fourteen fathers rarely felt 'good about how' con- .' 
flicts were 'handled, twelve fathers sometimes felt good, and sixteen 
fathers· often felt good about the management of chHd-related conflicts. 
, ... , Th'e· quality of the'communication about parenting .appeared only 
slightly bette'r' than 'the ability of the mother and, father -to· satisfac-
torily res'olve conflicts about their child. ,\: Twenty fathers had primarily 
positive feelings, thirteen fathers had mixed feeJings~ arid nine fathers 
Had primarily negative feeUngsabout the quality of their communication 
about· their child. Two fathers said there was no communication about. 
parenting. Thus, for about one-third of the fathers there is an inabil-
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ity to' s~tisfactoriJy resolve conflicts and talk about child-re"lated 
" 
issues in, a' positive fashion. "But, for nineteen fathers (43 percent), 
coC?perationabout parenting is better now than' at ,the time oLtheir ' 
separation, and in only eight, cases is, it :worse.', , , 
:, Twenty-eight (65 percent) of the fathers said their former wives 
usually supported their' relath;mship ,with their child,' eight' fathers 
sometimes h,ad support; and eight fathers rarely ~r never obtained support 
from their former' wives. 'Thus, about three-fourths of the fathers had 
some support' for' their relationship to their child. 
. ,': .. ,' . 
Remarr iage rela~ionships 
. ..~ 
, Ten of the twenty remarried fathers said that there were some 
changes in their relationship with' their former wives after their remar-
riage. Half, said the relationship was' better, and half said it was 
"worse. Ten' of the ,remarried fatners felt that their relationship with 
,. 
their child changed after their remarriage, and' all changes were for the 
better. Three of the fathers wan~ed to change the custody form from 
• • • 4 • 
joint custody to sole :custody after their rem~rriage because the reported 
"unreJia,bHityll, of their, former. wi,ves wa~: making it difficult to estab-
Ush a new home. AU three wanted m9re time with their child and consi-
, .. j'. ' 
dered sole custody as' a I method, of obtain~ng it.' :':1 
" ,: '. . .... ~ . 
All of,the"fathers"except one ,felt that the, relationship between his 
I. 
" : l "" : I .:. ~ • r .. 
child and the child's stepmother was good to excellent. One father felt 
the relationship was 'fair. 'AU' 'five, of; the fathers 'who became step-' , 
fathers 'after' their remarriage report that their relationship with thei~ 
stepchildren' and the' relationship between' the stepsiblings range from 
good to excellent. 
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i ." .... 
Four<of the fathers have a child under the age of three years from 
--:;: 
their remarriage. All fathers' claim that ·the "new child," to their sur-' 
pris~, has' been positive for', them, th'eir joint custody chjJd~ and"their 
new family. , ,One father described how .his tw~ chlldr,en responded 'to their 
; , 
half brother: 
They adore him; J am surprised that they don't 
resent 'moving back and forth even though' Sam 
: .remains. with us. Tiley seen:'! to ,il:<;cept that the 
I three oJ us (wife, child, and father) wiU be' ' 
,going away; on vacation without lhem. There 
has been no real jealousy; 'the jealousy was -
'when I got ~emarried. 
He also descrioed hO\y the, nev,r' chil'd· aff~ct~d his relationship" 
, I '. 
with his new,:wife': 
: , 
S~'m: has. ~ad~ our family a famHy. ' . 
It' used ~o be' tt)at J always 'defiried our ~ ... 
family as my kids and Nora but she used" 
to define our family as me and her. Since 
'Sam was born, she' started to" view my : 
children as in her family. Our frames of 
reference, ~re more ~~e same now~ .. 
Also, having a child 'has helped the'·, 
relationship between' my son and Nora' 
(his' stepmother). They have something in 
commqn that they didn't .have before. 
, , 
His former· wife did' not ','~espond 'as positiveiy: , , 
, , 
My 'ex reacted v,ery badly to Sam's birth~ She was 
very nonsupportive. 1 think she felt there would be 
less, for her, now that I had a new child. She lost 
something because now J had three' children to care 
about, my interest in our two were dissipated somewhat. 
" ": 'She' lost' 'some control over me,' because before my oniy 
, ,children were my ex-wife's. 
'. - \ I: " :"'; 
Another father describes his children's responses to his two 
y~ar , old, daug~ter. 
. .. "." 
. _I' :'. 
A1ic~ makes, the kids feel ,f~lJtastic. She brings 
them out. "AHce' is that person to hug without . 







\_-::. to ~o to. 
For this father, it was his chance to have an intact family again, and 
his new child takes the pressure off his older children: 
'For me she is aiways here. That is what I 'do not have 
with joint custody. When my kids would leave, I 
always wanted them to stay.· ·That is a heavy trip to 
Jay on a kid. 
The experience was sli~htly different for a father with two 
children in joint custody, a girl who ~s eleven and .. a boy seven ye.Cl:rs, 
old, and a nir,-te month old 'daughter from hi,s remarriage . 
. My seven year old takes care of the baby, plays with 
. him and has a wonderful relationship with the baby. 
Sandra who is in a pre-adolescent period, is into 
a lot of new' experiences and 'needs more of my time 
now. She isn't close to the baby. She is beginning 
to accept' him now and is just beginning to spend more 
time with him. The baby has been a positive influence 
. ~l for them. They haven't lost· anything "but 'gotten more. 
He is' experiencing some difficulty finding the right balance: 
: ' , ... The :hardest tim'e for ~e 15"' the b~lJance. When the kids 
come J find it difficult to shift gears and give them 
, more time than I give the baby. 'When the kids are 
there I spend Jess time with the baby. My wife 
is wonderful about this so it has worked out well. 
, I would rather have my kids' with me aU the' time, 
but the positive side of our contrived situation 
is'that since this is my wife's first child, 
at least half of the time I can be with just 
her and our child. 
Remarr iage ~hanged the fathers' relationships with their children 
and their former wives in half the cases (ten). AU fathers reported 
, 
that th~ changes in the relationship wi~h th.e children were ,for the 
80 
better; the chan~es with their former wives were mixed~. The birth of a 
"new chHd" has been a positive experience for the four fa+thers and . 
. . .. 
reportedly for t~eir' "joint-cus~ody children" as weU. Although remar-











equaJJy as well, or as poor Iy, in remarried as weU as in divorced 
. . 
families. 
Support from FamiJy, Friends, Groups 
Thirty-nine fathers t)ave one or both parents alive. Thirty-one of 
these fathers felt that their parents' attitude towards joint custody was 
mostly positive and five fathers had parents whose attitude was mixed. 
Three fathers had parents whose attitude was mostly negative towards 
their having jOil;t custody because the grandparents felt it was more 
apporpriate for the wife to care for the chlld. Regarding support from 
friends, thirty-two fathers had friends who had a primarily positive 
attitude towards their seeking joint custody, nine fathers had friends 
whose attitude was mixed, and one father said his friends strongly 
disapproved. 
Half of the fathers knew of other men parenting in similar arrange-
ments at the time o·f their sep~ration, but the other haJf did not,· and 
often were surprised when they found other men living in a similar 
fashion. One father who separated in 1977 expressed the development of 
his joint custody arrangement: 
We just thought of it ourselves. I had no· 
idea anyone else was doing it. We invented the wheel. 
Fifteen fathers said they talked to other men in similar situations 
to their own about the problems and satisfactions of their parenting ar-
\ 
rangement. A theme that continually emerged during the interviews was a 
desire for some type of support group. A typical· comment was: 
It would have helped to have had other divorced 
men around. I would· have had some noiion of 
how it could have worked out. 
. I 
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Only nine fathers joined any kind ~f support group such as Parents 
Without Partners or Equal Rights for Fathers. In general, the support 
these fathers received for their joint custody arrangement was .from 
f~mi1y and friends, rather than from professional or self-help ~roups. 








FINDINGS: QUANTITATIVE DATA ANAL YSIS 
.Description of Fathering and Coparenting Measures 
The foHowing frequency distributions provide an overview of the 
" , . 
fathering and coparenting dimensions. Table 1 describes the frequency of 
a father's participation in child care activities (when his child is with 
him), satisfaction during his participation, and the influence he feels 
he has on his child. The ~oring is from 1 dow and .5=,high participation, 
satisfaction or influence. 
TABLE,I 
SUMMARY ,STATISTICS OF FATHERING MEASURES 
I 
.. _= ... = •••• ===~=a=aDD=====.== ••• ==aD.D~===.===Q __ e~===== •• ======e:a. 
Frequency of, Satisfaction Influence 
Participation during participation on child 
Mean 3.79 4.30 3.83 
.. . , 
, 
S.D. .44 .41 .72 
Range 3.00 to 3.0'0 to 1.30 to 
4.72 5.00 5.00 
. : ~ 
In general, there was a moderately high level of participation in 
• I 

















were rated highest were: putting your child to bed G = 4.76), having 
. . _ " . 
dinn~r. with your child (x = 4 • .56), and talkin~ to your child about what 
~ . . . . l. . . 
he did during the day (i .. =' 4~27)~ The 'lowest rated. items 'were delegating 
. . . . . . . 
. '. ~ , . . , 
tasks to, ch.~l.d-care p.erson rx =,2.77) and ar:-ranging f9r child care ,(x. = 
. : '. . . . !'....... .' . ~ , . '. '. ~ ..: 
3.13)., . As ,expec~ed, the. items rated .highest were activities that ar,e. . 
. ! ...,. • ~ .'. '. • . -' .. .• • .~ \. ". • 
part .of a child's. ~aily .routine, not special events, ~xcept for the item, 
. ".
"~,alking to y.,?ur c,hild. ~bout. ~hat he did during the day." This item. is a 




• "':'" I '- ',' . ,ri-
; wo, 
.' , 
The items rated lowest are associated with leaving the child in the 
. :. :'. I', • I. : i ': ' ,. ~ 'i .;. :': • . . . I . • I 
~ar.e of, anothe~ person, 'presl!.~ably' w~qe the f~~~er goes out~.. This, indi-
.'. "'I.,.,. .' . . . .,' , )'" . " ...,..., .,. . •..•• 
cates that fathers probably do not often go out when their child is with 
them. It should be noted, though, that none of the fathers scored under 
3.0 on any item, which is the .midpoint of the participation scale. 
The mean perceived amoul')t. o~ satisfaction was very high ex = 4.30). 
. " ,- .:. 
The items that were' 'enjoyed the' most w~re playing active games whh your' 
child. ~x. = 4.76). and ha.vin~ .dinner with ~our chil~ .rx .= 4 .• 70). The item 
th~t was least satisfying .to ~his. '~roup of fathers ~as·. di.scipJj~ing your 
child ex.= ~.38), which is interesting because it is a role fathers have 
been traditionaUy called upon .. to do. Like the participation scale, none 
. . . . 
9f ihe items in the satisfaction. scale were rated under. 3.0. 
", I : ", 
Althou~h the mean score' . indicates a moderately high 'level of in-
fluence (x = 3.83), there was a much greater range of scores on this 
scale than in the frequency or sati~faction scales. A possible explana-
tion for the wide ~ange 'of sc'ores is' 'that the amou~t' of ·infh.ience·: a' ' .. i· 
father has on' !:lis child is: sensitive 't~' factors outside of 'his: direc't~' 
contact with his chUd. ~or example, a father probably feels less in-
fluential when the child Jives far away, or when ~e has ~ child care 
8S 
schedule which allows him to see his child only 2~ percent of the time. 
, . ..,' ~ 
On ~he other har:-d, he can still be very active and f.eel highly satis~ied 
during the time he is with his child. The area in which fathers felt they 
~. I 
. . 
had the most influence· was 'the· child's emotional development (X' = 4.11), 
and the area with the least amount of perceived influence was the . child's 
religi0l:l~. ~evelopment .(X =2.93). 
~. ,'. ..... 
Table 2 provides the mean scores, standard deviations, and ranges 
for the pa~enting scale (amount of c~i1d-related interaction) and the' 
. I' ,'.' •. ,:." .' 
nonparenting scale (amount of non child-related inter~ction). The 
. i ~. ' .. 
scoring, is 1 =:=Iow interaction and S=high interaction between coparents. 
.or' ,;. 
" 1""'- ", 
," " 
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TABLE 2 
. '.' • 'j '0, ~ .... • ~ , : 
SUMMARY STATISTICS OF PARENTING 
.. AND NON-PARENTING SCALES 
. I" ~ 
: " . 
\ .. ':".-
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;·4.70 .:' .. 
. ... " 
.45 
1.00 to 
2.83 0' .,': :'.1' 
There was a low;'m9"derate amount of contact between coparents :(:on.,. 
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86 
to high in the amount of interaction. The items rated highest were 
, , 
talking about YOIJ~ ch~ld's progress (~ = ).41), making major decisions, 
about your child (x = .3.39), and talking about problems your c~jJd is 
having G = .3.00. The items rated lowest were: talking about problems 
you are having with each other related to, caring for your chiJd rx = 
1.91), talking about h~w y:o,.~r chiJd ,~s ,adjusting to the separation/ 
, , , 
divorce/remarriage (X' = 2 • .32)' and making day':to-day decisions regarding 
your child's life rx = 2.52). As expected, the .lowest rated item inv(;lIved . 
" .' 
communication between the mother and fathe'r ahQut problems they were 
, , 
having with each other, obviously a touchy and sensitive area. 
In contrast to the moderate amount of interaction about parenting 
activities, there was very HttJe' contact about non-parenting or non-
chiJd-'related activities (x = 1.69) and littJe variation among fathers. 
Three items had zero variance (talking about reconciling, dating your 
former spouse, and having sex with your former spouse). The items with 
the highest sc'ores' were talking with your former' wjfe about your family 
of origin rx = 2.27), talkin~ with your former w'ife about your work ex = 
2.23)' and talking with your former wife about friends in com'mon ex = 
2~14), although none of the fathers' scored, above the mid point of 'this 
scale. In general, discussions between' a mother and 'father':were contined 
to issues "regardirlR the child, making de:ci~ions about the child's' life; and 
talking 'abo'ut problems and progress: The littJe non-child-related co:ntact 
was largely about 'the mother's 'or father's family 'of origin, work and 
friends.' ' .. :' ': : . 
"Table 3 'provides the mean scores, standard 'deviation5~ and "ran~e5 
'for the' conflict, . support and trust scales. For the conflict" scale, 












scale I =Iow support and '=high support :.between coparents; and for the 
t"rust scale 1 =low trust and 7=high trust between coparents. 
TABLE 3 
. SUMMARY STATISTICS FOR 
CONFLICT, SUPPORT AND TRUST SCALES· 
Conflict· Support Trust 
. Mean 3.17 3.2 J 3.80 
S.D.· • 97 .81 i .71 . 
Range I.OO··to 1.57 to 1. f4 to 
4.67 4.86 .6.71 
Fathers generally perceived a moderate amount of conflict with their 
former wives, but there was a wide range of scores from very little con-
Wct to very high conflict in the coparental relationships. Conflict 
. items rated highest were: how often hostillty was present in the interac-
tion (X' = 3.02), and how often the conversation was stressful or tense 
()l = 3~OO). The lowest item was how often were there arguments ('X = 2.52). 
Fathers also pe.rceived a moderate amount of support from their 
former wives. The item rated highest in the support scale was, How often 
dOes your former wife support and facilitate your relationship with your 
child, from l=negative to '=positive, rx = 3.70). The lowest rated item 
~as, How would you describe your former wife's feeHngs towards you, from 
I=negative to '=positive, ex = 2.84). The range of scores on the con-
88 
" Wet s~ale suggest that some fathers felt complete conflict with their 
former,: wives, 'but the, ,rang~ o(.sco.~~s· ~r'! the ',suppor~ : s~ale 'indicate that 
, , 
!!11 father's felt at 'ieas't some support from' their' forme~"wive's'.' 
, , ," "F.athers had a moderate amount of trust, in ,their .former wives" indi-
cated by a m~an' score, 'ot' j~si" under;,:i4'.0, which is ;'ttl~ midpoin\, o'f 1~~' 
trust scaJe., The item rated highest was, my former wife .. shows me enough 
consideration ex = 4.20),. and the item rated lowest was, my ~,ormer wife 
'", 
is prima~ily"interested in her own welfare (X' = 3.13). Th~ scores in the 
. ' 
trust scale also varied widely from fathers who had almos't complete trust 
in their former wives, to fathers who had aIrnost no trust. 
In gene!al, what, is interesting about the distribution of sc~res on' 
the sC,?-,I,es:'JTI~~s~ring,th~ q~a1ity, of "~9Pr;lrenting .,in~era<:tion, ,are, ~he,. ' 
variations in the coparenting relationships that exist. "Although this, 
." '. I ..... w . • ' . . . '. .....• . ~. '. _ f;,. • '. . ..' ' .. " 
, ,s~m~J.e of,. fa~he~s aU ,hay~ : j,oint cus~ody, whi<;h m~an~. ~h~t , t~ey., ~h~,r~ , 
with t,l:Ie.~r :!9rll1er \yives equal . .custodi.<;l~ ~ight~, .py: n~; f!1ea,n~. do '-~~f7~: all 
get al~rg:.~moothJy", ac~~r.ding to the, m~asur,es ~ o~ con~li~t~ suppo~t, i.a~d 
tr!Jst. . t _ 
. :: .' 
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'"" TABLE 4 ':. :. 
" .. SuMMARY STATISTICS FOR SCALES MEASURING' 
FATHERS' ATTITUDE TOWARDS HIS FORMER WIFE AS A PERSON 
FATHERS' ATTITUDE TOWARDS HIS FORMER WIFE' AS' A MOTHER" 
.... ~ .. . '. 
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, ' " 
" Father's Attitude Towards Father's Attitude Towards 
. Former Wife as a Person Former Wife As A Mother 
Mean 
. ~ '. .. . . . . 
.. ", ..... ·S".D".:"""'" 
".-1" , 
. . ~ ~ ~"" ':' '. 
" .-' '!' .' \' 
l.02 
." 1.15 
, '" 1.00 to 
5.00 
. ~ .. ~.. . ," i . 
", ' 
. . ... ~: " 
.' .: 
l.70 




" "":: ": The father's attitude towards his" f~rmer w'ife is" another indicator 
01 the q'~a1ity' "of "the copar~ritjnR 're"latro~ship."" Pres"umabfy, the mo~e .-
• • ".' ", i • • .. .: I • • ... , '. I ;. • ',', • • '. . 
\ positive" tli~ attitude towards 'lier~ the more supportive" or cooperative is 
the: relaijori~hlp~' "The attjt~des" that fathers "had" towards thejr" former 
I .• - .... . "oi, • • • • .... "'. .. I' ........ • • 
wives ran"ged from completely negative t'o' completely positive. But", "they 
feii"mor~": p~~i"th~"ejy "towa'tds th~jr "former "wl~es'" p~renting" ~bilities 
(i :~" 3.70> thah -:th~y "did-' to'wards their"" forme~ "wives ir; "gen~ral "ex ~ 3.(2). 
, •• .... • • ~ :.. • I • ~. . , •. • . I ,. ... •• • 
This difference 'suggestS" an" ability" on the father's part"to discriminate a 
mother's :"i:isseis 'as" a "pa~~nt "from '"her" perceived liabilities as a person. 
Thus, in general, fathers reported frequent participation in chiJd 
care, high satisfactjon wjth their participation, and a fairly high 
amount of influence on th~ir child's development. Interaction with the 
former wife varied from low contact to moderate contact dependjng upOn if 
there" were child-related issues to discuss, in which case interaction was 
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from very conflictui.al and mistrustful to very supportive and trustful. 
The fathers' attitudes towar:.ds their former wives were more 'positive 
towaids them as mothers than it was 'towards them 'in ~e.neral. Now that there 
is a general overview of the parameters of the variables used in this 
. . . . .. '. .. .... , . . . : .... - ~ -" . . '" 
study, the next section' wHl 'explore the' strength and significance of the 
relationships between the fathering and ·coparenting measures. 
Relationship of Fathering Measures. to .Coparenting Measures ._ .. -
TabJes five through eleven describe the relationship between the 
fathering measures (frequency of participation in child. care, satisfaction 
during p~rticipatj~n, and influence on the ,chHd), and the coparentin:g ;., 
measures (frequency of interac:tion about child and non-child related 
issues, amount of support, conflict, and trust, and attitude. towards the 
- '. ~ 
- , 
~ormer spouse). The Pearson correlation coefficient was used ~o measure the 
.' ", .. 
strength :of the. associations between the dependent and independent va~i­
abies. The .05 level of significance was. chosen as a. cut:-off point t.o 
. . ~ . 
epresent a significant association. The correlations have been used to 
• .~ • l .... "; , '. ~ .• 'r • I :. ....' • . ... • '" 
exlore the question of this study that high father participCl;tion in 
'.' . • ' .• :' ":" '. '. ': • 7 , ":. . . • . I': . ',' ~ ~ . 
child care, satisfaction durin~ his participation~ and influence on his 
• _. '...... • • I :.; ; • I' .' • " • : I',' . 
child's development is significantJy associated with a more supportive, 
less conflictual coparenting relationship. 
. .. ,. ... 




CORRELATION OF FATHERING MEASURES WITH 




There is a'significant correlation between the" frequency of the 
father's participation in child care activities, and the"" amount of 
parenting" interaction between a father and his former wife and between" 
the amount of influence h'e has on" his "child, and the amount of parenting 
interactj"on. The higher the frequency of participation, and the higher 
the amount of influence, the more contact "there was between a father and 
his" former wife about their child. Thus, high interaction between co-
parents "about' their" child was significantly correlated with high father 











CORRELATION OF FATHERING MEASURES 






There are no signifiCant correlations between the fathering measures 
~ . 
and the amount of nonparental contact between coparents. Thus, the 
.. 
mother's and father's contact with each other, that did not involve their 
child, ~as not related to how much a father did, how satisfied he was, or 
-
how much influence he had. It was only the contact between coparents 
that was related to their child (Table " that was associated with the 







CORRELATION OF FATHERING MEASURES 
WITH COPARENTI~G MEASURE OF 









There are no significant correlations between the fath~ring' measures 
and the amount 'of ~onflict afat'her 'perceives he has with his former wife. 
It:'is' inferestjn~ th'at not only was the amount' of conflict not related to a 
father's freq'uency'of participation and amount' ot'influence, but conflict 
was aIsb not related to his' satisfaction '-~'ith his child-care behavior. 
------------,----.-------.---,,~. ::. 
. .-:' 
, TABLE 8 
CORRELATION"OF FATHERING MEASURES 
WITH COPARENTING MEASURE OF 
'SUPPORT BETWEEN'COPA~NT5 
.'-: .. , 
Participation -.03 
Satisfaction -.10 
Influence -. J7 
" 94 
There are no significant correlations between the fathering measures 
•• I ,'. ..... ." 1 
and', the support a father perceives he has from his former wife. Like the 
insignificant associations between' fathering and conflict between' co'-
p~'r~~t~,"ttiere was no indication' that :the amount of supp'ort a father felt 
he ,had' affected his 'fathering or' that h'is fathering affected the amount of 
" 
_·.1 •. 
support ,he received from his forme'r wife • 
. :. ,::' 
~. .. 



















"~ORRELATION OF FATHERING .'MEASURES 
WITH COPARENTING MEASURE OF 




.. .. • . • • ~ '. . . I 
There "are no signifiCant correlations bet"ween the amount of tr"iJst that 
nificant co~relations' in this table and tne' am"ount of trust a "fattler had in 
his former wife are consistent with the results of the associations between 
support and conflict and the fathering measures. The correlations in 
tables six, seven, and eight su~gest that the quality of the relationship 
between the mother and father did not affect a father's invoJvement with 











CORRELATION OF FATHERING MEASURES WITH 
FATHER'S ATTITUDE TOWARD~~ HIS FORMER WIFE' 
AS A PERSON 
~artidpa~ion 
Satisfaction 





The 'at'ti'tude' a' father has towards his" f~r"mer' ~if~,' ·wh~·ther. po'si'tive or 
negative, "\vas not associa't'ed'wit'h his' piirticipation 'In chjJ'd 'care"acti\~"i-
tie~,' satisfaction with his' participation~' or influence on his .child • 
• : .OJ', 
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TABLE .1 I 
CORRELATION OF FATHERING MEASURES .WITH 
FATHER'S ATTITUDE TOWARDS HIS FORMER WIFE 





Similar to Table. 10, there is no correlation between. the father's 
. '. . . 
positive or negative. attitude towards .his. forn:'er wife as· a mother and his 
. fathering exper:ience. . The .results of these ·analyses indicate that whether 
or no~ Cl: father fe.el~ good·~bou·t hi.s forme.r ... wife, ~s.a person and a mother, 
or, baQ .about her, his involvement with his child· was .not affe.cted. Also, 
his· par.tiCipation: .with his child, satisfaction with his . child care partici-
pation, and feelings. of influence·.on his cnild .did ·not affect his· att~tude· . 
. ~owards .. !'l.is. forme~ wife· 'in .either a ·positive or negative direction. 
Relationship of Fatherin&.,.Measures to Antecedent Variables 
Tables twelve through nineteen describe the correlations between the 
fathering measures and the antecedent· variables of the father's marital 
status, age, education, and religiosity, c:h'ild's age and sex, and ·the 
child care schedule and geographical distance between the coparents.· The 
correlations between the fathering measures and these antecedent variables 
were examined to explore other variabies significantly associated with the 
fathering measures. 
. .•.. . 
,. 
j', 






CORRELATION OF FATHERING.MEASURES· 
... WITH. FATHER '·S AGE· 
Participation - .• 42* 
·Satisfact"ion .• 10 
·Influence - •. 16 
*p<.05 
. . . . 
The father's age is significantly negatively correlated with the· 
., . . . 
frequency of participation in ('hild care activities. That is, the younger 
. -.' . . 
the father, the more active he was with his child. This association is due 
" '", . 
to the fact that younger fathers have younger children (r=.4I), and younger 
children require more ·care.- There were no significant ·correlations between 
a father's age and the amount of satisfaction he experienced or how much 
. . . ~ 
influence he had, so that age was only associated with how frequently child 










CORRELATION OF FATHERING MEASURES'WITH' 
FATHER'S MARITAL STATUS 
. . . . '.' 
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:There ,are 'no, significant ,correlations, between t.he father's marital ' 
• I' • '. .., '. ~ .' ." ~ • 
~tat~~', ~nd any. of:J~e f~thering, ,measures. However, there is a slight 
. . .' . 
correlation between a father's m,arita1. st~tus "and h~s p,articipati,on in, 
, . . . . .. '. ". '.. . ~. . 
child, car~ ,apivitie,s in ,~he, direc,ti~n Of Aivorced fathers, doi,~g more than 
• •• ' .... , • • • '. ••• I'" 
remarried .fathers •. This association is due to the fact that remarried 
~ . ~. ':', \ . '. . . . ..' " '.' . .' .. 
fath,ers have older chilc;lren,(r=.48), and,have a,wife to help them, but even 
. ',." ". • .• ':. • •••••. • .1' • I.' •. , ..' 
after: fathers, remarried, they remained active, satisfied, and influential 
. . .' . 
with their children. 
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TABLE 14 
CORRELATION OF FATHERING MEASURES WITH 
FATHER'S EDUCATION 
100 






There is a si~njficant negative correlation between the frequency' of 
participation, in child care activities and the father's education. 
Fathers who are Jess educated do more than fathers who are more educated. 
The reason for this association is not clear. The correlation between 
hours spent at work and education is I)ot .significant (r=.12), 5.0 that. 
more demanding careers, often associated with higher education, does not 
explain t his fin~ing. 
.~, . 
:'.\BLE 15 
CORRELATION OF FATHERING MEASURES 
WITH RELIGIOSITY 
Participation' ,.05 
Satisfaction . 18 
Influence .11 
101 
There are no significant correlations between how religious a father 
is and any of t he father ing me~sures., ]n general, though,. ,t hi s is a ,sample 
i:. . . . : .r . :'.' ! .. •. -; .: , . ." .' . . 
of. not Y,ery religious fathers. 
" .' . .: •. ~ : '. . I' _ .;, j:. ~ . :".:, . 
., 
" : :' .... . ~ . 
: : i' .; : " • ~ ~ :.; . ;~.', 'I' .. ! 
TABLE 16 
',:' " ~ I , & ••• 
CORRELATION OF FATHERING MEASURES 
.; ';! ~ WITH CHILD'S'AGE " . . \,: '. 
:. i. .. " .• ,', Participat,ion, --.47* 
Satisfaction • 12 
Influence -.31* 
The age of the child is significantly negatively, correlated with 
father's participation in child ,care, an~ his 'influence on his child. 
The ,younger the child the more the father did and the more influential he 
felt he was. This expected high correlation suggests tha't' the scaJes 





CORRELATION OF FATHERING MEASURES BY 
CHILD'S GENDER 
102 
._ •• e.=~===DD •• =_.o=~e=.=CDa=======D •• ~.= •••• D •• =====~~am=D= •• = •• ~C~~ 
, Participation .02 
Sa t i"s fac t ion: -.07 
Influence -.28 
I', . 
There'are no sign,iUcant correlations between the child's gender and 
. ..' ~. :; . "". ' ..... 
tne fathering measures. Although the ~orrelation between the chi1d~,s 
·'1: 
gender an,d the amount of influence a ~ather has on his child is not 
... ' ." 
, ' 
signi,ficant at the p=.05 level, it is significant at the p=.07 level. This 
: ... ' ... 
suggests a slight association between these two variables in the direction 
. . .. ~ . . . .. . 
of fathers ~eeling more influential with their sons than with their 
" , 
But, the participation and satisfaction a father experiences is 













TABLE' '18' . 
CORRELATION OF FATHERING MEASURES 
WITH CHILD CARE. SCHEDULE 
103 
••• _._ISCl:ae:a:cr:aacz.a_.ae=.ae.=e.:=, ..... aaB •• DDOI;ICC:===============a==czo=o.D======= 
Participation ~05 
Satisfaction .32* 
Influence • J 9 
" *p<.05 
·There is a significant correlation between the satisfaction that 
\ . . 
fathers experience while' "they are with their chi"l"d' and the am'ou"nt '~f time 
' .. 
The ~ore time the father has with his child, the····more 
satisfied he is during par'ticipation in child-care activities. Thus, a 
. '. \ .. . . .. .' . :. . .. 
child care schedule' wi'th too little time for 'the' father can interfere with 
. . th~" ple~sure a 'father experie"nces' during the activities they share .' 
togdi her:' I The child 'care s'cheduie d~~s not, though, relate to his' partici-
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CORRELATION OF"FATHERING MEASuREs 





~ .~ . 
./ . 
Influence" .: .-"27: -': ',' " :( . 
... " 
.. :,,': 




The geC;g'~~~hical -~ist~nce be'tw~:'~ the mother and father" is "not siR;ni-
. . . . . 
• I' 'r"\. '( • '. ,'.:.. . • .. i:' 
fican"tly cQrrelated with the fathering measures. However the correlation 
, "" 
betw"een "'influence and the distance between coparents is significant at the 
p~~07 lev~l which sugg,ests a slig,ht rel~~ion5hip between the amount of 
influen"ce" a father feels "he has on his' child" and the distance he "lives from 
"", 
his former wife. Fathers who live further away from "their child feel less 
-, 
influentfal than those who live closer to their child when the child is 
with the mother" • 








. .' ~ t 
. .;~ " 










Summary of Significant Correlations 
The oniy independent 'variable that' is significantly correlated with 
" 
the fathe'ring measures is the IIparentin~ scale" that measures frequency of 
interactipns between coparents about child-related issues. ParentinJl, in-
teraction is significantly correlated with both frequency of participation 
i!1 child,-car.e activ,ites, and t~e amount of influence a father p~rceiv,es ,he 
has OJ! .h~s "child's develc;>pment. ,This ,correlation suggests tha,t the process 
of int~r,acting with his former wife ,about his chUd., intfependent, of the 
quality' o~ the ,rela tionship, is associated wi th ,high p~rticipation and, 
influenc:e~: ,This finding ~ill, be explore.d later in the discussion se,c~~~n. 
:- Ttte., an~ecedent variables significi:m~ly c,orrelated with frequenc;:y of 
particip~tion in child care are the father's age' and education, and the 
chiJd~s age. The relationship between fa~her's and child's ages and fre-
que!:'cy ~f. child ,care is' obvious, but the relationship of . education is not. 
, ,T,he child care schedule ~~ the only antec:edeJ')t variable significantly 
correla,ted' with father's satisfaction ,c!uring' his participation ,in chiJd 
care ,activities. Thos~ f~thers with ,less !i~t: with their', c;hjl~~en,.are 
less satisfied when with their chiJ~ren, than thos~ fathers with m"r~ time. 
Th,us, , this .associat~~n suggests that when there is less time together than 
the 1~~her deems desirable, he does not enjoy t~e time with his child as 
much as a father with a child care schedule that permits, more, time with his 
cl:lild. 
-The antecedent variable signif~ca~,tly correlated with influence, is the 
child's age, although the correlation with,chil(s gender and the, 'geo-
graphka,t distance bet"""een coparents are si~njflcant at the p=.07 level. 
It i~ obviol,ls that fathers would feel more influential wit~ younger, than 
older ~hildren, and understandable tha,t they would feel,lT\ore influential 









with sons than daughters and when ,children live closer rather than 
further away when not with their father. , 
• • • • • , .. " I ~ '.' 1 • 
Predictors of the' Fathering Measures' :". ,','! 
, A' m'uitiple regressIon was used 'to' analyze the relationship between 
the fathfring'dim'ensions and the' inde'p'endent 'variables, and discover': the 
best' predlttors ,of 'father p'art'rdpation~ satisfacti~n arid ,influence. A 
regression anidy'sis 'is abi'e' to ex~mine' the relationship 'betwee~ th'~' 
independent a~d' dependent variables 'within' a' m'uJt'ivariate' context~' 'It'" 
w'as 'cho~eri a~' a method 'Of e~aminfng "the impact ~f t'he coparenting" '~ea­
sure~' on' the' fathering' measures while ~ontroUing tor the antecedent'" 
variables.' ' , " ::,: : . , , , 
'. 
" 
,', Tables 20, 21, and 22 show'the re!lults of the" regression' analysis 
for' the',' d~pend'ent variabJes' of 'father'~' frequency of pa~'ticipation in : 
child: care ac't.ivites, satisfaction with' his 'participation, and the amount 
of irifluence' he h~s 'on his child's deveiopm~nt" One "should be aware that 
~cau'se 'Of the small sample size, due 'the exploratory' natu"re of this: 
stlidy~ the re'suIts of the re'gr~ssion analysis could be unst'able in either 
a positive or a negative directi·on.· 
The' tirst step j'n the regressio~ 'anaiysis wa's to identify' which i 
demographiC variables explained'the most variat'ion in the d'ependent 
.: 
. ".' 
var'iables. A step-wise selection was used to choose 'only the' demographic 
variables that' were significant ~t' the .10 level and above.' . The signifi~' , 
cant demographic variables were then controlled for in regression 
, . 
" .. ... 
analyses of the dependent variables of participatio'n; ,satisfaction, and' 
, , 
influence; 





th.e seven independent variables (parenting interaction, non-parenting 
interactions, . conflict, support, trust, father's attitude towards his 
former wife, and father's attitude tow~rds his former wif'~ as a mother). 
T~erefore, a factor analysis was done' to see whether there .might be' an 
under lying. pa t ~ern of relationships that would enable the seven scales. 
: : . 
used to measure the coparenting relationship to be reduced to a smaller 
set: of factors that WOUld. be taken as the independent variables for this 
study. The' factor analysis identified only one dimension among the seven 
. .. 
scales used to m~asure the relationsh~p between' the copare~~s. B~cause 
of the inability to "rotate the matrix" and find more than one dimension, 
. .. 
the s.even independent variables were combined.'into one composite measure 
to' arialy~e the data. This .was done by standardizing each' variable, 
multiplying each variable by a regression weight according to how much 
v~riance' each scale claimed in the composite, adding up the results of 
the products, and then adding a constant ·of. fifty. to make the number 
.e~sier tQ .w~rk with. The composi.t~ m.easure <?f .the .coparental relation-
ship will· be, referred t.o~ a~. the "g~obal,~op':1ren~ing .~e~~~r~." 
.' ,"" The factor analysi~,suggests that: it is· npt 'feasiple::to assess th~ 
unique 'effects of, the :seven' coparenting; measures.'within the context of a 
regression. analysis. AltJ":!ough the seven coparenting measures. call be .. : 
differentiated· for con'ceptual or 'heuristic 'purposes, they r~present as-
pects of: one empirical ''diillension that caDnot· be differentiatedi for ~naly-
ti~ purpose.s • 
. Regression for participation. Table 20 illustrates the best predic-
tors 'of how frequently· a father participates in child care activitie~ and 
the amount .Qf variance that is ~xplained by each· variable in the step-
wise regression analysis. 
~-
,TABLE 20 
REGRESSION ANALY~IS OF,FREQUENCY OF ·PARTICIPATION 




.E=====a ••• o ••• = ••• _~=e_==D=Da.a ••• a=== ••• aD.~a ••••• __ c====a.=.~===== 
VARIABLE" r R2 - • . 'R2
6
' ~, 
Chil~ 's age 
.. 'r 
Fathe r t s' age 
,.', . 
' ... ' 
,. Distance between 
coparent's homes, 




·:· .... 13 
i;-. f 
.1 '''. 
; .22 'f 
.. 
.28 .06 -.33* 
.34 .06 -.27* 
"j"" .' ;'. i ~ . 
Global cop~ren~fng 
measure -'.02 .• 02 ~ 14 
\ . . .;. -.. I~: 




'The 'most i~portant predictor of the frequenCY ~:f ~"fathe~'r~~'rtici­
paticiniil child care activities' is the age of' his c;hild. " Th~ :yo~~g~r \he ': 
.. . ... 
child, 'the more time spent with the father. "The amoun't of varia~~e' that 
. 'r 
is ~~count"ed for' by the ~hil(rs age'is' 22 percent which"'i~ 'a Jar'ge 'amount 
of 'vada~ce expiained by one ~ariable.:· The se~~~d 'p"'~dl~io~ ~f p'a~~r~i-. 
pation is the father's a~e. The younger the father, the more frequentJy 
he part ,cipa t es 'in child care. this i~' e~pect'eci sinc'e young~r fat her!s " 
tehd to' hav'e you'n~e~ chi1d~en.' Th'e 'addi t ional amo~n t"~'f: variance i th~ t is 
• .: ~ • •. • I . ;. . 
explained by the father's' age is six percent. The third rri'ost important 
factor in predicting frequency of fath~r's' pa~ticjp~tion is the g~ogr~'ph~ 
• .' , • • • .' ~ " .. , • • • ,. - •• I : ~ 
ical distance between the mother s and father s ·homes. The further ·the 




child care activities when he is with his child. An additional six 
percent' ot" the variance' is e~plained by distance. The reason that dls-
'tance is" relat~d to freqUency is "tha t severaI' items on the scale of 
,.'chj]d-c~r~ ~~ti~itie's cannot be ~asily performed by 'both par'ent:s ~~iess' 
: ; . - .; ". : . . ~. , . . . :. .' . . . . . ~ 
'they live near each other (for example attending school functions). '"If 
\th~' child" lives pr'imariiy 'at hi~ ri,oth~~'s hous~, and t'he mother's house 
.. i~ fa~ . f~om th~' father's h~us~, the fath~r" is unable to perform some' 'of 
..... . . 
the parenting functions. 
; !".- , . 
. . 
" .. ' :' " ... ~ . ~ . .: 
When 'age of child, age of father, and distance between coparents 
.~ I.~ 
• '. ~p" \ 
are controlled for in the regression analysis, there is no significant 
.relationship b~tween the frequency of father's participation in child 
care ~d the quality of the coparenting relationship. The entire amount 
'0 ,., o. '. 
of variance, explained by age of child, age of father, and distance be-: 
.. . .. . .. . . ..... ." 
" '.j, ,. , .. " o· 
tween coparents homes··1s·'34· percent"which,is.high. The coparenting 
relationship explains only an ;ldditional two percent of the variance. 
'1.' .. '
. BU1/ 'the very slight cor.relation that'does exist between the coparenting 
· .. relationship and the father's participation in child care (a ;, .14) is in 
. the expected 'direction of those fathers who have a more cooperative. 
" .. 
'. '. ' .. ~. 
relationship with their former wife participating in child care more 
. frequently. 
The regression analysi~ indicates t.hat the amount of interaction and 
... ', .. 
the amount of conflict between coparents does not predict how frequently 
, .' 
-'09: father' partiCipat.es in activities with his child. It also . ~uRgests 
. . .. " i . . .' i 
,that universal factors common ,to .paren.t:-chHd relationships in all family 
'structures, such as the child's and father's age, are more important 
.. 
determinants of frequency of participat.ion than the coparenting relation-
ship, which is spec~fic to the divorced family. But geographical dis-
I· 
. I, 









.. i .. 110 , . 
tance between· the mother's and ·father·~ homes usually only exists. with· 
separated families. '·Presumably in,intact families, the fatl'ler lives ,.' 
.' ' 
with his child under. the' same' roof. If; the distance between parents can 
inhibit a' .father's activity with his··child, then how far. coparents live 
fro~ each ;.~ther. should, be. an. important ·consider;ation in ·restructuri.ng the 
qivorced .·.family, if ·the goal. is :to .. sus,tain. a.' father's p~rticipation with 
his child. . .' ';. . '.~ i i . l . ;;.. • '~) !'. • It' : :.. • I i' . 
,; 
Regression for satisfaction •.• Taple. ,21 describes ,tl:l~· relationship 
betwee.n sati~faction a'1d t~e, indep'end~nt variables. 
. . .:. 
:. 
.. 
Tf'-BLE 2 1 . ;, . 
REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF' SATISFACTION 
ON DEMOGRAPHICS AND COPARENTING MEASURE 
j: '. : 
! •. 
P= •• =D.D ••• ====~======D •• D.=a~===.==== •• _=====ea •••• D==~~===a •••• ==== 
VARIABLE I' r R~" .R t A . B' . 
Chr isti.an , comp~red 
to Jew,ish 
No religion compared 
tO,Jewish 
Child care schedule 
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Th~ best predictor of father's satisfaction with his care-giving 
activit.ies. is his religiosity. Fathers who are more reHgious are more 
satisfied than fathers who are less ~eligious. The second predictor of 
satisfaction is his religion. Fathers with no religion are less sati5-
. fied' than' fathers who are' Jewish or Christian. The amount. of variance 
.. e~plained' by religion and reiigiosity j~' 13 percent. The third predictor 
".of ·father's satisfaction is his child care schedule, although it is not 
.. . . ~ 
signifiCant. Those fathers with more 'time with their child, are slightly 
! m~re: satisfied. Father's satisfaction with his child care schedule 
explains an additional seven percent of the variance of father's 
~ s~t:isfaction.' : 
:' .' Controlling for, rel~gion~ religiosity; and the' child care' schedule,:, 
the relationship betw~en the coparenting relationship and a father's 
,' " 
satisfaction d'!ring participation in care-giving activites is not sign i-
m:ant (:8·= .10). ,The. total amoun~ of ,variance explained after the last 
. step i~ .. t!le analysis is 2~ percent. The additional amount of variance 
:explained .by the coparenting relationship alone is only one percent .. The 
. ~ery s~igh~ partial associat'ion that ~oe~ exist· is in the positivedjrec-
tion of .those .fathers with, a better coparental, r~latjonshjp feeling more 
satisfied with their child care activities. 
, Thus, none of the variabl~s ,consid~re9. in this. st.udy are, signific~':l.t, 
predi,c-tors: of the sa~isfactjon fathers' .. experience ,while· taking care of 
\ 
their ch'Hd. In' the discussion which follows the presentation of the 
findings, possible: interpretati6ns ,of this finding are explored., : 
. ,,' 
,Regression for influence •. -Table 22 describes th~ relationship ,be-,' 















I .. TABLE .22,:. 
REGRESSION· AN~LYSIS OP·.INFLUENCE ON' 
DEMOGRAPHICS AND COPARENTING MEASURE 
112 
. ! 
.~.a~ae.a~ca ••••• ~~_=.c.a~Da.~ ••••••••• ~.~ ••••• KD~=~aa._==~.aDDD_.~~. 
VARIABLE r at R2 
/). a 
! .. : .. 
Child's age 
-.31 .09 -.51* 
-
Distance·between 
coparents' homes -.27 .21 . II -.33* 
; 
Child's gender -.28 .3·1 . ,. 10 -.·33* 
Global coparenting 
'measure . -.04 .33 .02 .20 
*p<.05 level of significance 
The age of the child, is the most. important predictor of how much 
influence· a father perceives he has. The. Y9\.Jnger, th~ child, the more. : 
influence the fa:ther f~eJs he has· on his or her development. The amount 
of variance in influence explained bv ,the chl~d's age is 1en percent. 
The second predictor of ·influence is. the distance between the co-
parents' homes. The further apart the mother's and father's homes are 
from each other, the less influence the father feels he has on his Child. 
, J 
The distance ,be.tween th~ coparents . home.s· accounts tor an additional Jl 
percent. of, the .. variance ·in the amount of JQfluence. 
,.The third"predictC!r of infuence ~s·~the <;:hild's ge:ndef .•. :.Fathe~s, 
p"er.ceive.· ,th~t . ~.hey. hav~. significantly. r.por:,e iDfluence on t~~ir sons, th~n 
they do on tt)eir d~ught~rs., TeQper~ent more ",of ,~he ,vari,ance is ac-










gerider, :and the ·distance between';' the' coparents l hoines' 'are controlled for, 
the 'strength: of the relatic)nship between', influence' and 'the c~pa'renting 
r,ehhionship"is .ic. "Th~ copatentai}reJ~tionship' aio~e accourit~,'for\)nlY two 
'percent more of' the vada'nce 'aft'e'r' the ai~ 'an'd gender' of" the 'cHild; and 
the distance be't"weeii" ·the mother's 'and' father's' hOrT\es :have been controlled 
for.~·, The 'arriount' of variarice"expt'ained' by ·aU·'·fou·r···variatiies is';',)) pe~-" 
cent.: Although' there' is not :a significant correlation between the 
quality of ·the, coparenting ,relationship' ~nd the:ilnioUlit "of influence' a' 
father· feeis· he ·ha's·'on' his:" chjJd's"d~veloprrient~ there·:is a'very slight 
positive" reJat'i6nship' '1n ··~tie 'direction of.lthose:· fa i"tle'rS w1th 'a' mor'e': .. ' 
suppoi-tiv~:"and Jess conflictual relationship with their former wives 
feeling that they have more influence with their child. 
Similar to the results of the regression analysis for "participa-
, . 
tion," the antecedent variables are the only significant predictors of 
the amoun t of infl~'~~'~·e'· ~' fa th'er percei·v~s,.'he 'has ~>n' '~iS child. The only 
. . , ..... '" -~ . 
factor among the significant antecedent variables that can be manipulated 
is the geographical distance between the .mother ,and father., -The age and 
'.!J ...... 
sex of the child are givens. That the influence a father feels he has is 
sensitive to how far apart .he is from his child, further supports the 
• ••• '. , a' • 
,~.esi.~~~~li.ty . ..of . close proxim,ity between divorced ,parents to pr~mote 
,mr;lxirt')al pCl:rent involvement. ,-' 
. • I. '. ~ 
Test for Interactions. Table 23 shows the results of the test for 
,1'.' I • " . .. • ~:1 I •• ' • • ~ ',' 
interaction that was done for the independent variables of "child care 
. " . s~~ed~le;' a~d "geographical distance between the coparents' h~mes,II' to, 
... ~ ,~:, ' •• ': • : • a ~ • a ~: , • , 
determine if the interactive effect ,would account for significantly more 
.: .... ;::' ,"','. aa. • • 
variance· of the dependent variables t~an the additive effec.t :of these 
'var iable"s.:, .:rhe~: iiheract ion of. distaru:e "arid"'child" 'care schedule' coulcf .. ". 
, .~:, 
114 
either depress or enhance father participation, satisfaction, or in-
.. . 
f.luence, as distance is significantly .correlated with participation and 
. -: '.' .. . . . ~. .. . " 
influence, and the child care schedule is significantly corr:~lated w~th 
'. -- . • - • ' '- ." _ • :. J' ':.' 
s.a.t'isfaction. Also, since the child care schedule and to some extent 
I :\ ,- • ~ : ." 
ge9graphic location 
. ':- ".:' ,". , . 
are negotiable, infor.mation about the relationship of 
,-} . • " I" ;, ... : - ••• 
these .variables tc! fathering would be useful in under.standing and facili-
'. " .'. ..:. \'.' ~ .' .'. . ." " , : . ...: . ' : . 
tati.ng po~tdivorce family reorganization . 
• '.. . "".': .'. . ~ ~. '. . .' .. r ", .... \ • . i. l!; .:. ", "-, . r ~ - .• . 
The. interaction between the child care schedule and the distance 
--. . . '. . ,'" : 
'-
between .the mother and father significantly affected the father's 
" . ~ .. - . : .. : ; ~, ',' .. ;.. . . - . . -'. " . ". :.. .:.: '. 
i~~luenc~ on .his chH~, but did not significantly .. affect participation or 
. -; . 
satisfaction • 
. . . ',': . ( : .' '.' . : . ' . 
.... . ~. . 
. ' 
• t • .J'. . . i.' 
TABLE 23 
( "':. 
INTERACTION OF DISTANCE BETWEEN COPARENTS 
..... HOMES AND' CHILD CARE ~CHEDULE ON 
INFLUENCE ON CHILD'S DEVELOPMENT 
~ !.' ,. \ : I • . . 
." . 
Child's' 'age : 
Distance.' between 
-coparents' homes 
Child care schedule 
Distance between 
coparents' homes and 









*si'gnificant at the p <.05 level 
" .. ·t· 
,'.: 10 . .-
... 
.18 • 08 
• 3 J .13 












. 1 : . , ... 
The amount of variance accounted for before the interactions is 
' •• II. •• ... •• • '_ ,. '" 
34 percent. When the interaction effect is added to the equation, 43 
.. 
J. ',' 
perce~t of the variance of influence is explained. Thus, the ir'l·teraction 
. ).' . '. ....;, ).' 
inqeased the amount of variance explained by nine percent. The global 
':--:--'" . , ~. 
cop~renting m'easure explains only an additional two percent of the variance. 
J " ~ '0 :. • • '. " •. 
The form of the interaction between the schedule and distance is 
.;. '. '. • ,.'J . • . ,: . 
that the great~r the distance between the father and his child, the lower 
... : ... ' .' . .' ~ .',: : .... ; ." . . .' ':', ',' . 
his p~rceived influence on the child. Surprisingly" this inverse rela-
tionshIp is stronger when the father spends more· rather than less' time 
with' hi.s '.child; ". ·.In. other·' .words the negative effect o~ Hving further 
away from :his·.child is greater wh~n he'spends more, time with. his child:. 
instead of when .. he·,spends less ·time. with his child~ The·'reason for this 
findi~g . is no't clear, and should be investigated i~ future r.esearch. 
. .. In' general, the fihdings ·suggest· that' the' further a, father . lives 
from 'his, child :the less inHuential,·he ·will feel, and that more time with 
!:l.is child will not compensat~ for, and ,~ould exacerb~te ,.his' diminished" 
feelings of· influence .. Furthermore,' ,the effect. of. !.iving clo.se to. his . 
child ',can potel)t.ially· compensat.e for scheduling deficiencies, but living 
far away, .in combinatio.n 'wi~h an inacjequat~ sch~dule, inter,fer.e~ with a..: 
fathe.r~s ability to· fee.!· influential. on·Jlis c~ild·s. growth ·and . 
q~velopment., . 
. " ',: 
, 
, 
"";.- '0' • II 
.. . ':'. ~ , 
:,' 
j'" ..... 
I : •.. ; < '-, ~:-. 
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finding is net clear," arid should be investigated in future research~ 
",' 'In general~,'the findings suggest "that 'the further a fathe"r'lives 
from' his:'chi'ld the less influential'he will feel, and that: 'more time with 
'~,ischi1d':will net cempensate for and :co~ld exacerbate his' dimin'ished 
{ 
feelings' of 'influence.' Furthermere, t'he effect .of living clese te his 
( ," , , 
child ca.n :petentially com'pensa te' 'fer scheduling deficiencies, but livirig' 
- 'f'a"r ~way, 'in 'cembination with' an in~deq'~ate-- schedule, int~rferes with a 
f~tt~'er's 'ability te feel influential en his child's growth and 
I' . '" • :' 
~ . ..:'. :. -:. 
Summary .of Data Analyses 
~ - .. :. : .. 
The mean sceres for the frequency, satisfacti.on and influence scales 
.. :": 
that measure fathering indicate that this gr.oup .of father~ feels highly 
I' : .. , ~.: : 
inv.olved with their children. The sample fathers perceive that they 
,), " 
activ~ly ,participate in child care, enjey their participat~on, and h~ve 
subst~ntial influence en their child's emetional gevel.opment. The in-
.'. ' .... ' 
fluence scale has the mest variatien frem lew te high en how influential a 
father perceives he is, and is the measure that is mest sensitive te the 
i": •• ••• 
effect .of the antecedent variables. 
The amount .of interactien between copare~ts is, asseciated with the 
", :: • J • •• • " 
c,entent .of the interactien. When the subject .. .of the ,inte~a,~~ien ~s the 
child, there is a l.oW te moderate ameunt .of jnteractie~" between t~e 
" , " 
! _. 
fathers and their f~rmer wives. Hewever, when the chHd is n.ot the 
,~' . l . '. . .. ,,: '. 
subject .of the discussi.on, there is infrequent jnter~cticn between, ~o-
.' ( :..... • • • •• '. :._ • I I , ;. • _ _.. -'. 
parents. " Pcssibly, .one aspect e! successful joint parenting may be 
.. . . ~ 
the ability t.o limit' the content .of discussicns betw'een the ccparents te 
I .:. 
subjects 'that pertain te their child • Or, perhaps ccpa,rents whc are able 







































to interact about their child, seek each other out more frequently' than 
coparents ·who. do not'· discuss' their child. However, when both coparenting 
scales are considered together,· the frequency of, interactions between the 
. . 
fatl')ers and their' former wives suggests that· joint· parenting of a child is 
(~ . 
nok,necessarilY 'synonymous with ·frequent. contact. : . 
; 
(~ 
.. '. The .qu.idity of the 'coparenting relationships of the fathers. in this 
group varies .from highly .supportive "ideal" arrangements, ·to ·highly antago-
nistic, .Gonflictual ones •... By no definition .could. most of the: couples in 
this sample' be considered ideal .candidates for joint custody according to 
the requir.ement of being mutually 'supportive of .one another. The "amount 
of trust· 'that the father has·.in·.his former wife would seem to be a 
positive ,indicater for a joint cust'ody arrangment~: 'Yet· the trust scale 
has the lowes'!' mean score 'of the three. scales tha·t measure. the quality of 
) 
coparen'tal ,interaction. ; .. : J " • .:. ',', I. 
'.' . ~,The. fathers' attitudes towards their former wives range 'from ,very 
positfve 'to 'very' negative, which is consistent with ·the 'ranges in the 
trust, support, and' conflict scales.·· Their ·attitudes towards them as 
parents are mon~.positive than their ·attitude towards them in .general. 
The scores 'on -the coparenting scales' suggest that' even if a father'·: 
~oesh't: get along 'w:ith his ·former 'wife 'and doesn't 'trust her".'he ·can 
still acknowledge' her importance as the mother' to their child. The 
father's·ability to segregate and compartmentalize, the· feelings' he has 
towards' his former' wife as·a mother' from his general anger or hostility 
towards her: suggests another aspect of the successful' joint parenting 
arrangement • 
. ..... 
..... : There are significant correlation's between the "father's" age'~, .',) .... , 








child care. ',Younger, fathers, divorced, fathers, 'and'less educated fathers 
participate' more ;'frequently in child, care activities than older, remar-
ried, and more educated 'fathers. Also, ih~ younger the ~hi1d, the more 
frequent' is the father"s participation"in child care. , , 
(~ 




feel the' most' influential and are· the most 'active with their child is":-
understandable 'wi th'in' a 'life-cycle 'framework •. ,. Younger' children require 
-more' 'tare, and are usuat'ly easier to i1'lfluence than 'older' children. In' 
addition, because there is often no one :else to help', divorced fathers' 
are frequently alone ~ith their child and' fire able and needed to· do more 
'than' fathers who have remarried. 
. The" regression analysis confirms lthe 'signifi'cant' correlations. The 
-> 
most important, predictors ·of ·the frequency of 'the father's participation 
in' chlld care activities were the child's age, and the father's age, and 
. the ge~graphical dist'ance between the"mother's' an'd father's homes. As 
th'~' 'distance: between them increases; the' father's p'articipation' 
(jecreases.::· ,A pos'sible interpretation of this' relationship' 1S 'that if.'a 
child"is'riot easiiy accessible', to his or :her father, the father'may be 
'unab'Je "t'o 'participate' in some 'activities~' such as schoof even'ts, that he', 
could' do if .. he and his' child Jived closer.' ;A .. certain breadth' of activi-
ties may have' to be 's'atrificed 'because of the·distance. 
There were no'significant correJa:'tiorl"s between fatt1ei's satisfac-
tion: with· hiS' child care and' the iridepend~nt 'variab·les. The regression 
analysis reve'aled 'that ·'the 'most import'a'n't 'predictors' of the -father'~ 
satisfaction with 'his child '·care· activities were his religion' and how· 
\, 
religious he 'v.i"as. The more religious' fathers felt' the most satisfaction 
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chiJd:·care schedule is a slight . predictor ·o·f·a .father's satisfaction;: 
those fathers. who see their child .the most enjoy· them them the most. 
,. The child's ,age, father's age and.'the, child care ·schedule are· .. 
significantly correlated with ·the amount of influence a father,.·feels. he ; ~ . 
has._\on ·.his,.child's development~· Younger fathers,. with younger children, 
t·'" 
wh·o have the mo·st ·time with their child feel; the most, influential~"· The 
child's age· is .also ·the'·most . significant predictor· in the 'regression 
analysis of how much ·influence· a ·father feels he has on his child. The 
'. \ gender' of, the. child is the second most ·'"important pr"edictor;. fathers feel· 
that· .they· have morelinfluence· with their sons than with their ·daughters. 
Geo~r·aphica1~.distance is· also ·a significant predic"tor of how much in:" ' 
fluence a father perceives he has', as it'is with frequency of participa- ., 
tion~ :Fathers feel ·less,'influential ;as the· distance between the' mother. 
and father -increases. . .. ., 
... :. To elucidate the effect· of geographical distance ,on . influence 
(which was significant: in' the regression analysis) it was combined with 
the chfid, care schedule. in a test for interaction. Significantly more 
) variance' of the father:s perception of· his influence: was accounted for by 
. ·r 
:1 the, interaction .between,· ~he distance: and, the chi.ld ·care schedule· than by 
'{-
the 'additive effects of 'each' variable ·'considered, alone. When the. child \ 
J care·:schedule is: controlled ·for in·::the· regression analysis, the further 
, 
.~ away a father lives ·from his ·former wife, ,the significantly· less' in':". : .: 
fluence· he feels, he has' on his child:·· Thu~, 'the' fa ther~s perception. of 
the amount of influence'he has oh·;his child:is more a·.function of·th~':·, 
, " ." 
geographical :distance between his ·and his'·former wife's: home, than "it is 
of the ;amount of ·time the child spends with him.. :. . ... . h , 






important predictors of the fathering measiJres are the antecedent vari-
abies. The power of the composite measure of the coparental relationship 
used in the regression analysis to predict fathering is very weak. The 
gl'Ob,al, measure indicates that the amount of conflict or suppor'( that 
", 
( 
exi'sts between the mother and fatherdoe~ not significantly correlate 
( ~ 
with frequency of father's participation in child care, his satisfaction 
, , and enjoyment during his participation in child care, or his perceived 
influence on his child's development. 
-
H~ever; there are Significant ~?rrelations that emerge between the 
..... : 
independent variable of.'c~parental interactions tha f 'focus 'on the child 
and the dependent variables of father participation and influence. The 
" .' ~ r • " . :' 
, , . 
more contact that there is between the mother and father about the child, 
.. ~ ; ',', " 
the m~re frequently the father participates in child care activities, and 
.. ,". 
the more influence he feels he has on his child. 
. ~ -, " .. 
Or, the more a father, 
" '1 -"' .i • 
; p~rticipates and the more influential he feels he is, the more often he 







talks about his child to his former wife. 
:. i. ~ ~. :::. '. ~ :' ...... ,'. ,,~ " 
Several questions emerge as a result of the preceding analyses: 
.. :'~' .. - ..... . . 
first, what accounts for the high' invol~ement of t,his group of, ,fathers 
• :.. • ,: ~, • '... I ~ • 
with their child, in, many cases, in spite <.?f nonsupportive relationships, 
' ..... " 
,'" , 
with their former wives? Second" why is the quality of the coparental 
.. : . .:', 
.. ' 
relationship a poor predictor of father behavior, satisfaction and In-
" .: l' • '. '.. ",-. , ; '. ~ .. "' 
fluence, ~i~en that in previous research, on divorced fathers, a fathe~'s 
.' .... . "'. " .. " 
postdivorce involvement with his child was highly correlated with a 
" .. : .... , '; ..... . 
supportive relationship with his former wife? Third, what is the meaning 
'" 
of the correlation between coparental inter~ction about the child and 
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The trouble 'with writing about something on the 
fr~ntiers of knowledge is that the frontier is 
likely to move while' you are' w~itilig'. (Brown"'~965) 
Post divorce : Father' Partitipation' 
"i., .. : , , 
121 
, . 
~ " . 
~A direct rt?lationship,'to a child 'characterizes 'tat'hedng outside of 
marri~ge, yet one legacy of cUvor~e is the discontinuity of the father-
• • • •• :... I' ! 
child relationship. These phen'omena descr ibe t his" sample of' fa t hers who' 
are in general highly, active and involved' with their children within a 
changed family structure. It is clear, no~, only from the quantitative 
measures bu't from' talking 't~ the fath<:rs" that i~ ,'gen~~al ~here was very" 
high participation' in all aspects"of 'chllel' care. Items rated highest 
were ordinary' ,acti'vities' s~cn as having dinr,'er together, or' talking to the 
child about Hie' activitie,s /:>~ 'th,e 'day'.' The' high levels of participation 
in the child's Hfe continued even after remarriage, when there was 
. . '. . .. .' .' .' ... ; ~:" .. 
presumabiy, ~nother' available aduJt~ 'Only', with older children 'and older 
\ 
fathers, and as distance between the, mothers and fathers home iT:lcr.eased, 
\ 
.~ was there less involvement in direct care, all factors, independent of the 
. ...": . . 
amou~,t of support or confli,ct between fathers and their former wives. 
~.. ~ . 
Fa thers as primary caregivers. Although there were no formal mea-
, . 
, , 








alone, ~hat emerged, from the interviews was an altered sense of con-
~c~9usness as the fathers" b~c,am,e the, prim?ry ad~inistrators of tht;ir: 
childrens' ,daily lives when the children were with them." The ,theme that 
:;,' " " ,. . ': ' .' '" , , , 
fesonated throughout the fathers' experiences was the, difference between 
..... '" 
I 
naving been a "helper" to ,th~~r former ,w~ve~" and having become the 
.. • • 0" ~. 
primar~ ,caregivers~ Even those who were involved w~th their children 
1,rom ~nfa!1cy usually had not Learned to, function in an administrative and 
organiza t ional capaci t y. 
-, 
I was involved with my kids before, but my ex-
wife really defined the household. I cOQked' a lot 
but she is the one ~ho kept the kids clothes " ' 
organized and knew what sizes they' wore. She was' 
,the organizer of the household. When we were married 
the only decision I made wa's choosing my yogurt 
for lunch. ' 
When I was married and 1 was tired would tell 
rriy wife to' take care of him. There was a constant 
intervention from his mother to modulate our 
relationship according to how slie '\varited to 
see it go. 
When we were married was always looking over 
my shoulder when I was doing my paren t ing thing. 
In sor:ne sense doing it by myself is terrUic because 
I follow my feelings and instincts.' ' 
. " . '. 
When my w'd'e and'i se'parated', 1 'realized my bond 'with 
with, my child was through my \Vife; it was sort of like 
an indirect bond. In the beginning it was a" " .. 
very shaky e?C'p~rience f?r ,me , , ':'" 
I changed many diapers, took her for many walks, and 
", was perfectly capable of feeding her. What I had not 
done was, ~.ver, create a domestic nest. 
These, comments are consistent with' fin~ings from :other studies that 
indicate in most intact' families mothers are the administrators (even in 
dual career, famiiies)j 'i~.the~rs sc::,ek mor¢ informa'tio,h f~,om mothers than 
.. 
, mothers do; from fathe'rs about parenting (Lewis :et , al.; 1981) and in general 
."". 
., 123 
fathers spend much less time in dyadic int~raction with their children. 
• ~..', t .: 
Although' the abc~)Ve co'mments: represent the majority' experience there 
was ,a small minority who felt ,that they assumed majo~ ~espo,nsibility 
before the divorce and parenting alone did not create a major shift in 
/'~, ': ',' ''' • 'I', • '. ,'... ' ',' 
their identity. In fact, one father felt he had less to do after the 
" ,J " 
se'paration, since there .was one less person in the household • 
.I ",' • 
There' 'was no discernible :trend from' the' interViews between how 
, , 
• • ~ ..... I ': . ~ ,', \ 
involved a father was during the marriage and how involved he is now. 
Almo's't 'half of the fathers' followed traditiona'l 'paths' in the' 'm'arriage, 
~, 
where the' mother took primary: res'ponsibli-ty for the house' and child -- and 
-the :fathers saw themselves" priinarily' a:s th'e economic provider. ,The other 
half <?.!,the fathers shared the' child care, to a 'greater"or, lesser degree. 
Whether or ,no't' ,there was high or low involvement' before the divorce, 
almost: aU'!the 'men' now ,feel they take 'significant responsibility ,for the 
care of their child. "'In' those situation's:where fathers were tradition-
\ 
aUy:unavailable prior' to divorce, the' process of having direct respohsi-
bility: for.' -their' child for periods of time alone altered their perception 
of themselves fr,om s,~condary to primary caregivers • 
. - - .. 
The most frequently mentione~ fear for these men after sepa~ation 
'. '. _ ... ' .:' . ". '. t. '." I " '", .", •• _ I' ";.. .' 
was whether or not they would lose their ch,ild. Typical comments ,were, 
'. • . • ", : • I 
"Will t~ey IO":',e ,me? Will they remember me? 
. '. ; . . : ~ ... ~ , 
How can I have a relationship' 
,', ::,' ..... . 




, " " ·.·· ... f·~ . 
. ';'" 
My major concern was that I would Jose 
'i:B.' and he,would lo~e,me.':'1 gave away almost'--: ',~L": 
everything because I was s~re she wouldn't let 
'me have joint cus'tody. _I' .. :':, , .. ~':,. 
, " 
""the only thing I had --left from",the marriage .~:,:; , ,':< I ': 
was the children, and I was afraid I was going 
'~." to lose them., Beingdivorced',is like'when you' "~"",", '." "'''; 


















"" . a lot· more precious.-· You are very conscious . , 
that your children cannot be taken for granted. 
:.- ,~ . They a(e a very scarce and very precious natural 
resource • 
':,." I 
. ' .~ 
Most of the men felt vulnerable after the separation, indica t.ing that no 
." . . . . " .. ' .... ' .. 
;,~atter how much a part of t~eir child's life they .were, their position I " ......... . 
. . . . ....-. ~. . ';' .' ..' .'" : .' .' 
"'. CwC!:s. not secure. 
, ',I 
I was conscious. that if I just moved out of the 
,::., house I' would lose' custody of ·the children. ·'1 . ' ... ' 
. didn't mo.ve out for.a year until my legal rights 
.; . ~ . were . decided.,.· .'. '. '. . . .', 
..... This· theme'· was echoed' again' arid 'again, that fathers had to remain in 
~', 
highly:conflictual, unsatisfactory.:situations until there was a guarantee 
that their legal acce'ss to~ their child-would not be compromised." 
, . Only in those. situations where there was both complete agreement 
about·· sharing' child care in· a joint arrangement'; and the fathers had' been 
fciidy . involved before the divorce, was there' no' cqncern about main-
taining ·an active role' in their child's life ... How this fear translated 
it'self ;"into a desire: for legal. protection will be discussed in the sec-
tion: on;.joint custody., 
..... -.,' . '.,. 
. Satisfaction with Fathering Behavior 
~ r • 
. . , 
The demands of literary exposition force a consideration of only 
'-" '. -'. 
one dimension of the concept of fathering at a time. Hopefully, certain 
. . ", 
interrelationships and infer-actions' will bec~rrle apparent in the process 
. " . -~. .', . 
'., 
of trying to "pull toge'ther'" the 'major .implications of this study. 
By distinguishing'. between the 'a'ff~ctive 'and behavioral components of 
• • " ' i" '~'" .' -: :.... • 
fa~her involve~~n,t, it·· was'disCover~~::that the sati~.f~ction these men 
experience~ was independent of' how· frequently': the'y participated in child 
care activitl"es, ··and ~f,t:e~, o~~urred in sp~te' of a lack of support from 
. "-. 
: -125 
their former ·wives. The enjoyment oQtained. by,.the fathers was not only 
. , 
. manifested in the high scores o~ the satisfa~tion measures but during the 
, ., , ~ 
int.erviews" as:.·well.· The ~o.sitive or' negative.·character of the coparental 
... 
. ...... "1 
relat'ionship' was not .associat~d· ~ith 'fathe~s', satisfaction with' parent-
/,:'1 '. '. ..;"!. . "'J ;,r.. . . . 
fng, a significant finding which varies from results of other studies. 
, .... 
! 
Therefore,- other explanations must be ':sought for· .their high satisfaction. 
. . ..... ", " :" " 
Certainly time together is. one: factor, .. since' th,!se, fathers who had at 
. t· .. 
. ~ J'; ~ r' :: '. . ... ; . :. 
least half-time with their· child were 'more satisfied than those who had 
. less \.~j"!1~' '. But .. ~ven for those ;:with significantly less ;than· h~lf .time;; ! .. 
". t he t sa t isfact ion scores .. .were . st,ill, high; ,. .... ': .' .: 
~;":. ~ It :.is difficult, .to!.fi,nd, refer.ences.!in ,.the; literature·: to ·the· . .impor-.:, '. 
.. 'tance of ' the chHd',for the father's· 'growth and· development. : The'concern 
, ·is' usually:. for. ·the.· effect of the -fath.er~s,.absence; or, presence 'on .. the .; ; 
. 'child, as:'i!- the ·direction 'of influence "were in only one'direction: The . 
data' fro'm' the· interviews sugge'st that:rrien "need" '.-i:heir.'children, .and the 
-:·dem·ands of that responsibility can become an important focus for their 
own psychological and emotional·developmen:t.···-I't 'would appear that once 
~: '. " . ' ... :.,' . .. . '," ~ ., :,' ~ . \ 
fathers began, to"ta~e over ·as .·primary.:caregivers, their internal defini-
r . . I' , • " • '1:", • ... .;,,:,,' 
tion of themselves changed.· Recognition' of· ttie importance of the child 




'! " . -, ,. 
. r 
'·.The big- event.·in· the'idivorce was' that I' 
was able to discover my son. One day he 
started' ·to cry and. said ·he 'needed ,to. see, > ••• 
me more ... that turned me around. 
, • • ~ 1,1.... '1'" " :;' • • 
I really enjoy being a father. 'What does 
i.:·l<;- .. ' that mean?' :1 enjoy teaching,·M.- thin·gs.': I ",' -:. 
really 'enjoy him, sharing things. Even 
:.:.:., :~though he .drives :me crazy ·sometimes,"·there '" . 
is' a powerful psychological bond between us. 
.. ; '. ~:. ' !.'~ I' ; ': " .' ~ :'" I:' , .' . .. : :'. '¥I'.;.' \ \ . ~,.: .. " 
Being a father is the best and most 
-- ,'·'·,.f 
. ':. . successful-·thing I've .. done: ; UsuaUy' I .. 
',. 




















! . : . 
do the least I can to get by; take the 
',' path of least resistance. ", ;:::. 
, : ',About five years ago I went "to :'. ~ ,. : 
California for three months. 1 missed 
,the kids,~n a mild ,-,,:ay, the,re,wa~n't:a 
strong sense that ,I missed them. Now 
, when I am not with them, there, is a real 
strong wanting them. 
'; ~ '" • 0' 
I. , 
0', ." 
:. ... • '. .,'.. ',' I. I.... • \' 
Having B. was the highest joy I had in my 
,life.,' From the time I ~ad my child I stopped 
aging. I have changed my way of being a man ••• 
through h~m I learned that control Js not the ... 
only, way of being a man... :, " ,.' 
• 0" 




Based on the interviews with the fathers, their high 
satisfaction with ,their. ,parenting appears ,connected to the commitment 
'" 0" • 
they h~ve made to taking an active role with their child. .commitment is, 
'. . . '. 
an in~er evel'1t, as opposed to an ,observable phenomenon. The criteria the 
fathers used to j~dg~ commitment appe~red"to be more than actual time 
spent with 't~~ _~h,i,ld,' although 'that wa~ 'a 'f~c~or~ but also priorities, 
and an adapt~bi1ity and ,awareness com;:erning the child's needs. For 
•.. I ," ... • 
example: 
If I' was in a happy marr'iage, th~ 'pri~r'i\i~s' " 
cot,lld ~be different. 1 c;:ould say 1 am going 
away: for" two days. But' to 'go away for' two 
days when he should be with me is a' whole 
different message and ~ t,ry not to do that. 
'Alm6~~ h:~li ~f ~the;" fathers' (~=:il)f~l'i" t'hey"w~~e ,~{ore'~'ommit~e'd to 
their' child than" tflelr wife was: 'the ~;emainder' i~it an equal comm[t~ent~' 
·.1' . ••... . .•.. . ..' I • 
The"greater dedication ~as expres~ed in iathers" attitudes"toW'ar'd' th~ 
, ' 
• • 0' i " '. ~ .... I .' . ! • If.' •. ;' • • .oo 
balance among their social, work, and parenting activities as compared to 
• 
. ':,' , ...... 
,the balan~e they judged that their f<?rmer wives had achieved. However, 
. I . r I • I ...• . • I • : • 0' ~. • 
this is based only on the fathers reports, and if ,the wives were inter-
. . . . . '. .. 
viewed, the figures might be reversed. However, fathers judged their 






.\... . .. , 
interpreted as indicative of either an inabi~ity or an unwillingness of 
their former wives t!J sacrifice .their. o~n interests for the sake of their 
• '. • 'I; -, • ~ -: ~. • 
child. Only 20 fathers felt positively about the balance of their 
: .'. . . ~.' . .; '_ . . (.- . • .'. . ., . . '. . ..' "',. ~ (L' l:" 
,-former wives' activities, comp~red to 32 fathers who felt positively 
'! t .. ~. .: .',. .. : I : _ \ • • • ~', :', . • ~ "~. : 
'" 
.about the balance among their own social, work, and parenting activities. 
'I,' .:' 1 .~ •• ' . . • .• : .. • _ '. . 
Representative. comments were: 
.. · .. ·I··1·.~tl .. \ ,\ ~ .. I ,,'1":"- .:~. ·T ....... ·';. i,- .·~·c: .. '::~ . ,. 
He is welcome at my house all the time. He 
'is only''"velcome at his mother's during her' .' .,. 
:'.: 
. '
three and one-half days and then she is 
..... : sup~rmom." .... " :. :.: I. .• ',' ..•. : .' • ~ , 
"1 '" : 'The d1ildren get' short' shrift· if ti'ler'e' is a' 
confHct with what is convenient for her. 
: .'~ . 
She gives liP on parenting in. order to do welJ 
... at" work and social acti"vities~ . ". ' . 
: .' :: I think her' social needs taKe"~' higher 
priority at times ~.han i~. b~s~ for th~ 
children;' 
. I.' 
. Though' she has improved,' she periodically 
neglects her responsibilitie:s and my daughter 
spends time at my apartm'ent on the days and 
·nights she is supposed to ~e. at ~er mother's. , 
i· ..' .' . . : . . . . . . .' I " ';' '. • ., L. ; ••• ~ •• 
I fe~l J am more important to D. and more 
,,~, "." co'mmith~d to him~ She'put' O. 'on the'back 
burner. 
, ' ',. 
~ . . . '. : 
, j • i . "~" r t. 
"0 .. ' 
,.'~ . ~.bout half ,?,f.,the fathers ~~lt their commitment to th~i~ ctJlld w~s 
more intet:lse and differ~nt from their commitment before the separation. 
- ~.. . ~. _ .' ; .' : . l ..' - . 
Father who felt a change attributed it to .their heightened awareness of 
!. "! .' I :. - ': .... : . . '.' .~ '. 0' I'" :: '. . '. • • : j i '. • : 
,> 
their child's importance to them, and to conscientious efforts to meet 
. _. . .'0. " 
• • • to.' 
their child's needs. 
J ... 
,J .• , ' . '.' . .. . , 
eO ~ • _ .0 ." •• , 
o ..... ... . ,,', ·r . .. .~.. ~ 
-' 
The high priority that fathers gave .to their .children, and frequent . 
• ' '0', .: • ;.'~"," • r~. ": . ',:";' :"I~ ": .... '0 ~. r:. ~': .• / 
criticism of their ,former wives choices, raises several interest~ng 
• :. o· • • .0 '.' .... - ;,' .' •••••• 
questions. What exactly does it mean, that almost half of the fathers 
. • • : •• •• ' :',:_ I' ;. :',.: . .... ". ~ .. ';.: 'i ';. :." " 
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feel they ·have a greater commitment: to th~ir child :than their former 
wives? ·ls it necessary for the father,-to ·devalue his former wife:·to 
value 'himself?: Can. we equate "good fathering" with .. high· commitment? Can 
one. be overcommitted to a child? Can one be committed to a role (father) 
<, 
/ 
out not to the person that is part of the. rqle enac~rnent (child)? Is the ;) 
concept of d.uty, a required moral· obligation, part of their definition of 
commitment? Wha.t ·enabled thfs group ot" men to bind themselves emo-
tionally· and intel1ectually to ·the care 9f their child,.· where more 
typical-ly' men-1wi thdraw from their children after ~ivorce? .; I " 
,'" .:! ·~e~~aps. related to .these though~~ ;o~ f~thers and .comm,itment ar~ the 
change in prl,~rities that often occur ~fter divorce vis a .vis a· father.'.s 
." .. '. , .. 
·'1 \yor·k. ·demanqs. Usually out of economic necessity a~ welJ as dl.!e to social 
e~pe~tati.ons, a father· ina,n' intact fami~y gives· priority to ·his work over his 
• 
.. 
nurturing responsibiJities. After separation, family life is often on a 
par 'with ·work for fathers with' joint custody; it must "be for, him to 
fulfill his"degal orcontactual, obligations to his, child, although 'eco'- , 
nomic .. burdens may have increased. Child-care:·.responsibilities become 
legitimate 'activities, and' take on .an. importance at ,least (or almost) . 
equal to the'demands of work. This: is demonstrated by the fact th~t 
thirty:.:.seven·.fathers (84 percent) had to ,modify:·their, work s.chedules to· 
accommodate their child care arrangements. ".; .. ,. l 1 ;. ' .: '.' I _ '. 
!'.arenting .. alone after divorce req·uir:es· hardship .. even in the 'friend-
liest.'situations, and requires enormous' staf!lina .when' the . ."divorce· involves 
a .bitter· custody. fight.. There is 'pressur.e on the. father .and···mother to: 
. . 
justify thetirhe,. money, ·and effor.t spent in working. out a ·joint custody 
arrangement. Even if'a father's attitude towards 'child care 'initially. 













once he began to be an advocate for himself as an involved father, his 
beha'vior had to' become congruent with his publicly expressed beliefs. In 
such a 5i t ua t ion, it is often hard to admit to ambivalence. One father 
. i',': . '. \" " 
expressed this: 




I want my kids but sometimes I think, which 
an,parenfs ·think, god'damn it" why don't: ,', 
they disappear. But, when you are involved 
'-. ': ~rn a.battle ·like this you don't· permit .that: 
side to come out • 
• I :' : r ~'. : 
Thus, the harder that any pa~ent works at somethin~, ~r the greater 
., . 
the hardships-,endured, the greater the dissonance generated by any suspi-
. ; :', .1·. . . . . 
cion that the goal has not been wo~th it; and the. ,greater the necessity 
. '" 
of believing that it has all been worthwhile. Perhaps some of the high 
• : ...; • ~ :' .::.,.. :,' J .:,;, • • I • i: .-: 
participation, satisfaction and joy reported by the fathers in this study 
. " . .. ~ 
I •• •.• • • .•• 
can be attributed to a need to achieve c:onstancy between their beliefs 
-~ ' .. ' ~ . ..,' . . ': :' . 
and values, and their actions. If fathers are highly involved, they need 
, , . .: '. . " 
to justify their high participation with values that endorse it; if they 
\.. " • : '. -; " • • .' ~ ". • • I " " 
value high participation, then they must act in accordance with their 
. i ~ . ~ '.. . !. 1 .,' ..... 
beliefs. In either case, a dissonance between beliefs or values and 
• I.i , 
• ~.!. " ", ., 
behavior will create a state of tension which will motivate efforts to 
. " -0' 
: ....... ie" .' 
achieve consonance between their attitudes and actions. 
, . 
,',;',J.,' ':..1.-.- ;: . " . 
Guilt was another theme that emerged, although it is not possible to 
,- . t I. . I ;, . . ." . 1:-' .. : ~ ':. .. 
do more than note its existence for some men as a motivation for some of· 
;" .. 11''; • I 
• ~" '. '.' I '.:~: ~ ',: ".'i" I .', , .. 
their ,~fforts, particularly if the break was "their fault". A feeling 
. ~ • , . • , :" •• ' ~ I ;', .' .... ' -:~~"" ". .;' t....· . . \:.. \. '.' : . 
expressed fairly' often was 'that divorce is bad for kids, that an intact 
. . . " ' ... ' . i • .1-.:" '.::',,! .:' .I. '... • • 
famiJy is best, and if you can not give your child the best family setup, 
" :. : ....... 
.···1 ·f .... : ••• " 
at least give him the best of yourself. This was not, the same as IImaking 
' .. ; ...... , .. •. ', \'j :.;, " . -: -:: ,:, :' ~ ..... 











































~:'!.' ~ .. \!. . ;..' .~' . 
Predictors of Father Influence 
. .' . . . 
The a~~u~t 'of influe'nce a father perceives he has on his child after 
:.1 :';' .. ::_ .•. 1 
... ,." '0 " t' '. -; '~"J.'~" .~: .. (, 
divorce taps an indirect as well as direct effect. It relates t~. control 
I ' •. ;' . . . • , . '.': .:~' ". : ,... .... ... , . 
~rid an ability to effect certain' behaviors from a distance. It is a 
~ ..... ' :. . ~ ;. :'. .... ;.:.' .. '.' ~ .:' ': ; r· -.:: ........ " '.' ~" . 
~:.ifferent dimension from the actual behavior and enjoyment that occurs 
. -'.. .. . .. - .' . 
while carrying out certain child care functions. There is a greater 
. "". :" "~ -: 
. spread of scores from l~w to high influ~nce" that doesn't appear in the 
,". 
other two f~the,ring measures,. ,which are:.more ·uniformly high. 
Influence is very sensitive to the age of a child, and the strongest 
, ; • I .:- ~_. :: • "; 
. . 
predictor of the father's perceived influence was the child's age. Fath-
. f.. ,. . i • ,- .• ' ;. : l ' • . I .. -. ~. \.. • 
ers felt less influential with older children, anc;l acknowledged 'their 
• .,. i.':!: . '; ';-.\ : '. "" :., '::'<-. 'o'~""', i';" 
older 'childrens' independence. The . second predictor of ·influence was how 
far the father 'wa~: fro~"hi~:,,~hi'iCi.:when.:·t~~·~~~il~ was at his mother's, 
~ouse,. " ~r~is effect. ,was streng~hened wt:t~n the. c~ild ca!e .. :~cttedul~ was 
~~f!I~in.~cI wit~ the, ge<;>grapJ:!ical dh5~ance ~~tween coparents. There is 
undoubtedly a: criti~al dista'1ce :beyonq. w!lict"l..in~ll!~nce declines. About 
'I." • t ,.' • • f .'; i I ~ _ ••. 
two-thirds ~f '·the. f,a~~ers i.i,~~c;I withIn .'~ix rnil~s, 9t .th~ir coparent. The 
rest between' atio~'t ~ i'o ,'~nd ;'60 miles, wi\~'h' oin~:'f~~he; who lived 150 and one 
father who,lived ... ,l800 miles:,from·:their~·former'wives. Based upon the 
dissatisfactions of·the,fathers .who had;.todrive and set up child care 
',' .......: :' ,',. : .... :r.,. " 
schedules according to the school week, once the distance began to in-
volv~" ~n' hour's" ~;iV~, and' p~y~~~~~' re'~idence . at" 'o~~" h;~e du~:~~'~: t~~" 
, •• 'I ~ ... .• • I ~ . . .' '. ....;. : \ ". '" ' ... : .... . t.' 1 '. .••• • : ~ .' .. ' 
school week, difficulties 'emerged which could ~ave led to diminished 
::- .~'. . ,': !'. : .. .' .':, f;·. ~ .. '~ •. , : . ~ I: . . ': ," . .,',' , .. ;.' . " .. ~ '. ,'r :. f ',-
perception of influence on the child. The two fathers who 'lived very far 
" • ~ '. .. .. '. : . .. . .. • . . ' . ~ ! .. ~. '.: " . . . .. !. '; .,,' . . :- ~.:." J 
from their former wives had their child less than' 25 percent of the time, 
~ I .. .0,'. ':. • ': ; ~ " . - ~.. :.: :. .' " ." ...... 0' . 
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because of the time spent· with' their child •. 
'F~t~ers, in general, felt less influential. with· their' da~ghters than 
with. t.hejr.· sons. The child's gel"!~er \Vas the third predic.tor of influ-
,c~~: . .particula~IY as the girls got· 01ger, s~me of the fathers said ~hey 
felt less :able than the mothers to· deal· with menstr\,Jation.and other 
.~_.I 
i~sue~· of adolescen t girls., • 't •• li,'.l : 
. '.':;. !. ····I'm conscious that may not understand 
her 'needs. 
• "i ,.,"":' • I I" • J...... ~.. I ~.. . .~ _ . 
The girls seem to confide more in certain 
:.areas· with my· wife.;.. . , 
· Menstruation scares me. . , , . 
'::". 
. ·In particular, many··fathers expressed ·frustration at. being unable: 
to· shop for, clothes with their daughters as they got older. 
When my daughter. tried on a bra,· 1 had· . 
to go to the other end:of the store. 
, , 
Being able to accompany them to the ladies dressing room or ladies room 
when they' were younger was' another issue~: 
.':. I'.can't go 'into 'the ladies room when we 
are trying on clothes. That is the number 
one stumbling block. She can't button the 
buttons so she drapes it on and 1 finish it 
when she comes out.· 
· Did ,you ever' stand outside the ladies 
room and wait for your 6 year old to 
· come, out and she doesn't come out? You 
si t t here and wonder wha t' 5 going on. 
Many of the: fathers acknowledged that we live in a sexist society 
and that it. is hard not .to be affected by sexism although there is an 
effort to resist it. But having influence over a daughter.'s development 
: ' .. :. 
is not the same as 'finding it easier or harder .. to :relate to her, and 
.. 
'10 .'. 
there was no discernible pat. tern in this 'respect. 
.,: 
, .. ,. .... 























Expansion of the father's role. On a theoretical level, role theory 
.. ' 
is of some ,assi,stance in' at tempting., to understand' the high degree of 
'I . . 
satisfaction, par,ticipation and" influence experienced by this group of 
: . " ~. 
, , , 
fathers. The role of most of the fathers in this study expanded after 
(' " ::' ',.,' ',"', ' 
"qivorce to include activities and functions that were previously par-
I~' ( • • ..' 
tiaJJy or excluslveJy performed by I the mother. By striving and attaining 
"skills necessary"for performance 'of 'the. role of a part-time single parent 
..... 
'. '." 
who can function alone with his child, an integration of a new identity 
• • . • • I ~. • i 
a,p~ears to have ~ccurred for many of the fathers. This identification as 
~omeone, with an in.tense, <,a~tive commitment to the care of his child, 
• ·r .', .• 
prov.ided the father with enormous sa~isfaction, and pride in his accom-
plishments. 
Now I feel more integrated and authentic. 
about being a father' (3 years' later). r;~, .. i 
guess that means understanding ,where I 
end and he begins. ' ' 
Traditionally, a man's identity has depended more ,uP':)o' command over 
economic"' resources tJ:aan upon his relationship to, his, family',m~mbers. 
Data from thi,s study suggest that', the ex'perience of functioning as pri- ,'-, 
mar·y paren t' :ra ther than secondary or auxilHary one, has enabled fathers 
to form and shape a new identity, and has changed the w~y they perceive 
" 
, ' , 
' .... 
• •• I r. i " .: I •. 
I am happier with them now and 
'1:, feel" bet ter, 'about: myself now~', :: , 
I 'am, m'ore competent now;,:the 
quality is better. 
I had never really understood that 
, . could take care of hi m before. I realized, 
how important that part of my life (with my 
was to me. I· hadn~t : realized' ihbefore. ' .. I 
, ' 
felt relieved that I could take care of him; 
,'i . it wasn'l.· ~ burden.. '. 
.. ~ .. 
',. ,',. ',' 
son), 




.. .. ~. '. 
) 
., I ihink' I have::always·had nurturing· qualities 
but they were sort of dormant before I began 
to 'be a co-parent. CoparEmting is' also a 
sense of obligation. I 'have something my 
son needs ·and isn't get ting: ' ,; . . 
....... 
. ' . 
, .... 
,':'" '-
/' A 'generally very high' lev'el of confidence was 'expressed by most men: 
\ 
'-.,'. 
'.' . I feel I am doing a good job and'tieing . 
c·a parent is very difficult. 
. ',' ~. : 
- .... ,:.; 
I now feel competent in terms of disci-
'. , .: :', pJining; 'I never felt confident befo're:' :' 
.';\,.:~·On ·theother· hand, the fathers ·who.had,their child :Iess then 'twenty-
five' percent of the ;time often had difficulty 'when they were with 'the . 
. child,: since ·there, was· 'hot enough time to. achieve·a strong feeling; of, . 
confidence .and competence. One father explained: 
:' 'i : ·When' I have' the children; i'm~n·ervOl.is· , 
if I have nothing to do with them. I 
:-: -. If' feel deficient in what I can do for them.' 
I keep telling myself that being with 
." : .. " .~ ':: them is enough,. but, I don.'t· feel· that way. 
"It. is . .possible' that ··the expansion of· the parenting role helped compensate 
for' the; loss of the' spousal role~ so" that 'the feelings of having failed 
in the marriage 'were made up by the ·satisfactions of increased compet"ence 
with the child. " . 
' . , . " .. ., 
Joint Custody as an Act of Social R ecogni t ion 
i i" . ~ 
' .. 
Reality is a matter of definition; a social situation has meaning 
, .' t ; ~ ~. I • 
according to how it is defined by its participants. 
'.... ~, • : .• I', .:. . • '. .' 
The fathers' defini-
tion of their legal situation is a critic<;ll, facet of their post~ivo~ce . 
... " ; .. , ... '. . '" . ,'.. ..... '.' . .' 
arrangement. which must be. 'explored to understand and.i.nte~pret th~ ,re-
o • "I .~, '. • '. " '. 
suIts of this' inquiry. ., 
" ;' .... 


































are associated with taking care of it chi"id. But to reinforce his or her 
identification with' this role, there must also be, acts of social recogni-
tion. Social demands a~e as nec;essary t.o identification as 'are the indi-
(vidual skills and abiJl ti iies (Biddle, Bruce, Thoma~, 1955). 
"'~) Legal'" rEf50~nitiOri of the father's posl tion as equal but alternate' 
custodian of 'his child was 'an' 'act of' ~o~~al rec::ogniti~n that was neces-
'!iary for m'6st of these'men to feel that they were "legitimate" parents. 
Almost without except'ion, fathers indiCafed in 'the interview that they 
needed the legal status to complete their' identific'ation of themselves as 
haVing a s~gnificant an!=' impor~ant ef.fect on their child's emotional and 
physical d~~~lopment. '. Ther~ . .were, tw'o q~alifying' exceptions. The first 
was when the' mother had chosen a, lifestyle (such as homosexual or highly 
promi~cuous or unstable) where, by most standards, the father would be 
considered t~e mO,r~ fit parent, and his p~sition was not, threatened. The 
second was ""ideal" situa'tions when the father and mother had cooperated 
in a joint parenting arrangement for so long, that the the father's legal 
. ~.:. . 
status was no longer ve~y important t<? him. Legal acknow~edgement was a 
" ' 
necessary, but for the mpst part, not a sufficient condition. Most of 
• . • . . .! '; ..... . 
these .fathers fe.!t they needed substantial time with t,heir child and 
• " •. ' I' •.••• '. :.,'i ." .j. .• , ..• 
g~og~a~~ic~.l p~o~im~~:, ;a~ well as legal ;protection of their parental 
functions. 
For most individuals who divorce, it is the first time they come 
into contact with the .legal system, and fo~ those. who' get involved in a 
.. t' ,. • . 
custody flg~t, with. the family ~ourt. The law :carries enormous author-
ity, and most people expect to live within its limits. Conviction was 











Joint custody is important because it 
validates the father's importance. ' Child-
ren know parental love is constant and not 
fleeting; it isn't negotiable or arbitrary~ , 
It doesn't aUow a fa'ther to fall into the trap 
of devaluing himself; it reminds him of his 
commitment and keeps him in the right 
direction when he feels vulnerable. 
'-
It makes a statement to the child that there 
is a difference, between parental love and 
romantic love. 
Joint custody limits the power of the mother. 
Joint custody was a guarantee that would see 
• my kids., 
When you have joint 'custody"You are telling 
yourself constantly as well as the world 
around you that your values and commitment are 
t~ fathering and parenting even if you wonder . 
if 'you are that good at it., It makes a 
statement for ourselves and keeps us' in the 
r igh t direc t ion. 
, 
.. 
Joint custody says that children are not an object 
of barter, they are not property to be divided 
like the house, car, and furniture. 
135 
Fathers advocated a legal guarantee for equal decision making power 
as especially necessary when there was high conflict between ~hem and 
their former wives. Legal validation was critical for the continued 
co~~i!ment of fathers whose wives w,anted sole c.ustody and ~~e power to 
determine the father's access to his child. Otherwise, as one father 
said: 
i'· 
. ~ . 
When a father is closed out, one way to handle 
the pain' is just ,not ,to'confront the source of 
your pain. A lot of fathers abandon their kids 
under traditional divorce situations, because " 
they just can't reconcile themselves to the 
amount of pain as opposed.,to the amount, of· joy' ". 
they are getting. Joint custody renurtures or ' 


















.. When there', was a great Clear of' disagreement betweE!n··a mother' and 
father, 'they were· not sharing parenti"ng in the style 'of a couple with 
more similar beliefs. " However,"' joint d.istoCfY· did 'provide .a. framework for 
"pari:tllel parent ing" to· work.· The' for'ce of a legal agree~ent needs more 
1 . 
( recogriition and' support as 'one method.o{·providing the fra~ework for 
........ ' . 
). '" 
" Jomt i)ar'enting when parents· are' hostile; to 'each' of her.· ... 
• .1 . 
Ii might be worth noti"ng again "at', this poin·t· that 37 of the 
j • 
fa:thers' felt, t~at joint cus.tody.-·was· best for -them 'and their' child, and 
among those :37' were 'many with currently :hostile' relationships 'witn 'their 
former' wiv.es. ";'A father ·in· particularly :'ac'rimonioLis Circumstances said: 
. ~ . '.' . . . My"ex: wanted me out :arid she \vanted sole custody, have'· 
me visit every Sunday, if that. It was not that I 
valued my exwlfe's contribution. If I were a widower 
I think I would be a good father and l would have them 
all' the ·'time.· r'do not think: they' would be any less 
well off. But I felt that with a living mother, a 
child needs to have contact with both pare'nts, and I 
would be depriving 'them of that. Because no' mat ter 
what· the parent is in my estimation, 'you are the 
parent • 
Of the seven:· fathers who wanted sole' custody;' four had difficult rela-
tionships with their former wives and wanted sole custody as a means of 
", , . 
coping with :wh'a~~·t.hey· perceived' as her. :unre1iab~1i(Y. The other three 
wanted the power· :-to decide what was best for their child because they did 
not like many of the decisions made by· the child's mother. One of the 
" . '~':' I!.··. '_ ' .. 1 .. : ::~~"'~ .' :,' 
fathers who" felt his for'mer- w·i·fe 'was':'n6t ·a .. positive influence on his 
',' ., 
child- said h~. could accept joint custody 0':11y beca'use he felt it was 
: I '. ; : . ,: :' .' , 
really de fac:to sole cust'oay·. His ·former\ wife: saw the child about one 
\ 
day a week and he made. most; of.!the decisions. Another 'fa'ther said that 
.' : I, 
. , 
'if he had to':do it again,"he would ~i~ht for sale c\istody because his' ex-
. , :., : .' 







who wanted sole custody for himself, felt joint custody was better for 
• ~ '0 • ' •• f~ . ~.! :': ':,.;, : .', •••••• ~:.', ... _ .' .~ •••• ; .• : • 
his chiJd. Only four fathers felt that the mother's involvement was not 
. .. ".j . • " 
impor'tarit for the 'child; 'the other 'fortY fathers claimed 'th~' ~other's 
i~~olvement w~s' necessary fo~ their"c~il~rs healthy devel6pmen,t. 
• .: ~ I '. ~ -., ': • • • • '. • '. '. •••••• , 
One' father had been in a protracted legal battle with his ex-wife , 
"', ~ :', ' ~ , : , , ' " " ,~, '. 
(for three years 'until the court 
~~.I. I .' . ~ . 
• eO' • 
been fighting for sole custody. 
'i .', .. ' .' .. 
ordered joint custody; his ex-wife had 
He, as weit as se'veral' oth~r' fath~~si in 
" 
high conflict sj~uatjons, could not move out of the house until the 
0, decree, was final because, ,as his lawyer said, "if you are thinking about 
. ! 
joint ,~ustody, qf the chjJ~ren, you:,~~JJ neve.r get i,t i~ you ,mqve;:,out of 
the house. ' Th~ judge will, think: ,you ~ban~one,d ,the children,.", ,D~sp~te, 
th~, :b~q,er,nes~- and ho~tiJity, that ~emained, he ~escribed how -he and his' 
'exwife now divided parenting on a fifty/fifty basis: 
, .. 
':'" ,'" -, ' If you have conflict, you, have ,to have , '" 
-.' "the legal framework first, t'o bind the peopie's 
,', ,';! ::. b~havior., You, have to. have ~verytl1ing written 
, down~ signed by you and your ex-wife' and lawyers 
~s witnesses. You, have to say if anybody ,vio-
lates this then it has to go back to court, and 
,:,t/:le person, ~~o yiolates. ~t p~y's.-for ,couq c,osts,. 
, .", ~f, my ex, prevent~ me from, seeing. t~e ;:' " 
children by holding them longer than her 
,.,"," ,custodial time, when I get .t,he.rp;! c~n do the, 




• .! . . ',., , ' •. ,r : - 1 •• 
If you are a visiting parent and keep the' 
," ' .. children an extra day because she didn't aJJow 
, 'you ,to 'see them, she can call the police, show 
, ~~~m the, custody ,9rder, .sho-.y thefTl.,~he".viol~tio,n", 
that he is only a visiting parent and has no legal 
,: rjgh,ts, an.~ he c,an go" t<;' iai~. ~~th 'our situa~,ion", 
since we are both custodial parents, legally all 
, ,either parent can d~ is see th~ir lawyer. Wha~, .. " 
'you do is take away "aU' tho'se weapo'ns that angry 
people will use. Y9.u l}1ak.e it ir:n,possible for,.-
them to do anything else. That allows the thing 
to work, because Y'?u both knqw you,' have ,eac~." 
other by the vitals. If you do it to me, I wiU 
"d~ it to you. .' :," :',. , ,:': ' .. 
...... 
. .... 





















For the majority of men, joint custody was the legal support they 
needed to sustain their" perception of their significance fa their child, 
and diminish their fears about the loss of the relationsh,ip, either 
through grad~al at trit ion" or' by the mother's" physically removing the 
" 
child. A joint parenting arrange'ment 'was sustained without mutual sup-
port~".f as "long "as the parentai rights of both parents, were guaranteed by 
law~ 
The Coparental' Connection 
All of' the fathers in this' study 'maintah,ed, a direct relationship 
with their former wives. However, that relationship revolved around the 
mutual concern for their chi,ld; there was comparatively little additional 
contact. 
, Undoubtedly, a 'cooperative and mutually supportive relationship be-
. " 
tween divorced parents reduces the 'crisis-potentiating stress associated 
with divorce for all family members. ,Also, given current societal 
" ' 
changes :,w~ich. include mothers in the labor force and fathers in the labor 
room, the issue has become not whether, but how, divorced parents can 
, " , ' 
continue to share parenting effectively. Yet, there are antequated norms 
" ' I 
on how divorced'spouses should relaie;'and'little irdormation on how tht7Y 
.' II ',' • • ." .... , '. 
actually do relate. I,' , " " , .... " . 
This' st'udy dl'd 'n6{ direc:tly fbcus"on' the post divorce relationship 
between spouses; data' from bc)th m~thers and fathers are necessary to 
investigate this process. 'Ho~ever', within "a, systems framework~{'which' 
considers t'he reorganization' and, redefinition of family roles as part' of 
the divorce process, informat'ion' from the' father' about' his perception of 





ment, with his· child. 
.' ' 
, ,'In describing how fathers, would like their relationship .wi,th, their 
ex-wives, :to be,. ~he phrase. that occurred most frequent~y was "business-
lik~.JtI " '("'ere was an acceptance of the need for contact, but a plea for 
... it to be cordial, and confi.ned to issue~ pertaining to the child, without 
the·-tancOr and bitterness. 0'1 .~he issues pertaining to the divorce. The 
" ,: 
phrase "I would like our 'coparental r~altionship to be," elicited the 
· , 
followin'g 'responses: 
I . ," 
Quiet, be able t'o 'talk abo~t parenting issues' 
,. without dumping all the oth~r ba~gage onto 
. the . relationship. 
" ... 
Civil"; on business terms 
Coopera t i ve an'd' honest; she. doesn' t 
k~ep agree'ments 
. ~riendly, like ol~. lovers. 
I would Hke it to be t~at, 'I hope your 
, " life is going well.' , 
:'1 
. ,: :. M~~y' fa'thers \vere qui te ama:i~d to discover that "the relationship 
t'lley 'h'a"d with their former wives was now acteptabie 't'o' t'h'~'m, alter 
seve~al' :years ~:of hOS~iJity.' ' 
~. 
Right now, I wouldn't like our relationship 
· :', i, .• to be any different," which is an amazing. 
achievement and realization. A few year's 
" ago I would have answered differently. 
· . I. ~ . .. • I 
I:' 
." . 
I~ &en.e.ral, the hostility i~ .~he rel<l:tion,ship ?ecreases as, ~im~. ~~,es 
on, . bu t:, several fa t hers said there had, bee~ no change i!", . t.he amoun t of 
anger. even af.ter a couple of 'years,arad, for some, a deterioration of . the 
" • _.: • " • •• • ,.' • " _. I • • ••• ', 
relationship due .~o· new cir~ums,ances, in either. parent.'s life. Informa-
t~o~ from .~he interviews suggests that the task for the fathers in bitter 






in order 'for them to accOmplish the ·task at hand.. Many of the fathers 
.with 'disharmonious 'relationships found that "emotional distancell ·was. the 
. answer'; to their adaptation.-
. , .. 




. . ; :. ~ 
When she starts to· do her number' on me 
., I simply say, bulishit, I am 'not talking 
. to you about it.· Before, I would have' 
engaged her, argued with her. 
When decis~ons' regarding the child had to be made, the issue often 
1 1 ,' 
..... 
became one of how to resolve differences of opinion with the child's 
'. ....'. j' ~ .. '.' • •• ~' • I 
rriother. For the fathers in nonconflictl:1al supportive relationships, 
• ~ • r'" • :. , • • • : :,' , : • •• 
differences that arose were primarily negotiated by talking with each 
. .... 
" ~ ~ . 
other. In high conflict situations, lawyers were sometimes brought into 
',... . . '. 
the negotiation. Resolution was often reached because the boundaries of 
i . ..' ~ - . 
the legal agreement ··were used to settle ·the. dispute •. Almost all fathers 
" :: ., 
stated they. tried to ignore all but. maj~r disagreements. A recurrent 
solution and' trick to coping. with behavior of their ex,..wives that they 
found'disagreeable, was to acc::ept a loss of control over what happened at 
the "other house.1I , In one fashion or- another,' decisions were -made' and 
children were. not left in limbo; according to :these ·fathers. In fact, 
many fathers said. tha~ joint 'custody ,was inot' hard for' the Child; it was 
• • •.• ! , . ' .. • ~ • . • ••. ~ . ~ •• ,,', 
the parents that 'had the more difficult task; 
In most instances; Lthe fighting t~at 'occurred: between coparents, 
• I " • 
would not have. been. avoided with a ·sole custody .disposition. The alter-
:. .. ~ . ~ .. 
native of sole custody to either mother or father was not considered a 
" .' . '" . . . . '; 




\ .. - . 
in this sample. 
I r . 







them obscures the .fact t~:at the ~aipr.f~Y of: re.la!ionships withili. one to 
two years postseparation are primarily .cooperativ~ in .nature,. at least 
~4 
~~garding th~ c:::hi~d. About thr~e-fQ~q~s. o~, .:the fa.ther~,. had some support 
for thei~ relationship to their child. .. . . ... 
. . ., ..' 
"Shared parenting" or "parallel parenting". 9ne consideration, in 
eva-(uat,in.g ~he ;quality ..of the coparer:ating relations~ip appears t? be how 
coparenting is defined. 
~ . " . 
Join~ par.enti~g car:' be. defined as "shared 
. . . . .... .'
parentir:agl~ or ~s I1parallel parenting" .. depending upon ~he nature of t,he 
" • '" '.I • . . 
c~parental. relati.<?nship. Shared parenting is defi~ed as a process, ~h~r~., 
divorced p~ren'ts, each of whom is actively invqlved .with their cJ:lHd, . 
• t. :. '.. •••• • 
discuss and dec:ide. tog.ether w~at is best .for the child •. They are, ~ctive­
ly involved .with each other. 
· ..... . . .. 
..' . 
. . 
. . We wouldn't want to ·undermine each other. 
We support each other, and agree on 75 percent' 
of things. We reconcile t~e rest somehow. ", " .' .. ' 
We are lucky; she is' competent, capable and 
. responsible. There is a lot of in teract ion 
.. between me and my ex. 
Para:ilel parenting exists when two parent are actively involved in 
their 'chllCl's Hie, 'but not 'with' each' other.' Theiy"do not discuss differ-
~nces, B~t' rea'lize' th~t e~'ch wilJ 'do' wan'i they w~Mt:' 
. ' .. 
...... , 
She "thinks 'my ch~ii:e: 'of movies I take them to 
.. aren't good, and I t.hink she is too much of .a 
health food 'fanatic.' We each promise to change. 
. We do have' joint custody • 
with her to. make it. clear 
say anything about what i 
they. .are with. me.. . 
.. . " 
'1 'h~~~ had' to fight 
tha t I do not have to 
do wi'th the kids: ~hen . 
" . 
. '.·C " ... j' .. I'. 
If .. coparenting is de~i!1~d .~s c~Hd-~'are task~ .~o be .pe~formed by each 
p~rent, independen~ of. consultation w~t~ the other parent, then the 
· . ,... '. '..' . . . 











shared process. ~oparenting has been defined as t,he process. of caring 
r 
for ~ cl'}'ild after th~ parents divorce,. yet charac~er:-istics of different 
s~yles ?r type~ of coparentaJ relati~~.s~ips have n~t yet been .delineat.e.d. 
Parenting interaction •. The amount of coparental interactio,n that 
::' cen,tered ,on the child (parenting component of the coparenting measures) 
, " ..., 
was signif~cantly correlated with the amount of fathers' perceived in-
'. . 
fluence, .and frequency, of fathers participation, with their childr,en. The 
,. ,~ '.. . . .. , " ' , 
distinction between the .pa.renting and nonparenting component of the 
~ .., . ..' \. .' ..' " . ' . 
coparental relationship must be, kept in mind, because fathers' participa-
.... ." '.'; .. ' 
tio~. a~d. influence do n~t relate to .the .~~ount of cO£1tact the fath~~ ~ad 
with his former wife abou,t subjects unrela~ed to ~heir chil~. .The 
frequency of contact the mother and father had with each other about non 
:', l . .' , 
c.~.ild-re,lated· issues was ,remarkably little. This suggests divorced 
parent.scan continue a 'par~nting rela~ionship while discontin.uing a 
marital one. 
·7 .; 
.. .'.;"P~renting tfl~eraction" is the only one of the,seven measures of the 
co~arentin~ ~~,l~t~or:ship significantl,Y correlated with father participa-
t ion a~d. inf.1u~nce. I~ ,~ddi t io~, ,the . ~~opnt of .s.u~port qr con;~~i~t: ,.tha t 
exis~e~" a~ .. part· of the paren~ing r,el~tions,hip doe~ .. not ~~plai~ t;he :amo~nt 
of ':parenting .int~raction.". There i~ almost as much discussion about the 
. • ~ ...' l.. • ..., '. I Cr... • . " 
child in conflictual as in. supportive ,rela tionship~. 
'. '." , . '.i 
'. 
. In Ahrons': (1980) research 01') di~orced noncustodial fathers, p,arent-
. ~ j i' ~. I .;.:. • • I , ' ' .' 
, 
ing int.eract~on was. the. most importat:lt predictor of father ir:'lVolveme':lt, 
.. ., • .' ••••• _. '" '., I • .' , ..... 
and the mother's s'up~ortive a.ttitude toward .the .fathe~ was t~e second . 
predictor. Thus,)t was ~ssl!rne~. that when th~, mot~er ~r:ad fa.ther t~l~ed to 
" • . '. ' = ' • ' • 
one. ano~her, the tone of the. di~ussion was more .s~ppprtive .than conflic-
'. ......' . ',' .. , . '. 












. .. . ". . . : ~! ... .' . • :',. ~. 
in'terac'tion about child-rearing issues and a supportive attitude of the 
,'" ,'.. . • . i • ~~. 
mother be important predictors of father involvement?' The answer could' 
.• : .J ", #' ", 
be that her study of father involv~ment' ~as with' a s~rr:iple' of sole custody 
I " • I '. " I ~ • I' : .' . i' ., : , .' • 
mothers ar:d visiting fathers. Father irwolvement for nonc~st~dial 
) '.': 
fathers is dependent upon support fro'm the mother; in this sample of 
I .... /; • .-. , j ~. I' 
joint custody fathers, it is not. 
'" ~ 
" -. . ' ... " 
Ahrons concluded from her study of noncustodial fathers that the 
. . r .,; .' _ ':": : ... : \ 
quality of the relationship between divorced parents affected the amount 
; I ~. . • .' • j • • 
,I" ':.' 
and intensity of the father's involvement with his child. The data from 
. ' .. 
. .' ' .. . .. , ; 
this study only partially support her view. In this research, the amount 
. " • ,'I t' ': 
- ..".. ~ .. '~. t.. 
of parenting interaction is correlated with the father's' participation 
~ ... : 
a~d 'infi'ue~c~, but th~ father's perc~ived support from his former wife 
'. " ~ 
did not si'gnificantly affect his participation' or influence. With join't 
I ,f' •••. • . • 
custody fathers, the father's relatioriship with the mother and her res-
:: '! .' 0' 
. '" -" . pect for his parenting approach was not associated with the amount of his 
in'volvement with his' child. 
I . 
In other words, th~e join't custody mothers do 
:: "I."': . '. :, I • I ; " • • ! I "'::'. • ~~. 
not appear to be as powerful as the sole custody mothers in controlling 
. '. , . .' . . I" ." .' ;~ .. [ . 
the father s presence or absence; there is less risk of the discontinua-
.:. I 
~ .... : t •. ~ I. 
; : • , ~ • '". : • • : ;'-. 1-
He believed that 'women 
•. .' ~, ~ .,": ' . ,: • 0" = 
were ~~~~ .. ~~i"ted f~r 'c~~'e 'of' ~oun'g chi'ldr~n 'than' ~~~, s~ when he divorced 
~ i C . ,. .' : i ' "' ::,'" : ,'. 
he chose to be a noncustodial father • For the first three years, he' saw 
. , '. ~ .. ~ ',; .. ~~.~.~. 
his son frequently: a~d hi's' relationship with his for~er wife was friendly 
.' .. ~ • " ( t' . ~ ""II - " I. , '. " I ~ • 't _ , ~' ,. ; "' .: . • : 
and trustful, until she announced she was going to move to Florida be-




















c~use stte,liked warm w,ec;lt~er.:·.He th~n we!')t to court 'to. fight f(,).r.:i~int 
( 
custody? .:'YJ:lich ~e finally..:. w~n aHhough .. after she moved. As .he 'said, "her 
moving sl1owed. she, didn~t: ~~Ju~ my relationship with our son." .Although 
) he feels he has less influence with his child than he did when their 
I .... '\. , 
. . . 
~:child-lived' closer, and he" "is" contin'ually enraged at his ex-wife for 
moVing~' ~~ ne~ded' to' affirm to himself, hi's ex-wife, and his child that 
.. '.' . .,: . . '. 
he would not be denied access to his child, and that his child (now age 
• I •••• • '0 . i .' 
12) could· riot be denied access to him. '. ,- ... ' .. ' 
',' • • •••• • • .' I •• ,';- .. 
Wha t 'needs to be explored, is why the father's frequent child-
,. 
• • I ~ ;' 
" ,.... . . , .' . 
related interaction with his former wife contributes to high involvement 
1 ; • .~'. '. .... . • • ! . . 
quency of child-related discussions. For example, does the process of 
•• " 00. I. • • ,.,,'1.' I. 'r. • . • 
ac·tively communicating about his child enable a father to feel that he is 
an important influence on his ch:iid's' gro~t'h~nd':d~~elopment? Possibly, 
. . . . . . . : . " ' . . ~.' '. ". . 
in less cooperative situations, when a father must more aggressively 
f'ight' 'for what he values for his child, he may feel more influential, and 
• • • -, . !',. 
do more with his child to r:naintain his influence, than he would if there 
On the other hand, 
.. . . . . \ . :~ ... ' l,.: . ; " . . :',:' I •• ': • • " 
if a father is active with his child and feels influential, he may want 
l'. ;: r ...,..', . : " . ,. ' .. ~_ ';" . :" .•.• . ~; • '" . ~ .:' '. . 
to be in more frequent contact with his former wife ·to discuss problems 
.:. . '. : ~ '" . .,;. .: I. ." . ~... • '" . i. . , ~ = 
and progress. There is usually no one who is as intimately ,interested in 
~ :: - ,"!.,' .',. , .. ', ','r 
the···child's development as the child's parents. If a fa ther is feeling '. 
lik~ '~ "visitor", he r:,ay be h~lpeci to i~'~;f 'm~re' invoived ; by taJki~g '~about 
',' '., . ."'. ",;. .) .... ~ 
his child with his former wife. If he can't commmunicate with his former 
i ,', • ~ • ':.,' ~ .• ',. , ..••• ',: ' .. ,' :i;. ".\~ . -::. ~ ," :. .:. . -,,'. tl, 
wife, more active participation in his child's life' may provoke grounds 
for·di'scussion. 
• • . ..: : .-. • : .: j I : • .' • • • ~ .' !: I', _ 










understood, interventions can be "designed to promote desired behavior, 
I 
" and ""prevent less desirable consequenc"es. :Further research' is neces-
sary." to explain this relationship. 
Limitations and Strengths of this Study. 
,j Both the strengths and weaknesses of this study must be kept in mind 
while evaluating the results and implications of the findings. 
A major strength of this research is\~hat its subjects represent an 
unstudied group. Joint custody fathers have only recently begun to be 
studied, and samples have been small. In addition, there has been no 
." " 
previous research that has systematically included a sample or subsample 
" " 
of remarried fathers. Usually remarried fathers are excluded from the 
" "" 
~esearch study, or a few end up in the sample by default. Yet remarried 
fathers have had joint custody for the longest period of time and have 
negotiated a new family transition while retaining joint custody of their 
child. 
The use of both quantitative and qualitative data is another 
strength of this study. The extensive quantitative data that were ob-
tained with the questionnaire provided the structure for the analysis . 
. ". 
" . 
Without the qualitative information, the analysis would have been limited 
to a mathematical analysis. The" qualitative data not ortly enriched the 
. . . . . 
discussion of the "findings, but the experiences of the fathers added a 
" 
personal dimension to the analysis whic"h enhanced our unaerstanding of 
fathers with joint custody. 
Another important contribution of the qualitative data was to 
affirm the results of ~he quantitative data. There was consistency in 








" ........ -.- ...... ~ ..... . 
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d~ring the interview. The quaJitatiye data provided a mea~s of substan-
( 
~ja~.ing the fathers' responses, th~reby .increasing the validity of the 
,.,' ", ".. .••• " r I. '" 
stl.l~y, 
There are also a number of limitations in this, study. .A ~~j~~ 
.' •• • . • I 
weakness is t~.at this was not a random sample. A randomly selected 
,-I ' :. . ,.... • . • ' . , '. .•.. ..' ,'. 
sample wO!Jld have permitted .the findings of this study to be more confi-
l, • ~ .' ,.' -, .' ' . ." . . '::' . 
derytly.generalized to. other populations of joint custody fathers, al-
• ..' , . . I ': . . .. • •. 
tho,ugh at ~his time the population of individuals who have joint c~s~ody 
, ~ .' I· .' • • , . " . 
is not known •. The sample only included white, middle and upper-middle 
. . . . : ~ . , .' . . . .' . . . ~ . . ',' 
class individuals. and did not include ot her ethnic and income groups~ 
• • ~. • ... ,. • I,. !;' '"., • . .' .. ~ . I I I . 
Unfort.ur)a.t_~ly, ,th~ inaccessi~i1ity .of court records mak~s it difficul~, 
. " • .: • I . ',.,. '; -, • ~ •. ~.' 
~~. ,';I~t .impos~ible, to obt~i~ a rand~m sample ;which woul~. provid~ some 
. indication of the population of divorced families with joint custody • 
. '. . ! ".' . • 
Given the variability of postdivorce family structures, it would 
have he~n ',desirable t'o' have· a ·larger sample size. If the sample were 
larger~; comparisons coUld be' made be'tween g~oups 'of :'fa"ther's with 'dif-
ferertt':family characteristics, such as" with one/two or 'three 'chl'ldren; 
(;~ ~ a~~oiding 'to' the child care schedLile~' W {thin' group comparis~ns"'are 
'no't 'po~sihle, 'however, with 'a' sampie' of 44 'fathers' because the're eire··inot 
... : .. ' , . 
.. 
, ..... ' .' . r • ,.' • •• : ..' II • • -
A 'con't'rol' group' oCfathers"who did not· have joint custody' would have 
p~ovrded 'il' "co'tnparison group for the fathers in this study. During the 
.... t-" -I, . • '. '. ...... .' .... :. .• '. - '. .• 
conception of this study, using two"groups of fatherS was' cohsidered~.· .' 
However, since 'th~re is:50' little descrip'tfve information :about ~eri' 'who 
have' foi~t custody~; a compa'rative study was considered' prem~ture;'" It was 
. . . 
hot 'known whether fathers who have" ~seiected : joint' custody' a:re a'· ~)riori" 





de!iberat~ decision ~a~. mad~. to studX, only fathe~s with jo~nt <;l:Istody, 
gr.~ups of. fCl:thers witn 'sole .custo~y :.a!ld .without custody would Dave 
enable.d comparisons tc:> be r:n~d~. 
~~:s,t.. as it would ha~e adc!ed to .~he unde~~t~nding c:>~:the .. phenomenon 
to haye ;samples of fathers with different .. custody for.ms, studying the' 
"\ " ',. ... ." . 
...... 1 
c~ildr~';l .. ~I"!~ form:er wives o~ the .~a~h~fs wOl;lld ha'fe provided contrasting 
~l"1d d;if!,e~:ing perceptions .o~ fa~hers ~ehavi,?r, .. provi~i~g a 1110re valid . 
picture of. the situation •... It was decided not to interview the ex.,.~ives 
I ~ . • '. . •• . ..' .... I •• .• • .' • 
and chi.J.dr.~m 9f the .fathe~s .prlmarily ... be~.a.u~e of the.c.o.nstraints of time 
and .mo!:,ey~ ~ut a, .ben~.f~t of not req~iring. the;.pa~ticipa~iol). o! bQ~h 
fa ther~ an,~. mot~er:s, . w~s that .a more yar.i~d ~I!lpl~ ~f j~in( c,-\s.tody 
~c:'-~.he.~s: .,was .. o.bt~iDed t~an).f both pa.ren~s: had. to agre~ to :participate, 
~nd. reside: Jlear one another. 
Future' Research' Rec'~rrimend~tions '. ," ',' 
: Tlie' r'esults of this '~tuciy 'sugge~t :~eJ~ral dir'e~tions for further 
research •. The first recomm~nd~tior"'would be 'to'studY all members of the 
postdi~orce 'joint custody '1~mily~' The '~hild's' p~r~epti~ns as well as the 
. . ~I ~ .. , :,:' . • :" • I l. : .:. ...... . :. .~ . . . . : l" , 
parents perceptions' should De obtained, including measures of the child s 
. .. 
adjustment." Ail understa'nding':~f ho'w" j~int custody' 'is perceived by different 
fam'iiy' ~~mbers ~;olild '~ore "cl~a~ly 'd~firi~ its ~tre~gthls a'nd Ji~{t~~ions for all 
,~tio 'are involved • 
. 1··.· . 
. Now that more is known about the variety of fathers who have joint 
~ustody, i~c w~uld'~e u~eful to compare' joint custody fathers. with non-
custo~ial .~at~ers, c<?n·lr~l1.ing. f~r, som~ o~ .the s~gni1ic.an~· correlates of 
father,".i!1volvement such a.s ·the age of ~he child, .the child care s~hedule, 
and t,~e ge,?g~aphic dJsta.~c~. between. pare~ts •. <;:omparativ~ ·,stud~es would 
; 
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further illuminate what contributes to high paternal involvement and 
,contact with the child after divorce and remarriage. 
"The" coparental relationship also' needs more exploration;"'especially 
as" it relates to a father's involvement with his child. For some of the 
fathers in this sample it was very stressful to maintain" contact with 
J ' ":" 
their ",former wiyes, y~t frequent contact around" child-related issues was 
correlated with'higher frequency of "participation in child care" activi-
ties, by the father, and more perceived influence on the child's growth 
and "development. 'The' coparental relationship is a significant part of a 
divorced parent's" life",:' y~"t there" is not, enough' information about how to 
support that" rel~tioriship. Divorced 'parents have to be helped to 
continue a cop~renta~, relationship while discontinuing a spousal rela-
tionship, wh"en the boundaries' of each are ohen"unclear. Without a more 
focused picture of what aspects of the coparental relationship tend to be 
problematic,"it is" diffiCult to help divorcing parents structure their 
relationship in a war that will, minimiz,e postd~vorce conflict. 
The effects of' g~og'raphkar distance" and the child care schedule 
upon the parent-child relationship need further exploration. If the 
co"nsequence~ of various schedules for' children' of different ages were 
known, then parents could arrange a child care schedule that would 
facilitate their" invoi"vement with ttieir chlld~' as well 'as address their 
child's needs. 
, \",' \' .... 
Respondents' 'ReactionS"' 
Although reactions to'the questionnaire and interview were not 
" : ''\ ,'" 
solicited, sometlme~' respons~s wer"e volunteered" by the fathers. The 
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, , ;,' . 
effect the research had 'on the part;i~ip~'nts • 
. . Reactidns'v'arieci consider~bly'~' Orie ':i'ath~r, who was not able'-to'see 
. his children more than about 25 'percent of the week, and was ina battle 
for more· time stated: ' 
The questi'onnaire made' me feel very deficient. 
I love my children, but it made me feel deficient 
in the sense that' I don~t love them enough. The 
questions show some of your shortfalls in your 
interaction with the children. 
More typically, respondents talked about the, positive benefits of the 
questionnaire and interview. 






It was very helpful to me to do the question-
naire. ·It. helped me focus on the' positive 
side of what happened, It helped me see 
'specifically what is good, and what was going on •.. 
·1 'enjoyed doing the 'questionnaire; it Clarified 
my feelings and confirmed that we have worked it 
out well. " 
It was "thought provoking; "it made me aware that 
something is really there. 
I was shocked when you asked me what I would 
change about ·my relation'ship with my ex, and 
I couldn't think of anything. I don't think 
: I would have realized that if you had not 
asked me. 
Another father, the one whose ex-wife moved to Florida with his child, 
said: 
i. 
It brought up a lot of bad memories. It was 
interesting but not fun,' 
A father who has ·his·ichHd 'almost 'half time, but· had to· move because of 
;'work . obligations 'stated:' 
I 'feel go09 talking, 'even though it is painful~ 
It is painful and di~ficl!lt, but it gets into . 
some authentic feelings about being' a parent. 
I am amazed at the ineptness of most <;>f the 
stuff on joint custody. There needs to be a 
'~--.....-------"'-'-'--'--'-'-- . _ ..... -----------------
".' 
. ' 
. ~ , 
\ 
a 
r book about how people feel who have it, and 
if they would recommend it to other people. 
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~ost of the fathers in ,thisst'udy echoed the abov'e 'view, that there is 
not enough information available from the people who have joint custody, 
and this was a primary motive for t'heir' participation. Almost all of the 
~. fathers said they would be willing to have their children' interviewed 'and 
\_1 ,. 
would be available for further 'research. : 
Implications for Mental Health Practice 
Data from this study suggest some specific guidelines for social 
workers who are working wi t h divorcing families, either in mental heal th 
agencies, in connection with the courts, or privately. 
The most importarit decision divo~cing parents have to make is how to 
continue 'to care for their children. Arrangements must insure, as best 
as possible, that the children will maint,ain close c,?ntact with both 
parents~ , Postdivorce child care arrangements should be structured to 
maximize the partic,ipation of each parent in child care and to minimize 
the potential for confli~t between the mother and father. 
The first step towards insuring that both parents, and especially 
fath~rs, sustain involvement is to try .an~ negotiate a legal joint cus-
tody agreement. In that way neith~r pa,rent has been disinfranchised, and' 
the power to make important decisions has been r~tained by ,both par,ents. 
" ; Fat~er~, eSp'e~ially, ar~ i!lc1~ned te? be. af!~~~~d by the legal affirmation 
of their .. status. Legal c::ustody helps sustain a father's convinction of 
his own significance to his child's positive' development and can 
" ': .. 
encourage and reinforce parenting behavior. 
" .The quality of the relationship between the mother and father, 






.,' . .~. ' 
joint custody arrangement can work. Many fathers in highly conflictual 
situations stated that joint custody could be successful if the legal 
. " I 
agreement specifically enumerated the responsibilities of eact"!· parent, 
• 0' '. ,_ • .r 
. .. . ... : ';', ,', . 
and .did not depend on their good will towards each· other as a meaf)s of 
.. , .•. ~ . i • 
re~ol~·i~g . differences. i • • : I,' ~ ,,:. I . .;. . ;. I ... If there is the legal and social expectation that 
.1 
• : i \'. '0' .' .' ~' •• , \: • I • 
j ·parents must n·egotiate with each ot·her, there is a higher likelihood that 
• .:. I'~ • \ ~ • • ~.' • '.. ~. • 
it will. occur than if the expectation is that they are too embittered to 
., .. 
eve·n talk with one another. 
l,. • •. • ..: ! 
Almost aU couples at the time of their separation need to emphasize 
• • .i : .'. • • • •• 
their differences so that they can endure the pain of separation and the 
... 
., . 
break-up of the home. Frequently the antagonism and anger is a response 
... 
. ~. f. 
to the deep disappointment and hurt each parent has experienced because 
of the failure of the marriage. If this is taken as an indication of 
.f, • ,. i 
their ability to coparent, rather than as a stage in the divorce process, 
then an opportunity to structure the post divorce family in a way that 
.. 
.. 
maximizes the potential involvement of both parents will have been lost. 
: ' .... 
There is no evidence that joint custody creates problems after a 
..... . . . : ~ ~'. . . 
remarriage ·or the birth of a child from a second mar.riage that in most 
instances would not have occurred if one parent had sote custody. 
t'.·., " ": ... ::-
. Fa thers who had stepchildren did not feel they were taking care of some-
.: . ~:, .... :' , • . .. .:.... I:' ~ . . I. . I.. 1 • ~ 
one else's child while neglecting their ·own, and most reported good to 
.,1 ',' 
i. exceUent relationships with their stepchildren. 
. ~. ...;" , ~ .. !' " 
Obviously, there will be some situations in which· joint custody will 
•• -' " t 
not be· ~pp·~·opriate, but they should be though~ of as the exceptiol1, not 
. .... 
. . ..  . " . . . . 
the rule. If one parent is destructiv·e to the child then for the child's 
.1 .' 
. protection that parent should not have equal access • 
. , .• , . " . .... . 
.•. 
If both pare~ts 
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.~ continually use the child as a pawn in their battles, then sole custody 
might have to be considered. But the presumption should be for joint 
.: custody, not sole custody to one parent. 
Physical custody of the child is a more complicated issue than legal 
custody. If the time cannot be evenly split, then the couple will need 
oj help in. working out the c~i1d's living .arrangements with the under-
.' ... t 
standing that the arrangements are not written in stone, and can be 
'0°:' . ';, 
m~ifjed as the heeds of the parents ~md children change. However, the 
. distance between the parents' homes is a critical factor associated with 
how influential a father feels with his child. Therefore, to the extent 
that it is possible, parents should be encouraged to, live as close to 
each other as possible. 
Joint custody is not easy for the paren~s. Most parents have the 
wish that they could have the child to themselves and that the other 
parent would disappear. Sometimes the child is all that is identified 
with what was good in the marriage. It is often unrealistic to expect 
couples to work out all the complexities of establishing two households 
during the crises of the dissolution of their marriage. Social workers 
should provide services during the pr~cess of divorcing and remarrying to 
assist parents who· are working out arrangements for the care of their 
children. Divorcing couples should be prepared for the task of 
coparenting. At a tim~ when there is often antagonism and highly des-
tructive behavior between parents, mental health professionals must keep 
the needs of the entire family in mind while promoting as much cooper a-
tion and respect for one another as possible. Problems and difficulties 
should be anticipated, but not exaggerated. The task of coparenting 




are few established guidelines. Groups for children, mothers and fathers 
would provide divorced families with support and guidance during periods 
of s~ress.This new form of postdivorce parenting needs atten~ion from 
mental health professionals; and services' should be provided in as many 
forms as possible • 
. j The importance of children to their fathers, and the satisfaction 
that is derived by fathers from caring for their children should not be 
underestimated. It is not relevant to a father's post divorce relation-
! . 
ship with his child if he was a highly involved father before the 
t 
.... .. 
. / . 
divorc;e. If given the opportunity and encouragement, most fathers. can 
t 
'. • II • ,,' ... ' ;' . 
become competent caretakers for their child. The fact that the father 
may have been a traditional "bread-winner" and not an active participant 
. .' \ 
with his infant should not be a basis for deciding the postdivorce 
schedule. 
Social workers are being used by the courts to educate them as to 
~. :. t ' 
, . . 
the advantages and disadvantages of different' custody arrangements. 




for social workers to consider it their responsibility to educate the 
. ::. 
court about new knowledge that' is obtained from social science research 
'. : . . .. . .., .~ ... 
.... ' ' .. ' 
indicating ,t.hat join~ custody i~ a viable option for divorced families in 
I . I,. 
a variety of circumstances. 
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; ~... . . 
The results of this study demonstrate that the sample fathers have 
.' .. - " , 
maintained an active and involved relationship with their children. They 
• t . • • ~ I' I ~. ..' I: • 
have ,taken on a wide range of child-,care responsibilities and activities, 
." -', 
-... :.:; 
are satisfied with the time they spend with their children, and feel 
.~ ~! 'L 
influential in their child's growth and development. Fathers have become 
" , .' i 
involved as primary administrators of their families, which is a role 
they rarely assumed before the divorce. Fathers have sustained what they 
'; ... : II, •• : t • 
define as meaningful involvement with their children, and have in no way 
given. up or renounced their rights and obligations to their children. 
',':. ' .. i _' J . {. '. :" I • I.: . I. ". "t .... . • 
Remarriage, and the addition of new family members, did not diminish the 
... 
. , 
father's involvement or commitment to his child. Contrary to the find-
• ,.... • ,. ~ ; " • • • • '.' r . .. . •••• 
ings' of Furstenberg et' al. (1983), sociological parenthood did no't take 
I '; ;:. '" ,".:. i.' 't,,~ : .. ..... 
the place of.,biological parenthood w'he~ 'a father'remarried a woman with 
...... '.'.' ,. .' . . . . . 
children and became a stepfather. 
The dIfferent 'kinds of" fa'~{IY sJ~~~ti~ns' i~ which joi~t' ·custo~y 
. ;s~rv'ive·~ ~~ci thri"ves' ~a~ unexpected .. ' E~~n geographic dlstanc'e did' ~~t 
~~eat~' a maj~r ~bsta:c1~ to coparenting i~most insta;n·~e~.· When '~~parents 
li~ed w·ithin a iTIil~ of ~ach other, '~hi~h half ·th~ ia'thers 'did," 'ih~· ; 
. • . I I'. . • ~ • '.. .' • 
mal. When coparents lived in different parts of the city, or in dif-: 
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I~ 
ferent cities, considerable ingenuity was used to maintain active in-
volvement between the child and both parents. However, when the distance 
, 
became too great between the father's and mother's homes, and the' child 
spent most of his or her time with the mother, a father's perception of 
·r . 
his influence on his child diminished. For maximal participation and 
~ ,' .. ,. 
oj influence of both parents, it is advisable for coparents to live as close 
to each other as possible. 
,,' I. 
. " 
Joint custody' was considered by the fathers the best alternative for 
'''t • 
their children in 40 of th~ situations, and the best optio~ for 
, 
themselves in 37 cases. Although about two-thirds of the sample received 
some support in their role as father from their former wives, and were 
able to resolve differences about their children with some degree of 
satisfaction, for a third of the fathers this was not the case. High 
conflict situa.tions engendered considerable bitterness and anger, but 
conflict, disagreement, and lack of support were not considered reasons 
• ',I 
to abdicate th~' joint custody arrangement. Instead, fathers asked for 
legal protection and help from legal and mental health professionals in 
.neg~tia~ing and finding solutio~s to differel"'!t ,opinions and values • 
. . 
Joint custody fathers in nonsupportiye relationships with their 
'. ... '.
former wiyes were not undermined in their ability to be with their child-
. • 1 ~ .'. ',' t t 
ren, as fathers without custody tr'!l.'~itionally. have been. Their equal 
", -: .. 
'power in joir:tt .~ustody did not giv~ the. mother a legal. advantage, ~nd 
", . . ' .. 
thereby' prevented her from using that power to control the. father's" 
~. . .' . '" 
access to the child. The security of the father's legal position aJlow~d 
him to function as a ~¥lt~~r son:tewhat independe!ltly of how g~od the co-
parental relationship was. Almost unan,imously, father~ ~~~ocated' joint . 
',t ' .. 
..... 
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(' custody as a means of securing equal legal rights and responsibility for 
t their child, and as a guarantee that they would. not be disp~ssessed from 
0:1 their' child's life. Altho!Jgh most of the fathers desired that their 










children live with ~hem at least half tin:'e, when this was not possible, 
''; their legal status contributed to fath~~.·s confidence in his position. 
(..... I' .: l " 
The confid~nce, and freedom from the fear of b,ei~g displaced, helped them 
,j' :, .-;.', i I..·· 
sustain tl1eir commitment ~o their child. 
. . ~ ~ 
The mothers and fath~rs in this sample were in m~era-tely frequent 
.. ' 
'contact with one another; about 60 percent (n=27) talked on the phone 
once or twice a week and the remainder less often, and less than half of 
the fathers (n=20) saw their former wives once or twice a week, the rest 
:.. ~. . . . . ' '. 
less frequently. Contact between the mother and father not regarding the 
'!:" ':' . 
'child was minimal. Contact was moderate when the motivation for the 
interaction w'as to discuss their child. The more frequent the contact 
between the parents about their child, the more frequent was the father's 
" . ., " 
participation in child care activities and the more influence he felt he 
: . " ,'. 
had on his child's growth and development. The association between these 
'. • : • I .!' ; . ~ . ~ 
" " be~aviors sugges~.s that either the proc~ss .~f: cop~r~ntal interaction ';' 
profn0t~~ more child care activity and. behavi.o.r by. t~e .fath~r and a,. 
greater sense of influence, or it means that an active father who feels 
" .J 
influential seeks out his former wife for discussion more often than a 
,i. 
.' . '. 
less ac·t.ive father does. The meaning of this association needs to be 
explored in future research so that appropriate means of support for 
, r . 
mother, fathers, and children after divorce can be developed. 
" .. ' :. -. ' 
It appears that joint custody is an appropriate child care afterna-
~ive in more kinds of family situations than is currently accepted or' 
....... : ... 
" 





,cooperative working relatioF:!s~ips with their, former wives, one-third had 
from moderate to major hostilit,ies. Fathers can sustain high involvement 
with their child in conflictual, unsatisfactory relationships as' .\yell, or 
,,) as poorly, as they can in supportive and satisfactory relationships with 
,) th~ir former wives. . In fact, wher.e there was not good will between a 
... ' father and his ex-wife, almost all fathers said that they especially 
. .,r 
needed the protection of joint custody. The contribution of the legal 
: .. 
system ~':l en.forcing a child care arr~~gement when .both parties are not in 
agreement has been underestimated, .and the. impediments to mothers and 
. ! '. ~ . . • . . 
. fathers working together to ~oparent after divorce exaggerated. In 
. . . . .' '. .... ...:" .' 
hostile. situations, fathers felt it was unrealistic to depend on the good 
will between the mother and father, and contract law should be used to 
. objectify and compartmentalize who is responsible for what. 
~athers stated that there are not enough social supports for fathers 
who want joint custody and who want to assume direct care of their 
children. Many fathers expressed a desire for groups of men in similar 
situations that would offer information as welJ as support and guidance 
.. .'
to them, particularly during the s~~aration p~ase ,o.f the divorce. process, 
when. they are in a crisis and m~st vulnerable. Problems between parents 
. . . . 
about their child can arise in the best of situations at any time, due to 
chang~~ in.:ttl~ lives of, the ~hildr,en, mothers, or fathers. There is a 
need. for ongoing services. that can, ,be used by al')Y faf!lily member whenever 
\ 
an impasse is reached, and before minor difficulties have 'a chance to 
. :.' .' . _. . . 
fester and evolve into more .serious. problems. 
• I' • I 
. Divorce. was often an experience that, at least initially, decreased 














the wi.f~ .. initia1ed ~he se~aration. .Successful. parenting, on the other 
hand, appea~s to ha.ve ,enhanced f~thers' .. feelings of value and helped to 
compensate for the. loss of ,the intact family struct~re after ~ivorce.· . 
." '., ',.,'...
Joint custody has more. status than not. having custody;. and sOCial affir-
o '. • I' • • 
mation for fa~hers who take an active. role with their child (no on~. looks 
twice when a mot.her takes a child to the pediatricia~) reinforced '. 
fa~her~' involvement with their .children. Alth~ugh fathers felt a loss 
of control over the child after divorce when the. child spent t~me with 
t.he other parent, fathers in many.situ~tions felt they .gained a more 
sat~sfactory relationship. with their child after. the. divorce, perhaps 
. . .' "  . 
b.esause .~.hey ~ad less. to begin wit~ •.. Direct, care was not c:mly satis-
fyi~g, .but t:"einforced fathe~s' definition of themselves as a significa~t 
. ';' . .. .' . 
. p~r~nt •. -.Th~se. factors strengt~ened fathers'. convk.tion of their impor-
.tanc~ to ·their .childs', growth and deveJopement, thereby. minimizing .the 
risk. of the.ir wi thdrawaJ. 
'Hov.:ever, joint custody is n<;>t_ Cl .process which sh.ould be idealized or 
t.outed. ~s n.t.he. a!lsw~r" to the .pain . .of· div.orce . ~I')d the stress of parenting 
~nd ,~oparenting .after t.t:le separa~ion... FQr' all}'ost all of th~ fathers, it 
~~s': ~he most satisfacto~.y' alt~r.nativ.~.· and c<;>mpromise t9 t~e. vari~us . 
options after divor<:e. But .consid~rable effort and pain was involved. in 
rt:Iaking the. arrang~ment work,. and st~ess at some point in th~ p~oc;ess was 
expe~~enced by virtually all .~f. the fi1~rers. The crisis ~f divorce and 
" the hurt, anger and sense of loss that is experienced by everyone who 
divorces is not alleviated by joint custody. The loss of the intact 
family structure has to be accepted no matter what the postdivorce family 
structure. Divorced parenting is always 'difficult and problematic, and 
there are no easy solutions to how to raise a child in two households, 
' •. 
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. Guidelines need to be developed that establish boundaries within .' 
which it appears joint custody has a chance of working. Results of this 
study ·indicate that the guidelines that have been used to recommend joint 
custody have been too narrow. Fathers in this sample were able to sus-
tain high involvement 'with their" children'-in rriany different settings with 
various amounts of suppor.t and help from former and current wives • 
. " ~ . 
'. The ,task of .postdivorce fa.thering and mothering needs far more 
. support 'and 'affirmation from the legal~ and social service systems than' 
they are currently receiving. Legal support is often unavailable for 
, . . " .. 
fathers' ~lio want' joint custody' if their; former wives' do not want: it,: and 
, " 
lawyers. and judges even discourage parents who have no disagreement about 
joint .custody h'om obtaining it. There' are not enough social services 
availabl~ :to educate and assist parents after divorce and remarriage, and 
before·serious difficulties arise. 
Research is needed on the mothers' and childrens' ,Perceptions of 
~ . ", :' 
joint custody arrangements t'o obtain' a more complete understanding of the 
. ' . 
" 
tasks and adjustments that' are re'quired of a11 family members who live 
.; 
within a.:j<:>int. ~ustody ~am~ly .. s~ructure'" Our society tries to preserve 
the. family as long as:'it ,rer:nains intact,.only, to neglect the 'family after 
it ,break~ down •. It i~ now ti~~ to encourage tl1e' new configuration of 
parents and children that evolves after the' intact family· ha's dissolved. 
. i: . ...... 
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Appendix A 
JOIIll' ClB'l'(J)Y QO&S!'ICRaIRB 
. : 
Name ~ __________________________________________________ __ 
, .. :; . Address ________________________________________ _ 
Phone (hanel' 
(work) 
Today'B·date ____________________________________________ __ 
Marital Status: ________________________________________ ___ 
I.D.' __ .________________________________________________ __ 
Please note: 
. '. 
1. '!'he questions .that inquire about your seJ)Bration fran 
your former wife refer _to. the p'!Ysical _separ'aUon 
(i.e. wtien you began living" in a separate- residence) • 
" . 
2. The phrase former wife refers only to the mother. of 
the children for whan you ha"ve' joi"nt custOdy'" 
3. All questions that ask about .your child. refer to the 
youngest chUd for whQn you have joint custody. 
4. This face sheet will be removed f rom the questicn-
: naire after you' have completed it in order ·to insure 




PART lA." BACKGIOIJIiD INFCItMM'IOR 
Please circle the number of the response that most closely applies to 
you, or fill in the requested informatial. 
1. What is your current marital status? (circle only one) 









or divorced and living with a new partner 
, ',4. 
....... 
2. How many years were you marr,led to your former wife (before your 
separatial) ? 
1. under 1 year 
.. 2. 1 - 4'years 
3. 5 - 9 years 
4. 10 - 14 years ',~ -. -
s. 15, - 19 years" 
6., 20 - 24 years 
7. 2S years or more '" 
3. ' If you are aeprated (but 'not, divorced), how long haw you be,en 
living apart fram your wife? 
years months' 
~. ., .. .. . .• '. . 
4. 'How long haw you been divorced f ran your former wi fe? 
• • ••• 4 ',; •• ' .. 
~. " ... 
years months not applicable 
t·, .. 
S. .H~ m1:2ch time .was there .. be,tw:e,en .Y9ur separation and, the divorce? .. 
. ,'" ,,' \. 
..' ( . 
" years malths not applicable 





7. If you are remarried, how long have you been remarried? 
years months 
.' 8. If you are remarried, did you live with your wife before you married 
her? 
1. no (go to. Ques ti on fl 0) 
.2. yes 




10. Was your marriage to your fomer wife ~ur fi.rat marriage? 
1. no, previously mar~ied once 
2. no~ previously married twice 
3. no, previously married three or more times 
t. yes (go to Question 112) 
11. If no to' .above, did your previous· marriage (8) end 'due to the death 
of your spouse or by a divorce? 
1st mar Ii age : 
2nd marriage: 
~ lrd marriage: 
. ; 
1. death or 2. divorce 
1. death or 2. divorce 
1 .• death 'or' 2.' divorce 
3. not applicable 
3. not ·applicable 
12. Were .. your parents .divorced. or permanently separated from each 
other? 
'1. .no (go to 'Question til) 
:2. yes 
'; 
ll. If your' parents were separ ated or di verced, how old were you when 





under 6 year s 
'6'- 12 'years . 
13 - 17 years 
18 years and over 
., 
17. Bow religious do you 'consider yourself now? 
1. very religious 
2. saoewhat religious 
3. not too religious 
4. not very religious 
5. not at all religious 
IS. What is the highest grade in school that you completed? 
1. sorne high scoool 
2. graduated high school 
3. some college 
4. Bachelor's degree 
s. some graduate courses 
6. Master's degree 
7. Doctorate (M.D., Ph. D.) or law degree 
8. technical degree (specify) 
9. other (specify) __________ _ 
19. What is your current,occupation? 
19a. What do you act~lly eX> in your job?' 
19b. . .. How long have you ~en in this plsi tion? 
years months 
'.' 19c. Rave 'You changed 'jobs: since your separation? 
no 
yes 
(go to Question '20} 
. -
.. 
19d. Was your job cha~ge related to your separation? 
l. no (go to Question 'W 
2. yes 
171 
~. - " 
. 1ge. If yes, what about your sepa'rat1cn led tD your changing jobs? 
.. I .... 
. ', .. ',. 
' .. 
172 
20. BO'trI many b:>UIs a week do You sPend .in occupaU.ona1ly-related work? 
1. under 20 hours a week 
2. 20-29 hours a week 
3. 30-39 hours a week 
4. 40-49 hours a week 
5. SO-59 hours a week 
6. over 60 hours a wee.k .' 
- 21. What was' your own ·tot"a! gross income in the last year? (Include all 
sources, such as salaries, incane from investment, interest, etc., 










under $10, 000 
$10,000 $19,999 
$20,000 - $29,999 
$30,000 - $39,999 
$40,000 $49,999 
$50,000 - $59,999 
$60,000 $69,999 
$70,000 - $79,999 
over $80,000 
22. About what percent of your own yearly income is fran your own 
employment? 
1. under 25% 
2. 2St 
- 50t 
3. 51' - 75% 
4. 76% - 90% 
5. 91' - 100% 
23. How much of your household's present inoome is oontributed by a new 
partner or spouse? 
1.. none 




·4. '50% - 15% 
s. more-' than 75% 
24. How would' you describe your financial situation now (net inoome 
available to you to spend f.ran all sources including new partner or 
spouse) as oompared to before your separation? 
. . 
1- much worse now 
2. worse now 
3. no change 
4. better now 
s. much better now 
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25. Based on your .own best information and impression, ho~' would you 
canpare your present financial situation with your ex-wife's 
present financial situation? My financial situation is: 
1. much worse than' her situation . 
2. 'somewhat worse than her situation 
3. about the same 
4. somewhat better than her situation 
5. much be'tt'er than 'her situation 





.. _. 1.-" no (go to Question··f3l)--·· 
2. yes 
If you do pay alimony now, how much do you pay each m.ont b? 





·Por how· many years .. _are .·(were)·· you ·reCJlit:ed.·:to· pay alimony? 
year~ months 
Bow do (did) you feel about the amount of your alimony payments? 
1. . ver Y Bati sfied 




somewhat diss'ati sfied 
very dissatisfied 
Bow fr~quently have (did)' ·you missed alimOny payments? 
1 • . never ... ... ., 
2. ra~ely 
.. • .. 0' 
3. sometimes 
.. 4. often '-. . . 
5. very often 
31. Are you giving your former wife any money towards child support? 






32. If you do pay child s'upport, ho.w much do you pay each month for each 
child? 
Child 1 E!r month 
COild 2 ~r month 
Child 3 ~r month '. 
Child 4 per month 
32a. For how. long do you expect to be payi ng c~ild support? 
'33. Bow do you feel about the amount of your chUd support payments? 
1. very satisfied . 
2. somewhat satisfied 
3.. lDixed . 
4. saaewhat dissatisfied 
5. very dissatisfied 




2. rarely I' 
3. sometimes 
4. 9ften 
5. very often 
Are there other major expenses you are responsible for? 
1. no 
2. yes 
If yes, please explain what they are' 
.},', 
Did you feel your financial settlement was fair at the time of your 
separ a ti on? 
1. no (please explai.n) __ .;.,.-__ ---!!~--------
2. yes 












37. Bow much conflict is there now about the financial arrangement 
between you and your former wife? 
1. none (go to Question 139) 
2. a little bit 
3. a moderate amount 
4. quite a bit 
5. a lot 
3B. If there are financial conflicts, how are they resolved? (circle 
all that apply) { 
1. mutually by father and mother 
2~ negotiated by lawyer _. 
3. negotiated by mediator 
4. by cour taction 
other (please exp1ain) __________________________ __ 




2. yes (please explain what kind of changes) 
Which statement best expresses your feelings? 
money: 
1. all of the time 
2. most of the time 
3.... some of the time 
.4. very little of the ·time· 
5. none of the time 
• - I 
I feel I have enough 
41. If you CDuld change anything about your financial arrangements with 




42. What is your former 'wif~'s current living arrangement? 
1. living alone. 
2. ~lving with'8'man 
3. remarried 
other (ptease specify) ___________ ..;.... __ 
43. If your former wife is living with a man, how long has she been 
living with him? 
years months 
44. If your former wife is remarried, how long has ahe been remarried? 
years months 
45. Bow 'old is YoUr former wife? 
I / ' 
'. ·Age. Date of bi rth 
46. In what religion was she raised? 
, 
·1. :" Reman Catb:llic 
2. Protestant 
·3. Jewish 
.4'. other (spe'cif~) , 
'5. none 
47. What· is her religious preference now? 
1'. ROman Cath:llic 
2. Protestant 
:3. Jewish .. 
'4. 'other '(sPecify) 
s. none 
6. don't know 
': .. 
• I • ~ ; I .' '.. '. • , '..;. 
:. 4B.Bow religi.o~ .. do '~u, oone.i~e~, your f9m~r .. w~,~e ,now? 
1. verY.religious 
'2.. sanewhat. rel igious 
:~. .not tQO religious 
·4. not ve~y religious 
,5.. n9t at a.ll. religious 
49 .... ·What is your ·former wi-fe' a-current· occupa·tion? 











so. About how many hours a week· does she currently spend in 
occupationally-related wOr"k? '. 
51. 
1. under 20 hours a week 
2. 20-29 hours II week 
3~ 30-39 ho~s a week 
4. 40-49 hours 'a week 
. 5. 50-59 hours a week· 
... . . 6. over 60 hours a week 
. 7. don't know 
8. not applicable 
Wbat .. is the highest grade in. school 
1. sane high school 
2. graduated high sc~l 
3. sane ·college 
. : 4. Bachelor's decar ee . 
5. sane graduate courses 
6. Master I 8 degree 
·7. Doctorate (M.D., Ph.D.) or 
8 •.. technical degree (specify) 
. . 
.', . 
that your former wi fe completed? 
., 
law degree .. 
9. other (speclfy) __________ _ 
S2. Approximately, what is your former wife's gross income in the last 









'.j • 8. 
9.· 
o. 
under $10, 000 
$10,000 - $19,999 
$20,000 - $29,999 
$30,000 $39,999 
. $40,000 - $49,999 
$50,000 - $59,999 
$60, 000· - $69,999 
$70~OOO - $79,999 
over $80,000 
don't know 
How would you describe your former wife's financia~ situation now 
(net incane available to her' fran all sources··including new husban.d 
or partner) as compared to before your separation? 
1. much worse now 
2· •.. wors·e now 
3. no change 
4. better now 
S. much better now 




PARr B. ClETCDY IECISICB 
, , 
This section is concerned with how you and your former wife arrived at a 
joint custody disposi Hon. Please· keep in mind that the 'questions in 
, this section refer to the legal joint custody adjudication" and not to 
the individual visitation or child care schedule you have. The child 
care Schedule will be dealt with 1n the following section. 
54. How many children (biological or adopted), ~o }'Ou have? 
. , 
55; Please list 'the first name, age, sex, and residence of the youngest 
child for whan you have joint custody. 
Name , ltge 'Sex Legal Residence , .. 
1. male 1. mother 
2. female 2. father 
3. both 




56. Please list the first names, ages, sexes, .and, residenoes of other 








2'~ . father' 
-,," 3~' both 
,1 •. 1l}ale _ 
2. female 
' .. 




" Name Age S'ex . Legal Res idenoe , 
3. 1- male l. mother 
2. female 2. father 
3. both 
4. 1. . male 1 • mother 
2. female 2. father 
3. both 
"I 56a. If any of the above children are adopted, please list which ones. 
57. Please:1ist the first names, ages, sexes, residences of any other 
children you have. 
Name Age Sex Legal Residence 
1. . 'I. male 1. mother 




2. 1. male 1. mother 
2. female 2. father 
3. both 
other 
.... 3. 1 • male' 1. mother 
. . , ~ 2 • female 2. father 
3. both 
other 
4. 1. male 1. mother 
2. female 2. father 
~- .. _._ .. -, . 3. both-
.. . ' .' . 





, ~ .. ' . 
57a. If any of the above children are adopted , please list which ones. 
'. 
58. How did you and your former wife ~~arn about jOint custody? 
a1l that apply) 
... " 
1. from frie~s 
2. from divorce literature ° 
3. from a oounselor or thecoapist 
4. from your 1aywers . 
s. from newspaper or magazine articles 
6. from a TV or radio show 
other:~~ __________ ~ ______ ~ ______ ~ ________ ~ 
59. Who ini tiated the idea to seek joint custody of your child? 
1. you did. 
2. your former wife did 
3 •. youo both cUd 
4. the laywer for either you or your former wife did 
5 •. the jUdge did . 
6. a counselor or therapist did 
.' other (exp1ain) ________________ _ 
180 
(circle 
60. Which statement best descr"ibes your 'situation 'at the time of your 
separation? " 
1. we both wanted joint Custody 
2. she wanted joint custody and I c!idn't 
" 3~. I wanted joint custody and .she didn't 
4. neither of us wanted joint custody 
61. How much conflict was there between you and your former wife arout 
62. 
joi nt custody? ' . 
1. none'
o 
2. a little 
3. moderate 
4. much 
5. ve ry mu"ch' 
.... " . . . . 
How long after your separation did you reach a" decision r"egarding 





O· - ·3" months· - . .' 
"4"~ 6 mootns 
7 - 9 JIlonths 
10. - 12 months 
S. 13"- 18 mOnths • ' . 
19 -' 24 months 6. 
7. more than 24' :mooths 
. .. 




63. How W3S joint custOdy decided upon?' 
, , 
1. mutually agreed upon by f ather and Mother (wi tmut a lawyer 
or medi at.or, or bef ore cons u1 ting one) 
2. negotiated via a mediator ' 
3. negotiated via lawyers 
4. by court order (when agr·eement could not be reached) 
other (specify) , 
----------------------------------
64. Have you changed, the custody form sinoe your separaticn7 
1. no 
2. "yes 
, ' If yes, what type of custod~ did you initially have? 
Bow la1g did, yp~ have it?_' _' ___________ _ 
Why di~ you change, to JO,~nt custOdy?, _________ _ 




What custody form did you want 
separated? 
, , , I. ,. 
for yourself when you first 
1. father custody/visiting mother 
2. 'mother custody/visiting father 
3. joint custody , 
4. 
5. 
split custody (each parent has a child) 
no formal arrangement 
other __ ' __ ~ __________________________________ ~ __ _ 
Why did you prefer the above dis'posl tion? __________ _ 
. ',. 
"6'6a. 'What custody form" did Your' 'former wife want when you first 
sepal ated?, 
1. 'father custody/visiting mother 
'2. mother ,custody/visiting father 
3. :J 01 nt cus tody 
4. split custody (each parent has a child) 









you fi rst separated? 
l~ father custody/visiting mother 
2~ mother custody/visiting' father 
3. 'joint custody 
4. split custody' , 
5. no formal arrangement 
other __________________ ~ __ --------______ ---------
Why did you· think . this .. form would be best for your 
.: ·, ... child? _________ .,.......;. _____ ......;.. ___ _ 
., ': ~ ',' i 
',~' ' ... -~------------------------------------------.,. 
What 'custody form do you want now? 
1. father. custody/visiting mother 
2. mother custody/visi Ung father 
3. joint custody 
4. sPlit custody 
5 •. no. f~rmal··arrangemen.t . " -
, "other 
----~-------~------------------
· .. ::·'WhY"do ';You'want this form? _________________ _ 
. " " 
69. What ,custody form do you think would be best for your child now? 
1 •. father custody/visiting mother 
... - .... , .. 2. mother custody/vi siting- father . 
. . ~: ,3. " j~int custody 
.. ';4. . split custody 
5. 'no formal arrangement 
Qther . . " 
Why do you feel the atow form ~uld be best for your. child 
now? --~--~------------------------
70. Bpw do yo'u feel about joint custody now? 
1 •. ' very satisfied 
2. san~hat satisfied 
3. mixed ' 
4. senewhat dissatisfied 
5.' very dissatisfied 
~: 
'. 
71. Would.you recommend joi~t.custody to others? 
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1. no 
2. yes (go to Question 172) 
3. maybe '. 
I f no or ma~e. why no.t? __ --.,. ___ ~....;.. ______ ..,. 
72. What has been the attitude of your parents towards your having legal 
joint custody of your child (independent of your particular child 
care 8chedul e)? 
. . 1. ver y posi ti ve 
2. san_hat plsl tl VEl 
3. mixed 
! 4. BCIIlewhat negative 
5 •.. very negative " 
6. not appliCable 
. . 
73. What has been the attitude of your friends towards )'Our having legal 
joint custody of your cbild (independent of 'your particular cbild 
care arrangements)? 
"1. very positive 
2. sanewbat positive 
3. mixed 
4. sanewhat negative. 
5. very negative 
6.. not applicable. . 
74. Since your divorce, have you ever belonged to any support groups 
(e.9 • ~ . parents wi thout partners. church groups. fathers ~i9hts)? 
1. no (Go to Question .75) 
2; yes 
........ 
If yes, please specify which ones .(s) 
was: 
. -. 














'J;'hi.s section .deals with your specific child care arrangement:s or 
·visitation- . schedule. Because there appears to be" an almo8t infinite 
variety of schedules.within joint custody families, please give enough 
de~ails a~ut yow: particular arrangement to describe it ~ccurately. In 
other words, how i8 your child's time divided between your home and your 
'former wife's hCJDe? If you have more than one chUd and the schedule is 
different for each chUa, please give the schedule for your yOungest 
child. 
75. What is the specific schedule for your chiid now? (i.e. which days 
or wee ks does he or she spend at your muse, and which at his or her 
mother' 8 house? How are S\lllJllers and ml idaya ai vi ded?) 
76. Bow many' child care schedules have you had since your separation? 
(either: legally or infomally arranged by t:he parent:s) 
77. Bow much d~sagreement was there between you and your former wife 
. about·-your child care BcheucUe-when you first-'separat:ed? 
: .' 
't'. 1. .J)one 
,I' • ~ 0: . " ..... :. 2. a lit:tle 
3. moderate. .\ " : .. , 
4. much 
s. very much .'. f. .-
.. 
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t 78. How much di sa9reeme~t is .there ~ between you and your former wi fe 
abOut. your child care Bchedule? 
1. none. 
2. a little 
3. modenite 
.. 4. much 
S •. very much 
.. : I 
79. Bow do you' feel· abo~t ·the child care schedule ~u and your· former 
wif e have nOW? 
1. very satisfied 
2 •. somewhat satisfied 
3. mixed·, ... 
4. somewhat dissatis·fied 
5. very dissatisfi~ 
~ . - .. '.. ..... .. -.... -. 
80~ Would you like to have a different·chile! care schedule·from the one 
that you haw now?, .. . .'.' .. , .. 
1·. no (go to Question lB.) 
2. yes 
81. If yes· to abow·, how would you-like· it to be different? 
. .. 
1. more time wi tho my child .' .. 
. ··2. less time·wIth.Dly chil~: , ..... ;.: . :'.~' 
3. saJlle amount ·of time· but· wi"th'· a different schedule 
Explain. ____ ~~----__ --------------------------
.. 
82. H~ f.lexible (i.e·~ ea.se with which temp:nary changes can be made) is 
...;;" .' 
your child care sch~dule no~? : . 
.... : 1. :very flexfble 
. 2 .• · somewhat flexi ble 
.. " 3·.·· mixed 
4. somewhat inflexible 
.... '._- . ·5. very inflexible ..... ~ .. 
. . 
1. spontaneous call from you or from your former wife·· 
2. when your child is picked up or brought home 
3. the child arranges own·changes 
4. we adhere·~ court-ordered schedule and don't make changes 






84. How often does your child speak by telephone ,with his or her mot'her 
when at your house? 
85. Woo usually initiates the call with his 01: her mOther?,' (circle all 
that apply) . 
L I cb 
2. your child does 
3. mother does 
other __________________ ~----------
86. How often do you have phone contact with your child when at his or 
her mother's muse? 
87. who usually initiates the call when your child is at his or her 
mother's tJ:)use? (circle all that apply) 
1. I d:J 
2. your child does 
3. mot he,r does other ________________________ _ 
88. When you 'are at work, how Physically available are you to reoeiving 
telephone calls either fran your child or about your chUd? 











89. About ho~ often per week in the last three months did you rec~ive 
calls at work either 
1. f rom your child? 
2.' about your· child? from .whom? 
90. What· is ·the attitude of your parents towards your' current child care 
'schedule (independent of the joint custody disposition)? ' 
, , , .. 
1. very positive 
2. sanewhat posi ti ve 
3. mi.,a 
4. somewhat, negative 
5. very negative 
, . 6 •... not. applicabl~ 
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t 91. What is the attitude of your friends towards your current child care 
. ./ 
schedule (independent of the jOint custody disposition)? 
1. very positive 
2. sanewhat positive 
3. mixed 
4. somewhat negative 
s. very negative 
6. ·don' t know 
92. What is the attitude of the people at your place of work towards 
your child care schedule? 
1. very positive 
2. somewhat pas i tl ve 
3. mixed 
4. sanewhat negati ve 
5. very negati ft 
6. don't know 
7. not appliciable" 
92a. How does your child feel about the schedule he/she has now? 
1. very satisfied 
2. somewhat satisfied 
, 3. mixed 
4. sanewhat dissatisfied 
5. very dissatisfied 
6. don t t know 
92b. Do you think the child care schedule you have now is the best one 




Why or why not? ______________________________________ _ 
93. Bow far is your bouse frau that of your former wife?· 
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: 93a. Ho-.' does your 'child usually t.raVel between your hOuse and your 
".1 
. ' ~ 
' .. : . 
former wife's house? 
1. Walk or bike. Bow many blocks? -:--_______ _ 
2. PUblic transportation. Travel time? 
3. Automobile. Driving time? 
·4. Lalg dfstance train or plane. Travel time? 
---
Haw does your. child get from ·one ·home . to· the other? (circle all 
that . apply , and then underline the method used most often) 
..... -
1. I bring him or her 
2~ my former "He brings him or her 
·:3. my current part~er/w~fe·brin9s him or her 
4. my former wife's husband/partner brings him or her 
S. a· babY"si tter or housekeeper 
6 ~ the school bus 
7. child goes by himself or herself 




",: ,I: .: 
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f ,95. Who takes major resp:>nsibility for your child's transportation 
. .i 
" 




4. other __________________________ ~-----------------
96. Does your child have a full set of clothes at each house? 
1. no 
.. 2. yes (go to Question 197) 




97. Does your ,chll<l, take ,any special toys or clothes back and forth 
f ran your to your former wife's ~hane? . ,. 
1. never 
2. rarely I . .. 
'3. sometimes 
4. usually, 
5. always, . , . 
98. What kind of proble."IIs have you had wi th your child's moving between 
two b)llseholds? 
.1' 
99. How have you dealt with the above problems? 
." 
100. In wlx)se home do you think your child feels most comfortable? 
1. JDother I s home" 
2. 'father's home 
'3. both homes 
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no (90 ~o Question 1102) 
yes 
lOla. ·If yes, whi ch one? 
1 •. mother 
2. father (Go. to Question fl03) 
j 102. How long af ter your separ atl on did it take for your home to feel 
like a heme to you? 
103. What is the sleeping arrangement for your child in your home? 
. . . , 
.. 1. child has his own· r~ 
2. shares room wi th siblings or stepslbli~gs 
3. sleeps in living roan or aen 
4. shares room with parent 
other (specify) __________ --__________________ __ 
",' .. " " . 
104·. Bow satisfied are yOu wi th the sleeping arrangement for your child 
in your hane? 
1. very satisfied 
2. somewhat satisfied 
3. mixed 
4. somewhat dissatisfied 
5. very dissatisfied 
lOS. What is the sleepi"g ar rangement for your child in your former 
wife's hane? 
. 1. child has hi s own room·· 
2. shares roam with siblings or stepsiblings 
3. sleeps in living room or den 
.4. s~ares room with ·parent . 
other (specify) ____________________________ ~---
·106.· When your child is scheduled t~· be with you, do you allow'hirn or 
her to sleep over at a friend's or relative's house? 
1. no 
2. yes 
·If yes, how often? _________________ _ 
p. 
.. 
.. 107. Do you have any regular household h~lp? 
1. no 
2 •. yes 
.. If yes, how·often? ~--------------------~--~-----
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" ~ .. .' 
108. Do you have any regular child care arrangements (i.e., significant 
people who care .. for your;. child· or .. d~y care .. or after-school 
j ·programs) when you aren't with him or ~er? 
1. no (go to next page) 
2. yes .. 
109. ·If you do have regular child care arrangements, what kind do you 
have, by whan, and bow often? 
.. . . 
109a. Bow do you feel about the child care arrangements you have when you 
are not with your child? 
1. very satisfied 
2. somewhat satisfl.a 
3. mixed 
4. somewhat dissatisfied I,,; :-
- --
·5. very dissatisfied 
6. not applicable 
10gb·. oo··You know any other fathers .who are parenting in an arrangement 
. . s-imilar to your s? : 
.. I!. 
2. 
nC? .(g? ~oQuestion f135) 
yes 
'~.f' r 
10ge. If ·yes, dO·YOu ever diseuss.your own situation (questi~ns or 
. . p~b~ems) with them? ., 
1. no 
I • 2. ye~ 
. . . 
. ~ . 
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PARI' D. PM'IIERIRG 
This part inquires about your involvement in numerous activities 
associated with fathering. If you have more than one child, please fill 
out this section for your youngest child. 
In the following sectim, 1 'AOuld l'ike to know the 'degree of enjoyment 
(1.e. satisfaction) you experience, during your participation in the 
child care activities listed below,. 1 -,uld also like you to rate the 
frequency of your'participation in each activity when your child is with 
~. There should be two ~esponses for each question unless the response 
is, ~~ot applicable- or -Never.-
Enjoyment/satisfaction during 
yoUr' par ticipati on will be 
rated as: ' 
. ,." 
1. Very dissatisfied 
2 •. Somewhat dissatisfied 
3. "Mixed . , 
4. Somewhat satisfied 
5. Very satisfied 
O. Not applicable 
How much do x2u enjoY eta ke 
satis£acticn in),~ 
Bow fre$Nently do you 
participate in: ' 





5. Very often 
135. Going' shopping 'with " 1 2 '3 4 5 '0 1 2 3 4 5 
136. 
137. 
your child', f~r 'any item 
that he or she needs 
Dressing and groom-
ing your child" 
Disciplining 'your 
.child 
: . " ... 
138. Taking yoUr child 
for recreational,. 
aoti"vi ~,es .'. . .: 
L. : . I. 
139. Attending scbool~ 
related functions 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 ,3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
o 3 4 5 
o 1 2 3 4 5 
o 1 2 345 




" :-;, : , 




:,' . .- .' "~ '" ' , " c 
'" 
II) II) 
QJ • .-4 • .-4 
(continued ) 
• .-4 ..., ..., 
,,"'" ItS, It! 
'" 
CII 
II) II) II) 1I .-t .,' 
" '.-4 : II) II) ..-t ~ 
How much' do 
,,4J • .-4 
'.-4 ,16-1 ',' 
. ' (take ,ItS '" ~ II) 0 I::: you enJoy II) 
"D '.-4 II) .fl satisf acti a'!. in,) : U!,~ 4J .-t (I) 
..-t ItS ItS ItI 0.. E ~ 
.. 'tl ~ 1 11)' 0.. :>.. .... 0 Baw freqUently do 'you '~ 'tI' ItI ~ .-t 4J c:: ~ E ~ '~ ~ 1I CII 1I ~ E ~ .... 8 ..., participate in: CII 0 
'" 
0 QI 0 QI I'd' 
"'" 
QI 
> tI) :f: til > Z Z a: tI) 0 > 
140~ Arr~nging.for· Child,. care 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 .. 5 
141- PlalUling after school 1 2 3 .. 5 0 1 2 3 4' 5 
or dayt~e activities' 
142. Helping your chiHJ learn 1 2 3 .. 5 0 1 2 3 .. 5 
a new skill or complete a 
'school assigiuaent 
143. Play! ng acti ve games with 1 2 3 .. 5 0 1 2 3 .. 5 
your child such as baU, 
running, e~rcises 
144. Playing qUiet games with 1 2 3 .. 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 




any canoe rns 1" 2' 3 4 -5 0 1 2 3 4 5 
.<f e~lrs, feelings' that 
your child mig~t have 
i 
146. Talking to your child 1 2 3 .. 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 
'atx>ut what he' or she 
,did during ~~ day 
• I ~~' ' •• ~ .. .. . ~ 
147. Rltti ng your child to bed 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 
148. 'Canforting your child 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 
when he or she is upset 
,~, .. ' 
149. FOstering the'religious . 1 .' 2" 3 ' 4" --5' '0 ' . 1 ·2 ' 3' 4, 5 
"tr~ning, of your child 
.' .. :", : t'" , , 
150. Foster ing the ethical 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 .. 5 





... _ .... 
. " 
'" .... ~- .. . , .- . . .. .... ~ . 
. , 
. 
'C '0 194 .. 'CI) ell i op.j 0--4 
.... . .... 
'tI Ill' III 
CI.I ;t 01"1 op.j ., 
(continued ) IW IU IU 'C CI.I III III III CI.I .-t 
01"1 III III "p.j 
.{i ., "p.j "p.j \I.< 
How much do ~u enjo~ (,take III 'C 'C III U .s:: III 01"1 0.-4 r1l Ql 
satisfacticn in): III ~ ., ., .-t ~ ., op.j IU ItS III ~ \I.< 
'0 
"i 1 III ~ >. "p.j .0 'C ItS 104 .-t -4.J s:: How frequentl~ do '~u t' ~ CI.I to CI.I GI ~ Ql >->< E ~ > ~ ~ Io.f participate in:. ~ 0 "1"1 o GI ~ ~ IU IW Ql til :&: (I).> c:r: til 0 > 
j 
15l. spending· time alone 1 "2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 ·5 
with youro child 
152. Arranging to have 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 
~riend8 over for your 
child ~ play with 
153. Including your' child 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 
in b)usehold tasks 
154. Having dinner with 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 .2 3 4 5 
your' child 
155. Cooking for your child 1 2 3 .. 5 0 1 2 3 .. 5 
156.- Delegating taskS 1 2 3 .. 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 
to child-care 
person and checking 
quality of work 
157. Handling any problems 1 2 3 .. 5 0 1 2 3. 4 5 
that occur with your 
: . child at· 8coo01 
(either with teacher 
or' wi th peers) 
158.· Who ·takes yOur chi ld for routine dental . an~ ph'ys i cal exams? Circle 
aU that apply. 
; ' .. 
1. father 
2 •. mother .... 
. , 
3". " other (specify) 
... 
159. WbJ takes your child to the doctor when he or she is sick? Circle 
all that apply. 
l. father 
) 2. mother 






Thinking about t.he past Bix .onths, please circle the number that best 
indicates how much influence· you have had in the following areas of your 
child's life: 
Very 
Low Low Medium High 
160. The routine daily care and 1 
and safety of your child 
(grooming, bedtime, etc.) 
161. 'l'he intellectual developnent 1 
of your child (skill acquisi-
tim, schooling, reading) 
162. The physical development of 1 
_your child (sports, interest 
in one'. body, health) 
163. Recreational activities of 1 
your child 
164. Teaching your child ·how to· 
behave (manners, disci-
pline, responsibilities) 
165. Emotional development of 
your child (overcoming 
fears, discussing feelings) 
166. Religious developnent of 
your child 
167. Moral or -ethical dewlo~ . 
ment of your child (i.e.,· 
importance of telling the 
truth, not stealing) 
168. 
-170. 
Giving your child a.feeling 
of being part of a family 
(e.g., family gatheri~g.s) 
Social developnent of .your. 









































I···T .. ' j 
1 
























Compared to before your separatioo', .how much influence do you now have on 
your child's development? 
1 .. much less than before the separatiCXl 
2. somewhat less than before the separation 
3. the.!!E.! as before the. separation 
4.. somewhat more than before the separation 






The routine daily care 1 
and safety .of your child 
(grooming, bedtime, etc.) 
The intellectual development 1 
of your chUd (skill acqulsi-
tian, schooling, reading) 
Tbe physical development of 1 
your child: (sports, ~nterest 
in one' s body, heal th) 
.' 
175. Recreational activities of 1 
." your child 
176. Teaching your child how to 1 
behavior (manners, disci-
pline,.responsibilities) 
177. Emotional development of 1 
your child (overcoming 
.fears, discussing feelings) 
178:· Rel igi ous developnent of. : l' 
your child 
179. Moral or ethical development 1 
(I.e., importance of telling 
the truth;" not stealing) 
180 •. Giving your child a .£.eeling .... 1 
of being part of a family 
(e.g., family. gathe'rings) .~J ., 
181.· Financial affairs of your 
chUd (making. decisions 












182. SOci a1 deve loptient of your 
child (peer friendships) .. 
'1 2 
Sanewhat Much 
Same More More 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 ~ ·5. 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
'. , 
1. 
~ , " 
; 

































Please circle the best answer for YOU 
durinS the last six aonths. 
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~. ~ '5. very often -. 
185. Bow often do you find yourself thinking about charac-teristics of 





..... -.... 5. very often 

















3~ _ Banetil'!leS 
: 
4. often 













'(Dudng the last. .Iiiz aont.bs): 
188 •. No parent is completely responsive to the needs of a child. How 
responsive would you say you are to your child? 
'1. very little 
2. a little 
3. sanew~at 
4. much 
5. very much .. 
189. In general, how much responsibility do you feel that you take for 
'Your child's growth and development? 
1. very little 




190. Do you ever feell1ke a visitor in your child's life? 
1. no 
2. yes 
If yea, bow often, and at what times do you feel this way? 
191. How do yo'u feel about the,re~ationsh~p,you have with your child? 
1. very satisfied 
2. somewhat satisfied 
3. mixed 
4. sOmeWhat dissatisfied . 
S. very dissatisfied 
192. Bow do you feel about the amoun.t of time you have wi th your child? 
'1: very sati sf ied 
2. sanewhat satisfied 
3. mixed 
4. sanewhat dissatisfied 




(During the last: aiz .oaths): 199 
192a:. W~u1d you prefer less 'time or more time wi th your child? 
1. less time 
2. more time 
3 •. I like it the way it is 
193._ .. What kinds of activities and responsibilities have you eni~yed the 
most with your child? 
194. What kinds of responsibilities or activities have you enjoyed the 
least -.with your cbild? 
195. What do you think your child enjoys or admires about )'Cu? 
196. When you come home, how often do you inquire about how your child 





5. very often 
. ' '.4. .. 
197. While you are awaY"fran your';child, dO.YOu h'ave :a general 'idea of 
how your' child is spending his or her time? 
-i; never . 
2~ rarely: -. . 
3~. scmetimes-
4. often 
5. very often 
.~ .' . 
,) 
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Please circle the beat answer for JOU: 
198. How often have you felt a" oonflict between your work schedule and 
child care responsibilities? 




5. very often 
199. Have you changed or faodified yOur Work. schedule in any way to 





2. yes (Please explain) _____________ _ 
Bow often have you felt a oonflict· between your social life and 





5. very often 
Rave you changed or modified your social life in any way to 
accommodate to your child care responsibilities? 
1. no 
2. yes (Please explain) ____________ _ 
202 •. Some children seem to do well without acti~ involvement of both 
parents. How important do you feel your active involvement is for 
your .child's well being? 
1. not at all important 
2. not very important 
3. it doesn't matter either way. 
"4. important· 
S. very important 
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203. H~' imp~rtant do you think it is for your child's well being for 
him or her to maintain an active involvement with their other 
parent? 
1. not at all important 
2. not very impntant 
3. it doesn't matter either way 
4. important 
5. very imp:lrtant 
204. Bow much .do you feel the sex of your child affects your fathering? 
..... , .. 4. 
. . s. 





In what waya: ............... ____ .................... ________ ..... __ ..... ____ ..... __ 
205. Compared to when you were married to your fomer wife, how do you 
feel about JOur caapetence as a father? I feel: 
1. much more competent ° now. 
2. somewhat more competent now. 
3. about the same. 
4. sanewhat less ccmpetent now. 
S. much less ccmpetent now. 
206. Do you have more or less (x)ntact - wi thO yo'ur child now than you had 
during your marriage? 1 see my child: 
1. much more now. 
2. sanewhat IIIOre now. 
l. about the same. 
4. sanewhat less now. 
5. much less now. 
207. Bow would yOu describe your overall adjustment to the divorce (or 
separatial)"? 
1. excellent 




6. 900Cl at f1 rst, now poor 












In general, how would you rate yourself as a father? 
l. excellent 




HOII4 do you think your child would rate you as a father? 
1. eXcellent 













Please explain: __________ .......... ____ .................... ____ ..... ____ ...... 




Please exp1ain: ____ ............... ________ .......... ______ .................... __ 
210a. Owrall, how would you describe your child's adjustment ,to the 
divorce (or separation)? 
1., e)CCe1lent 




J, 6. ~ . good at fi rst,' now poor', 
;' 7. poor at firat, now good' 









PART E. RELATIONSBIP wrtB F(JU£R WIFE 
This I section pertains to the frequency of contact and the quality of 
interaction between you and your former wife. 
, , 
211. Looki ng bElcJt" to the time when the deci si on to end your man iage was 
mad~, which of the following statenents best reflects what you 
trought about the decision 'then? 
1. "My former wife decided to separate and ,I was 
completely against it. 
2. ' Although my'former wife pushed for the separation, I 
did playa part in the decision. 
3. "It was, a mutual' dec1siCXl in which we' both 
participated. ' 
4. Alttough I p.lshed for the separation, my former wife 
did playa part in the decision. 
5. 'x decided to separate' and my former wife was 
completely against it. 
212. Woo actually initiated the separation? 
1. yourself 
2. ,your former wife 
3. both 
213. Thinking'atout the past 6 months, how often have you talked on the 
phone with your former wife? 
1. every day'or almost 'every day 
2. about once or twice a' week ' ' 
3.i a few times a month; 
4. less often than a few times a month 
5. ,'rarely ot never 
I 0° 
" 
214. Thinking about the past 6 months, how often did you talk ,with your 
" -', fomer wife in pers'on?, ,,: l. 
, .... 
'.' 
'1. every day or almost every day 
2. about once or twi ce a week 
3. a. few. times; ,a month :_., 
4. less often than a few times a month 
5.' rarely or never 
204 
Thinking back over the past six months, please circle the answer that 
best ref lects the' frequency of occurrence of each si tuation. 













215. When you and your former wife diSCUSSed 
parenting issues, how often did an 
'216. 
ar gument res ul t? 
, ' 
How often did you feel hostility was 
present in ~he interaction"when you 
di scussed' .. parenting issue's? 
211. When you discussed parentinq issues how 
often was the ccnversaticn stressful 
or tense? 
" 
218: When your child complained about jour 
foener wife. how often did you find your-






When your' former wife needed to make a 
change in child care arrangements, bow often 
did you go out of your way to acoommodate? 
Did your former wife go out of the way to 
accomnodate to any changes you needed to 
make? 
H9W often dld you feel that'your' former 
wife understood and was supportive of your 
special needs as a joint custodial father? 
~ow often did you and your fo~er wife 
have basic differences of opinion aJx>ut 
i,ss~s rela~ed ~o child rearing? 
When you needed help regarding your child, 
h~ often did you seek it fran your former 
wife? 
223a. Bow often did you dread talking with your 
former, wife about issues relating to your 
child?' 
223b: Bow often did You' look' for~ard to 
talking with your former 'wife about 
issues relati ng ,to your child? " _ 
'I 2 ,3, 4 5 o 
1 2 345 o 
1 2,3 4 5 o 
1 2 ,3 4 5 o 
1 2 3 4 5 o 
1 2 3 4 5 o 
1 2 3 4 5 o 
1 2 3 4 5 o 
1 2, 3 4 5 o 
1 2 3 4 5 o 
1 2 3 4 5 o 
. .iII \:t· 
.! 
. 205 
There are a number of ways that former spous.es continue to relate to one· 
another after divorce in areas that do not involve patentin9. Please 
cir cle the number that best represents how often you and your former wife 







Tal~in9 about friends in common 
Dis~ssing finances not related to 
. your .. child 
",' .: 
Talking to each other about your 
.mardage 
. , " 
Talking about your families of origin 
.. (par.en~, -brothers, ai stersl 
", I .. • • • ~'. 
•.• j ... . 
Talking'about ·persona1 ~ob1ems 
230. ···Talking about why the marriage ended 
.231. 
232. 
. ~, :.. 
233. 
Tal~ing about recpnci1ing, 
Helping each other with household 
. tas~s. no~ related to Y'?~r .;~hild 
"Dating" each other 
234. Having physical contact (hugging, kissing) 
235. Having sexual ,inter~urse 
236. Tal~~ .. ng.about your work 
. : ~ . 
237. Seeing members of your former 
,wife's family. 
237a. Borrc;»wing ·or 1eo(ling each other ma'ley 
237b. Attending the same social activities 
























1· 2 3 
,1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 
1 2 3 
.1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 



















Ho",· often have the following parenting responsibilities been shared 
between you and your fomer wife within the past six months? 
238. Making major decisions regarding 
your child's life (schools, camp) 
239. Making day-to-day decisions 
regar~in9 your child's life 
(bedtime, what clothes to buy, 
'N' watching) 
240. T~king about personal problems 
'your 'cJ1ild may be experiencing 
241., Talking' about problems one of you 
is having in dealing with your 
child ,.' 
242'. Pla~in9 special events in your 
chUd's life (birthdays, etc.) 
243. Talking about your child's 
accomplishments and progress 
244. Talking, about problems your 
child is having 
245. Talking about how your child is 
adjusting to the separation/divorce/ 
remarriage 
246. Talking about proble"lIS you are 
having with each other related to 
car ing for your child 
247., Dis'cussing finances in, regard to 
your 'child 
248. Othet:, , (specify) _______ _ 
'1 2 









3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4' 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 





















In the next section,· as in the previous sections, please consider only 
the past six JIIaltbs. . . ; , 

































Bow. often do you feel your former wife supports am facilitates 





,5. very often 
267a. When you and your fo'rme"r wife have conflicts, about child rearing, 





5. very often 
6. no. conflicts 
268. How of ten do'" you· f eel good aOlot, the way you .. both deal .wi th the 
conflicts about child rearing? . 





.5. very often 

























Hov.' do you feel aoout the a.'11ount of time you and your former wi fe 







much more tlme. 
sanewhat more time. 
the sa~e a'11ount of time. 
sanewhat less t:ime. 
m,uch les,s time. 
(Go to Question 1271) 
270. Can you tell me some of the reasons for your dissatisfaction with 
the anount of time you spend with your" former wife discuBsing your 
-child?'-
271. Bow do you feel about your re1aticnahlp with your former vlfe in 
areas ~,hat do not' involve parenting? 
1. very satisfied 
2., somewhat satisfied 
3., mixed 
4. scmewhat dissatisflec! 
s., Very dissatisfied, 
272. Would you like, to be in contact with your former wife 
1. more frequently than you are now? 
2. less frequently than you are now? 
,3. about the same amoUnt th'at you ar,e now? 
273. How would you des'eribe your former wife's feelings towards you? 
1. very positive : ,'-." 
2. sanewhat post ti ve, 
3. mixed 
4., somewhat negative 
S.~ , very ne9ative 
6. don't know 
273a~ HoW wOUld you describe- your feelings towards. your fonner wife? 
1. very' posi tt"ve { 
2 • S olluiw hat , posi ti ve 
3.- mixed 
4. sanewhat negative 
5~ very negati~ 





















80l0I' do you fee'l atout: the balanoe among you~ social"work, ,and 
,parenting activi ties? . 
1. very positive 
2. somewhat fOsitive 
3. mixed ; 
4. somewhat negative 
S. very negative 
PIease,~xpIaln: __________ ~ ________________________ __ 
Bow do you feel about the balance amon9 the social, work, and 
par~~~n9 ~ctivl ties of your 'former wife? 
. l. ... ·ver.y positive 
2 •. :somewhat positive 
'3. ' mixed. 
4. '. scmewhat negative 
5~ very negathe 
~.leas~:·exp:la.~n~ ....... ___________________________ _ 
'''\ • '. ~ • J' • 'w 
I' I ~ 
. ': 
Bow do you feel about your commitment to your child as compared to 
~hat of ~u~ fo~er wife? 
1. I am much more committed than my fo~er wife. 
2. I am sli9ht1y more committed than my fo~er wife. 
3.' I am equally committed to our child. 
'4. I am sli9htly less committed than my former wife. 
S. I am much less committed than my former wife. ' 
Bow wOuld;,ou descr ibe your communication wi th your former wife in 
relation to parenting your child? 
Do you, your former wife, and your children ever spend time all 
together? 
'1'. no (Go 'to Question 1280) 
2. yes 
If you do spend time together with the children, how often, an:! 


















I " ~. , 
; . 
" :' I 
, 
J , 





'j Think back to··when You and' your former wife 'first separated, and circle 
';t the number that best reflects the changes' from that time to now. 
"I 






























.. ',- . , .. 
" "I much much '" 
. ' 
.. 
-. worse worse' 
.. 
no better better 
, 
,. . '. -," . now "now change now now 
, 
- . . 
280. The'· qua"lity of" )'QUr 1 2 J 4 5 
physical and emoti erial- . ; 
i nvol w'ment'· wi-th .yo·ur· 
child' •. .,' .. . ... 
.' :.": 
281- The quality of the :1 2 3 4 5 
coo per a ti CI\ between 
you and your former " 
wife with regard' to 
parenting your child. 
282. Your sati sfacti on with 1 2 3 -.. . 4 5 ., 
your relat! onship to 
., yOur'.' former wife in 
areas. that don't 
.,' : 
' ... , invcir~ parenting. 
283. If you 'didn't have a child, how often do you think you would want 
to talk to your fODDer wife? 




5 •. very often 
.. 
284" 'In which of the following ci rcumstances would you as k your former 
wife to ta ke' care ot" your child during th~ t.iJfte that your child is 
, . scheduled to be with you? (Please circle all that apply) 
., 'I' 
1. social' engagements 
'2 • .' 'vacat ion ... 
:: 3 •. :work-relatedengagements 
·4. si ckness .. 
5. none 
, othei··(spec.ify) _______ ........ -::-__ ~~---





















: . l ·1 















I;. ;1 H 
I 
II 
ii I . 
" I II' 


























"When a marriage ends, cpuples usually have to work out a number of issues 
. relating to financial matters and their children. Below is a list of 
spec.ific areas you and your former wife may have had to work out. Please 
circle the one number that best reflects the highest level of 
disagreement you and your former wife have had from the time you decided 
to separ ate until 6 months ago. Then indicate on each blank space when 
this highest level of disagreement occurred. 
No disagreement 






A moderate amount of disagreement 
Qui te a bi t: of di sa~reement '. ~ 4J 
comPle~: .. ~~sagreement ~. 1: ~ i 
'. 
' .. 
. ~. ~.. ..~ 
-i· " 
. 285. Child support 
::·285a. Alimony ... ·. . 
28Sb. Custody .. ' 
. . . 
. 28Sc. Child car~ Bchedule 
28Sd. Property settlement 
~ ~.fIf: 
Gl CIIGl ttI~ 
~r-ICIIHIII 
... +)~Gll/) 
0' ~ tT· 't:I • .-1 
III ·rf ttl 0 't:I 
I/) r-I III E 
.~;g .<.;B .<~ 
123 
1 .... 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 .3 
1 2 3 




Now cir cle the number that best represents the highest level of 
. d~~~gr.eemEi!nt "you and your .former w.if~ have had in the past six months: 
'286. Child support I 2 :3 4 5 
287. Alimony 1 2 3 4 5 
288. Custody:.~,· .. 1 2 3 4 S 
.' 289. Child care' schedule l' 2 .3 4. 5 
, 
: 
290. proper tY,. s.et tlement 1 2 3 4 5 
.. 291 • If you haw been in cx>ur t disputing any of the above areas since 
.. ; your 'separatioo;' please list which ones: .. 
.' 
292. If you . plan . to go to lX)urt to resolw any of the above areas, 
please list which ones: 
(. 
I· 








, . , 
• f I 
• i a 







Ho .... often do you feel free to' make decisions about your child without 

















~~ .... ~ 4-1 o~ oI-l 
s;: c (II oI-l C C 
(II CI 4/ CII .,-l CI ~ .E E oI-l~ .0 E 
CII CllCII lIS'" CI CII CII (j) ~CII ~ lIS III CII +'4/ 
Io! +'101 (IIC/l ~ (II lot 
01 4-101 '13;a 
.5 ",.-j0l III .,-l lIS 2 ca Cl. III o.~ .-jill .... C/l E III .... . .... .... ::3 .... 0· ... 
1ii:'tI <'0 <0 0I'tS u'tS 
Medical or health issues 1 2 3' 4 5 
':ScOO01" activ! ties 1 2 3 oJ 5 
Day to day discipline for your 1 2 3 4 5 
child 
;. 
Financial decisions 1n regard 1 .2 3 4' 5 
to your child 
Planning 'special ewnt·s· in 1 2 3 4 5 
. ':"your child's life' (parties, 
.. · .. trips) 





. Whose household claimed your child as a dependent for income tax 
purposes in l2ll? 
·1 •. mother 
2. father 
3. other 
Whose ooLJsehold claimed 
pur pose~ in.!!!!.Q.? 
1. mother 
2. '. :fat~'r ... 
~ .. " . .: . 
your child as a· dependent for income tax 
How do 'you refer to your former wife when speakin9 to others wb:> do 
not· lu,oW 'her? (circle all'that apply) 
1. --my e~wife" 
2. my former wife 
l. my co-parent 
4. my child's mother 





















People who are no lcnger mard ed to one another have B wide range of 
feelings about one another. CIRLE THE WE: NUMBER that best reflects your 
agreement or disagreement with the following statements about your 
former wife within' the past siz aonths: 
Agreement/Dis'agreement is rated as: 
1. Strongly agree 
.f2. Mostly agree 
3. Agree somewhat 
4. Neither agree nor 
S. Disagree somewhat 
6. Mostly disagree 
7. Strongly disagree 
"'r' •• 
disagree 
292a. My former wife is primarily 
interested in her own" ' 
welfare 
1 2, ~ 4 
292b. There are times when my 




292c. My former wife is perfectly 1 2 
honest and tr uthful with me. 
292d. ~ feel that I can tr~t my 1 2 
former wife completely. 
292e. My former wife is truly 1 2 
sincere in her promises. 
292f. ! feel th~~ my former wife 1 2 
does not show me ~nou9h 
consideration 
2,9.29. My,former wife. treats me 1 2 
fai'rlyand' justly'. 
, '. 
292h. I feel that my former wife ,1",2 






3 .' 4 
~, 4 
5 7 
5 6 7 
5 6 7 
5 6 7 
5 6 7 
5 6 7 
5,,· 6 7 




















PART G(l). REJof\RRIED PMBERS 
302. Was yoU[ wife married before? 
l. no .. 
2. yes 
303. If ~S, how many times? 
304. What does your child call his or her stepnother? 
" 
., 
305~ Bow did your former wife respond to your marriage? 
" 
~ . 
1. very posi ti ve1y 
2. somewhat positively 
3. mixed 
4. sanewhat negatively 
5. very negati-vely 
6 • don't know 
. . , 
:t, 
:~~ . 
,.' 306. How would you describe the relatialship between your former wife 













2. very good 
3 •. good 
4. fair , 
5. poor 
.. 6 • no .relationship 
" 
307. Bas your' remarriage changed your relationship wi th your former 
wif·e? , . ;:; 
1. not at all (go to Quest~on ,327) 
2. a· little . .. 
.. 3.' . san~hat . .. 
4. quite a bit 





216 1£ there were changes in your' r~lationship wi th your former wi fe 




much better than before? 
somewhat better than before? 
3. ,the saIne as before? 
4. somewhat worse than before? 
S. much worse than before? 
your remarriage changed your relationship with your 
1. not at all (go to Question t329) 
2. a little' 
3. sanewhat 
4. quite a bit, 
S. a great deal 
child? 
310. 'If there have been changes in your relationship wi thyour child, 
since your remarriage, i~ your, relationship 
1. much better than before? 
2. sanewhat better 'than before? 
3. the s_e as before? 
4. . scmewhat 1IIOrse than before? 
5. much wors e than before? 
311. How would you describe the relationship between your child arit his 
or her stepnother? 
1. excellent 




312. Did you desire a charige in either the joint custody disposition or 
the child ,care ,schedule as a result of your remarriage? 
1. no 




PART G (2). REw\RRIED FKI'RERS WttB STEPOIILDlER 
313. Please list the first names, ages, sexes, custody form, and 
residences of your wife's children. 
Name Age Sex Custody Forn Legal Residence 
1. ______________________________________________________ __ 
2. ____________________________________________________ __ 
3. ____________ ~ ________________________________________ __ 
4. ______ ~~-------------------------------------------
314. Please describe their visitation schedule. 
315. What do your stepchildren call you? 
·316. HO'o\' would you describe your relationship to your step:::hildren? 
1. ellCe11ent 





317.' ··HOIII· would you descdbe the relationship' ~tween your child and his 
or her stepsiblings? 
1. excellent 
2 •. very good 
3. good 
4. fai r 
5. poor 
318. BCJIo1do .you feel about yourself . 'as a stepfather? 
./ .' 
l. e'xcel1erit 
2. very good· 
I . 3. good 
4. fair 
5. poor. 
319. Bas becoming a stepfather changed, your relaticnship to your child? 
. ' , 
L ·'no 





APPENDIX B: INTER VIEW SCHEDULE 
1. Please tell me who is in'· your family? (A genogram was drawn.) 
Joint Cus~od):: Decision . 
2. How did the joint custody decision evolve? 
3. What are the advantages and disadvantages of joint custody for 
you, your· children and yo~r former wife? 
4. Do you feel that legal joint custody is important regardless of 
your child care schedule? Why? 
Child Care Schedule 
5. What is the current schedule for your child(ren) and how did it 
evolve? 
6. What are the advantages and disadvantages of your current 
schedule for you, your child; and your former wife? 
7. If you could change anything about your schedule, what would 
: you change (amount of time/specific schedule)? 
Fathering 
8. Thinking' back to the time when you first separated, what was 
your major concern about being a divorced father? 
9. In what ways have you changed as a father since the separation? 
iD. Do you'feel that you have a different comitment to your child 
. since y~ur separa~ion? 
'. 
11. What are the most rewarding or positive aspects of being a 
father now? 
12. What are· the· most difficult or troublesome aspects?'· 
13. Does your relationship with your former wife (feelings towards 
each other) affect" your relatIonship with your chiJd(ren)? 
• !. ::" '.'! . . . 
14. Are. there any chHd care responsibilities you feel could be 
.', 'better done by a . woman? by your ex?· '·Why? 
15; Have you ever thought of just taking your child and going some-
where. else where you would have him or her full time? 
\ . . . .. 
16. Ha've you ever thought of giving up 'cus,t~y and startin'g your 
own life without your child? 
220 
17. How do you feel when your time with your child is over? 
18. How do you think your child feels when his or her time with 
, you is over? 
Former Spouse Relationship 
19. Briefly, what were the reasons for your divorce? 
20. How would you describe your relationship with ,your former wife 
now? 
, 21. What have been the major changes in your relationship with her 
over time? 
22. How would you like your relationship with your former wife 
to be? 
Remarried Fathers 
23. Has remarriage affected your perception of yourself as a father? 
If yes, how? 
24. How has remarriage affected your relationship with your child? 
your former wife? 
25. Describe the relationship between your child and his or her 
stepmother? 
26. If you have stepchildren, how would you describe your relation-
ship with thenl? 
27. If you have stepchildren, how do they get aJong with your child? 
Remarried' Fathers with a New Child 
28. How did your child re'spond to the birth of the new child? 
29. Has your relationship with your child changed since the new 
child was born? If yes, how? 
30. Has your perception of yourseJ,f as a father changed since the 
the new child was born? If yes, how? 
31. How did your former wife respond to the birth of your child? 
32. If you had a good friend who was get ting a divorce and had 
children, how would you counsel tha t person about being a 
divorced father? Would you recommend joint custody? your 
childcare arrangements? 
.j'. 










"\ I , 
221 
33. Is there anything else about being a father with joint custody 
that you feel is important and that has not been touched upon 
in our discussion today? 
". 
